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Dear Sirt
<^e of (Rir school teachers has resigned#
To fill this Ysc&nc; we want some<me with a 
major in Borne SconmdLcs and a minor in !^lish# 
The teacher selected for this positi%% must 
also be certified to teach latin end Ccmi* 
mereial subjects*
He prefer someone with musical training Wio 
can direct the girls* glee club in the annual 
operetta*
If you have anywe to recoamend for this 
position please send her credentials at once#
Jiâm Doe*M.8%^erint mident ̂ 
% e  request cited above admirably illustrates the 
chaotic conditions shich exist with respect to subject 
combinations* Many factors bring about such requests for 
unusual and illogical teaching combinations^ and though the
^ lannholm^ Gerald E** ^Teaching Combinations* * Bâtions Schools# pp* 49«b0^ Feb*^ 1942*
2
largest proportion of thoae roquosfce eoie fran hi^h
achoola with limited budgets and consequontly limited staffs# 
enough large# well staffed high schools are reprceeated to 
cause concern in man^ areas# The fact that over Go per cent 
of all Montana public high schools enroll less tiian 350 
pupils loads added significance to the problem in tiiis state# 
Administrators often experience serious difficulty in 
securing teachers qimlified to teacri in several# often 
unrelated fields# Ui «tiicti they happen to have a vacancy#
Tills problem of finding qualified teaciiers is becoming more 
and more serious as accrediting agencies are becoming less 
lenient in their allowed exceptions to the rule# that tl*e 
minimum preparation necessary for teaciier qualification in 
any subject field# is 15 semester hours at the college level 
in any one of the several designated aroas#^ To obtain 
teachers who have had adequate end appropriate preparation 
to teaci:i the various subjects of tne high school curriculum 
is one of the more pressing problems facing superintendents 
and nlg^ school principals today# The solution to the 
difficulty seems to indicate tlie need fox' élimination of 
those illogical end infrequently taught coiâbinationa end the
Johnston# Edgar a## Preparation in Teachting Areas#
Korth central Association 
quarterly# XXIV# i;o# 1# 
pp# 129# July# IT49#
5
conetruotion of & of combinations for use
In the preparation and ascl̂ imr.ent of teachers* An essential 
step In constructing each a slriplified sjsteni requires that 
data be available on the number and frequencj of various coa- 
binatimis actually being taught at present# One of the 
purposes of this study is to :mke such data on Montana 
secondary schools readily available to those curriculum re­
formers côîicemed with improving ô or educational offerings# 
btudiea are available %hlen snow t:.&t tno per cent of 
teacxiers witii various types of combinations does not vary 
widely frra state to stats; ergo, recoi-caondotloas &r%d prac­
tices found helpful in dontono. might conceivably be found 
useful in other states also#^
The hig^ scnool student is also indirectly concerned 
with this problem of supply and deamnd# haiprcperly quali­
fied teachers often result in poorly taught schools and con­
sequently in laaladjusted individuals# Tne ability of teachers 
to give adequate instruction in tho subjeetsto %ileh tx̂ ey 
are assigned is of vital concern to students, tcac*era and 
the public alike#
^ ^v&nSf .lalph , ®A ^tudy of le&ci.er Assignment 
Practices la tfie secondary uch-oola of the Aorti: wcntral 
Association#** Aorth central h^ôoç]stlon .̂unrterly# lo,
pp# 271, «Jan#, lb&2#
4
Teaciior tralalnj inatltutiona ar@ also vitally con*» 
ceraad with the types of teeciiin^ coablnatlon^ the schools 
will dossnd of their ^raa^mtes# To know %hat subjects# or 
wiiat cô r.binatlon3 of subjects# prospective hijta school 
teachers should be prepared to teach Is one of the :.iany 
problmss confronting tz.ose concerned wltx* tiie training of 
secondary school teacxiers* As teaching positions become 
more difficult to secure# a teacher*s success in finding 
e%^loyment may depend on having the minimum Qualifications 
in the right combinations* Failure to secure a position on 
coapletlon of required preparation means a loss of time# 
money and morale on the part of tl̂ e student# and a waste of 
the public fimds used In supporting teacher training insti­
tutions# m;ich train students for positions for whicii there 
is no demand* Of course# as conditions now exist# that is# 
with the prevalence of large numbers of illogical teaciilng 
combinations# the problem beco.4Cs practically incapable of 
Intelligent solution*^ that 1© probably most aoedcc is & 
thorough* study of what combinations of subject fields con­
stitute the most logeai teaci.im.:, co..iulaatloma in torma of 
the knowledges end skills involved in the individual subjects*
4 Lanmiolm# Gerald h.# op« cit«# pp* 50*
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At any rate^ Inforci&tIon is desired that wu^ld Indicate In
what fields the prospective teacher anouId bo trained, in
order to be aore nearly sure of cuiployrnent upon graduation
end to beat contribute to our educational needs* Hid data
collected, collated and analyzed in this study sliould enable
bo til student and advisor to more sons lb ly select combina"^
tlons of majors and minors* Evelyn vlemont has the follow*
ia^ to say oa this subjecti
lihile it is necessary to provide teaciiera 
iBSio may undertake work in a modern school 
curriculum In wnicn specialization of sub­
ject matter is not the first coitsideration, 
yet any cood school system must provide 
that its teaciiers have an adequate back*(ppound to do effective teachia^*S
hale Zeller makes the following relevant statement:
fhe one single factor cf most importance 
in the educational experience of girls 
and boys is tnc kind of teacner #io di­
rects tiiCir scliool experiences as tney 
pass tiirough tne educational process*
Only a teacner wiiO Is well trained for teaching, broadly educated witn sy.p.pa- 
tlietie underatanciin,̂  of the social scene, 
informed and aware of the needs and 
characteristics of chile growtn cah 
possibly do tnls task cfriclently*^
^ Clement, hvelyn, caching Assignment of 500 
Teaeners*” California $Ioumal of Secondary i due at Ion* 
pp* 154* March* ""1Ù6V#
Ü Zeller* Dale* *A huggcstivc Long Term Logielativc
Plan in the Kansas irogram for the Improveueat of Instruc­
tion#** htate Dept# of Lducatioa# lopeha* î âsas* July* I'̂ DU* pp * 57 *
6
ÎHK
This «tudy hedf as its original purpose, the collec- 
tlcm, collation and analysis of facts concern^ug subject 
combinative tauglit by Mvtana teachers of smUiematics as 
compared with their Qualifications for instructing in these 
combinations in the publie h l ^  scnoola of the state# It 
was believed that eaoi\;h data would be available in the 
offices of the State Department of Public Instruction to 
compile the requisite facts necessary for tule study#
It Was assumed that the subjects taught in combination with 
mathematics could be gotten frâ i the Forrn A high school re­
ports for the current school year, and the qualifications 
of the teachers secured frcm an analysis of Uie records end 
transcripts of tliese teachers filed with the ^tate Depart­
ment at the time of application for oertifIcatlon# This 
study was launched on the basis of these assumptions#
IÎO serious difficulties were encountered in ascer­
taining who the teachers of mathematics In the state were 
and what subjects they were teaching in addition to :5athe­
matic a# This phase of the study, based upv the Fora A higli 
school reports for the 1949-60 school w&s successfully
coupleted la December, 1949# However, imny serious obsta­
cles were encountered in trying to determine the qualifica­
tive of these teachers by an examination of tiie files of the
7
àt&te i^partmcnt ot Public Instruction# It is sjfflolont to 
mention at tills point, that, due to the Inconipletoness of 
the data obtained, the orlgiiml purpose of the thesis could 
not be fully smt#
'Ihus the following detailed problems, presenting 
therasel^es as Important in constructing:; a canposlto picture 
of the situation re^ardin^ subject coublnGtlons ajici teacher 
training, are those compatible with tlie data obtained, and 
represent a modification of the original plan of tîio thesis* 
tfhou^ not as specific or inclusive as those aspects of the 
problem originally envisioned, tholr solution may be of 
value*
X* hhat subjects are taujht la combination with 
sietiieiaatics in the public secondary schools of ^oataaa, and 
la vèist rank order are they
2* uhat percentage of hontsna public secondary 
school teachers of mati.ematlca ere teaching in 1, 2, 3 or 
more fields?
5* how many Kiathematlcs classes are tau.mht In tn© 
public secondary schools cf the state?
4* iiow many pupils are enrolled in various mathe­
matics classes in the public hl^h scliools of Montana?
5* vaiftt subjects and fields ar*o tau^.t in the public 
secondary schools cf on tana in coinbi nation isith zia the ma tics
a
by qualified «sathem&tloa teachers?
a# Is there a relationship between the else of the 
sehool and the subjects taught In combination with mathe^ 
satlcsf betveen sise of school and age of teachers of 
mathematics?
f» What qualifications» training and aa^erlence do 
the teachers of mathematics In the public secondary schools 
In the state present?
this study is (xinfiasA to ths public sc2:̂ oXs of 
Mont&aa si%d is restricted to the nathœatlos teachers la the 
junior and senior high schools of the state viio eere teach*» 
ing at least one mathematics class during the first s<̂ es«» 
ter of the school year#
BWRGE8 OF DATA
This study is based largely upon information 
gleaned through an analysis of t W  records and reports m  
file in the offices of thto Montana State Department of 
Public Xnstructi<m#
The déterminât ira of those teachers #:o wore teach*» 
lag at least one mathraaties course* as well as the other 
subjects and fields taught by tWse teachers was made by an 
analysis of the Form, A high seliool reports for the 1&40*»SO 
school year#
The college and high school training of these teachers 
was ascertained by an examination of all available college 
transcripts of these teachers filed with the state Depart* 
ment of Public Instruction at the time of application for 
certification*
Other data pertaining to age* experience* salary*
10
Mllege graduated froa and tjpa of taaeXiixsg certificate 
poaseaaedy are baaed partly ea the Form A high acxiooX 
reporta# partly oa college trsnacrlpta and other data filed 
with the atate department# and partly upon the filea of 
iWra# Schmidt# certificaticm clerk in the state iepartmant of 
Public Xnatructioo#
IX
l/E.?XKITIOHS OF
Seecwadarjr school teacher ot mathematical refera to 
ft person teachla^ at least on# m&thmmtiù» oourso in a 
publie seeondftz^ sehool of Montana*
Secondary sehool mthe^tlca teacher* refers to a 
persw having a mmjor or minor* or a minimum of 25 college 
quarter credits in msthea&atics#
College major in mathematicst 45 or more credits* 
Hovever* for students presenting throe and a half entrance 
units in saathematics* a 40 credit minimm* and for students 
with four entrance imita* a 35 credit minimum may be per# 
mitted provided that at least 15 credits are in course s 
niWbered above 100*’̂
Colley minor in mathematics* For students i^o enter 
the University with more than two units of school mathe^ 
mat!OS* the teaching minor requirement will be defined as 
successful eosGplotion of mathematics 22(Ualculus 1} plus 1 
elective* rather than c(x&pletion of 50 credits#^
The following definitions are those given by
'University of Montana Bulletin* Montana Btate Uaiver* 
slty Berles Ko* 426* pp* 110* July* 1940* Missoula* Montana*
^ Ibid** pp. 83*
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AntrÏM iZamoa la nls thesis **t^uoatloael urforln^s in 
Montana schools  ̂ and wxili bo uo iioî̂ ored
throui^nout tills feport*^
Kl,il doi oolt Kljü school Las been used as that part 
of tîie public school mil en X'olloï?ii the luiual elemer*-*
tap^ school and is cor̂ iposed of tirades 9, 10, 11 end 12*
a abject matter fieldi Subject matter field refera to 
one of Uie 12 major divisions of the secondary school sub^ 
jects such as hngllsh, mathematics, science, etc*, which 
are used In tẑ la study*
Subject# Subject applies to a sub-division of a sub­
ject natter field* llius within the subject matter field, 
nmthematics, are included trigonometry, geometry, algebra, 
etc*
Subject offering:; As used in this thesis, Uie phase 
"subject offerings" means fii*?ply tlio name of the subject and 
not an analysis of wr̂ at the subject contains »
hlnf;le offerln-* A sln̂ l̂e offürin^^ ie a ject 
listed on pax̂ t A of the hija school reports for the school 
year 1949-50*
^ haraes, Antrim h*, "aducational OiTerlnga la
Montana High hciiools 1945-47," Masters Thesis, Montana htet© 
University, 194d*
là
Ci v{-n.hvli.
data us<3d la coaspillsî ; th& ôtatistical tables la 
thla thesis were obtained froa official, confidential files 
in the office of the :?tate diipor Intendent of labile Ins true* 
tion, Hiss Mary M* Condon, In the btate bopart^aent of rublio 
Instruction In Helena, Montana*
lisln̂  the Hora A hi^h school imports for the 1949*50 
school year, all teacliers of mathematics ware listed on 5 
large sheets, together with Uio subjects and classes they 
taught# Administrators, both man and women, were listed in 
black, man teachers were listed in red, end women teeciiers 
in blue#
An arbitrary division of the high schools of the 
state on the basis of sise was made to facilitate a statis­
tical treatment of the data* harnes*s procedure of slse 
grouping according to pupil enrollment is followed in 
setting up the 6 school groups representing 175 high sciiools, 
24,755 students and 1,444 toachers for comparison in tl̂ ia 
report* Table 1, which is based partly upon the state 
educational directory for 1949*50, and partly upon the 
Horm A high school reports for tne sa=:,8 period, shows how 
the schools were divided into the five groups*
Group X, iK:,ich is limited to those schools with
14
enrollaenta of over 550 pupils cont&lna 14 schools, 
or 8 per cent of the total of 170 schoola used in this 
survey’* The total nuober of stude&ts enrol led in these 14 
schools tsas 11^075» Tnls nuinhcr equaled 45 per cent of the 
24,765 pupils enrolled in the 176 schoole* The nurxer of 
students in this ^roup enrolled la varlo^is siatiiomatlcs 
classes was 6,076»
Thore were 431*5 tcacners, or an averac® of 54*6 
teachers per school in this C^ojp, and of these, 64, or 
21*6 per cent taught at least one mathematics co.raa* An 
avarahe of 4*5 matliematies teachers per school taught a 
total of 233 asth#mtlc3 courses per day In this ^roup*
Zrov^ 11, idilciTi Is liiaitcd. to thuse schools with 
student enrollments of less than 550 pupils and more than 
150 pupils, contains 25 schools or 13,1 per cent of the 
total of 176 schools used In the survey* The total number 
of students enrolled In these 25 scliools was 6,075* 7!:is 
number was equal to 21 per cent of the 24,765 pupils enrol» 
led in the 176 schools* The nuiaber of students in tnis 
&roup enrolled In various mathematics classes was 5,121* 
There were 279 teacners or an average of 12,1 teachers 
per school in tirais group*
Group III, which Is limited to those schools with 
student enrollments of less tnan 151 pupil© end more than 75
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pupils contains 44 schools or 25 per cent of the total of 
175 schools used la the survey# The total nunibor of stu* 
dents enrolled in these 44 schools was 4^860# This number 
was equal to 20 per cent of the 24,755 pupils eru^olled In 
the 175 schools# The number of students in ttils group 
enrolled in various matùiematics classes was 2,515# There 
were 3,275 teachers for an average of 7*4 teachers per school 
in this group* There wore 59 teachers Including administra* 
tors, teaching at least one siathematics clase per day ia 
this group* This made an average of 1*3 us thematic© teachers 
per school tescnlag a total cf 13 ms the eristics classes per 
day*
Group IV, which is restricted to those schools with 
student enrollments of less than 75 pupils but snore I2ian 
40 pupils, contains 39 schools or 22*1 per cent of the total 
of 175 scliools used in the survey* The total number of 
students enrolled in these 59 schools was 2,234# This 
nuraber was equul to 9 per cent of the 24,755 pupils enrolled 
in til© 175 schools* The number of students la this group 
enrolled in various aathmmtics classes was 1,557* There 
were 176 tdaciiers for average of 4*5 teachers per school 
ia this group# There were 56 teachhers including a&ainistra* 
tors, teaching at least I mathematics class per day ia this 
group* This made an average of 1*4 matne.mtics toacners per
ecliool te&chlnr a total of 114 classes per Cay#
Croup # 1 1ch Is limited to those schools with 
student earollaonts of less tlmn 41 pupils^ contained 56 
sel̂ toois or 31*0 per cent of the total of 170 sdiooli used 
in tiiô survey* The total nunbor of etudents enrolled in 
these 50 schools w&s 1,539* Tnls riÛ aher was equal to 
6 per cent of the 24,705 pupils enrolled in, the 175 schools# 
The au2sbcr of students la hi is ^roup carolled in vsrious 
æatheo&tlGs classes was 1,329# There were 1£T) teaol ers for 
an avorad<3 of 3*2 teachers per school 1 ̂ h.Is nruup* There 
TOre 09 teaciiOre, Including adzJLnlstrators, toachlnn at 
least 1 a&thematlcs class per day in thle group* Tnls 
azaoimted to en average of 1*2 meti.ermtlcs teachers per 
sciiool teaching a total of 129 mathematics classes per day* 
The teacuers listed on eacl; sheet coriiprised ell the 
teachers of mathematics fcllln^ in each group*
To further facilitate ecipiling the data UiO subject 
offerings were rro-.iped into their respective riel^s* cron 
these sac ter sheets, tz.cu, it was possible to co.pllc the 
data presented la Tables IX tiiroujn 17I1X# Those data were 
gathered ia Uiree days of steady work in the office of 
^ *  King, State high SCi*ool Supervisor ia lielona, hvntana, 
in December, 1949*
The data concorned witn W o  traluiu^, a^e, etc*, of
Z\31S  X
ron:iiiTrrs mzK sœicols,
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S C H O O L  G R O U P
I II Ill IV V ALL
Schools 
per group 14 T-44_ - 59. 56 ___176_____
Haags of 
enrollment over 550 76-150 41-76 , 9-1-647___
Average 
enrol lr»nt 791.1 _ 219.9 - 67.3 264.5
Total number 
atudmite 11,075 6.075 4.860 2,234 1.559 24«765
Pep cent 
enrollment ^45.p_ 20.5 _J^.O __ ,-9.0 ^.2 . . 100.0
Per cent 
of schools 8.0 ___ 13.0 24-0 31-8 100-0 _ ,
Total no. 
teachers 481-5 279-0 __ 178 _ 180 . 1^444 ,
Ave. nuzdw 
te&ohwe 
per school^ 34.4 7-4 - - - -4-5 fî-2
Ho. tesobers 
of 64 48 69 _________56 69 --296
A vs. no. tethers 
of math per 
school 4.5 2.1 - 1.5 1.4 1.2 1.7
Per o«at 
math teachers# 21.6 ...16.2 19.9 23.3 100.0
Per cent ata* 
dents in math. 54t? .......6M.. 63.7 JAnl . %a%.. ______62âl.___
* Including ftdmini stator• 
» Excluding «dmlnistratora
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the teaohers of math^mttica In the state* were gathered in 
the Bt&te Department of Publie Inetruetlon offloca in 
Helena* Montana* in March* I960* Aq a preliminary atep* 
each te&oiier of matlaematioa^ together with certificate 
poaaeaaed* date of certificatim* majora* minora and 
crédita in mathematics was listed on a plain 6 % 0 inch 
Card# The cards were tiien separated according to the type 
of certificate listed on them# they were then further suW 
divided according to the year the certificate was granted# 
Finally* each one of theae groups was alphabetised# It was 
necessary and desirable to follow this procedure* as all the 
desired Information was filed in "pockets* in a steel vault 
in the State capitol building in Helena* Montana* according 
to type of certificate* the year granted* and the teachers 
asms#
After a conference with Mr* Mng* state Hi#i School 
Supervisor* and Mrs# Schmidt* Certifieatl<m Clerk* who had 
charge of the certification files* it was decided that 
Mrs# Jean lynch* secretary to Mr* Hing* would work with tljê 
author in securing and replacing the "pockets"* as Mrs# Schmidt 
was most anxious that no#ilng in the files be misplaced or 
filed Incorrectly# Hr# M a g  was most gracious la freeing 
Mrs# I^ch for this task* and Mrs* lynch worked tirelessly 
to secure tlie necessary pockets for examination#
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lElowevar» Ursm Lÿncĥ , in ta run dovns tha
first graup of teachers fowd that the certificates end/co? 
date of certification listed on the cards was quite often in 
error^ aad Uius# before the work could proceed# each card 
had to be checked a^aiaat the files of hd'nmldt* These 
files had all tead^ers ever certified In the state listed 
alphabetically with the t^pe cf certificate possessed and 
the date certified# She certificates and/or date of ccrtl* 
floati«i as taken from the Fora 1 hi#i school reports were 
found to be in error in about 30 per cent of the cases#
After determining the correct certificate and date of 
oertlficaticm# the cards were grouped into 5 groups accord**» 
ing to the school group in which the teacher was instructing# 
Then every seventh card in group* 1# 2# 4^ 3 was deleted# in 
order to listen the task fa^ Mrs* lynch* Qroxsp 3 was left 
intact as it was hoped tlmt by statistical meUxods the 
amoi^t of error introduced into the otĥ ur four groups by 
this procedure could be calculated* As it turned out how## 
ever# only 94 per cent of the records of the Group 3 teachers 
could be located# and# as many of these records were very 
sketchy# no attea^t ha* been made to check for error in the 
four group* involved in the eaqpllng process* The deletion 
of every seventh card in these groups left about 36 per cent 
of the esrds* Shis percentage# however# was further reduced
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to 80 per ceot in Oroip 81 per cent in Group II# 81 per 
cent in Grnup IV# and 82 per cent in Ci*oup V# by failure 
either to find th# file of e pertlcular tcacher# or# after 
tlie file W d  been located# the faiiui*e to flnu the r&qiüLclte 
information in the *pocket%
ThQ reduced nû iber of cards was then re;;̂ '"ouped as 
before Into pile» according to the type of certificate poc* 
aeased and the date certified# and each pile arranged 
alphabetically according to the teachcra aurzmmc#
Many of the teacher»# especially those isrlth life 
certificate»# had previously posaesced other teaching certi^ 
float6»# and thus would have material filed la two or more 
different place» in the vault# it would have been extremeXj 
desirable to examine all material oa all teachers# but as 
Mrs# Xyn<^ could not be expected to take the extra tine to 
run down all. this l&fora&tion# we decided to check only the 
latest dated pocket** for each teaciicr selected for study#
In the course cf searching, far tiio ir?aterlal on each 
teacher# another unexpected problem presented itself* 
heveral of the women teachers had married since obtelalog 
tiieir teaching certificate» and thus the name appero*lag on 
the r'orm A hî ÿa sĉ ôol reports did not conform with the 
nssne under ŵ iich the teaehera credentials wero filed* In 
most cases# however# this difficulty was surmounted by
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checking Mrs* 3ch:Elât*s files and securing tl̂ e maiden name 
of the teacher and then checking under tins expropriate file# 
% e  data thus seeded is presented In Tables U  throû ÿi XXil* 
In order to make more meaningful ctmpariscms# all 
eubjects taught in Montana secondary schoola have be mi 
grouped into fields# The method followed in grouping is 
easwitially patterned after the procedure used by Barnes* in 
his thesis* and ^wips all subjects into 1 of 13 fields*
These fields* as listed by Bames are* social studies* 
English* science* mathematics* cc^acrcial* physical educa^ 
tion* music* home économies* industrial arts* foreign 
language* agriculture* and art* The arrangement of subjects 
into subject fields as presented oa page 21 is the one that 
will be recognised in (a*ganising the data in this report* 
and varies from Barnes*s Rouping* in Û »at psychology is 
considered as a science rather than as a social study* and 
shop mathematics is considered as a m&the^mtlcs subject 
rather than as en industrial arts subject*
Also* in the preparetim of some of the tables* the 
science field is subdivided into Biological helenee and 
Jphysieal Eeienee* Tüis procedure seemed desirable* as the 
Etate Department of Public Instruction recognizes t̂ iese as 
separate fields* and thus information c<mc@rning thorn mig^t 
be of value* Psychology was difficult to place oaclaslvely
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In the biological science groi^ or In the physical science 
group, end thus. In some of the following tables is listed 
separately*
In those tables p ertainlng to f ields taught in combi­
nation with mathematics^ ps;ÿChology is listed separately, 
and also Is Included In the figure given under the physical 
science column*
The subjects Included In eacli field are as follows:
1* English
2* hocial Studies
3* foreign Language 
4* Agriculture 
5» Art
6# Physical Education 
7* Music
CcHapositlon, literature, public 
speaking^ dramatics^ debate, high 
school paper, word clues, 
journalism*
American history, world history, 
economics, sociology, social science, civics, world geography, 
problems In A:aerican democracy, problems of democratic people, 
vocational relations, Montana 
history, occupational relations, 
modem history, government, Latin American history, orientation, 
current history, ancient history, 
medieval history, European history*
Irench, Latin, Spanish, German*
Vocational agriculture*
Art, advanced art*
Ewl.:nming, tumbling, twirling, 
boxing, etc*
band, glee club, chorus, music, 
orchestra, piano, tonettes*
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9* Industrial Arts
10* nome économies 
H #  Matbematiea
12* Science
Ibÿsio&l Science
>iologiCâl Science
Fsycliolo^
l>plno# bookkeeping^ shorUinnd* 
buaineae training# atenojrepny^ 
coi^nierclal law, cfrlce practice, 
baslaesa aalcc, buainesa
économies, ccmtBerci&l a r it iiia o tic #
niiOp, mocri&alccl drawing, manual 
trclain;j, aeronautics, auto 
mechanic a, drafting, woodwork, 
driver training, plioto engraving#
Home econoniica*
Algebra, geometi^, general ma the* 
matioa, advanced ;aat«̂ o:natics, 
solid geo-ietry, college algebra, 
remedial matneiaatica, practical 
mathematlca, shop matliematlca, 
trigonometry*
General science, cxiOmistry, 
ph^sica, aclence, paysleal 
geography, geology, crioiaistry of nursing*
siology, hygiene, anatomy, 
«oology, physiology*
Bs)cnology*
It may be appropriate to mention nere, that not all 
the Various subjects listed above were found being taugiit 
in combination with matiicmatics#
GliAfT&a II
lâiû number of pubXisiied étudiés related to the pro^ 
blem of b l ^  sobooX te&ohlng coæbl&atione has decreased 
markedly during reseat yeara#^ In Juae^ 1954^ Gmatattd 
reviewed 45 etudlee bearing oa this problem#^ MaXmberg la*» 
eluded Z9 etudiee la hie JuaOĵ  XS37^ review of Investiga<* 
ticae during the Wpee^year period following Jime# X934# 
doeordiag to hougXae and farïburet# only 1Ŝ  studies of 
teaching cmbiaatlma appeared fro:m June# 1957# to June# 1940# 
These two reviewers en^asiee the fact that# althou^ the 
number of investigations bearing on the problem of teaching 
combinations has decreased markedly daring this slx-year 
period# the problem has by no means disappeared# Harl R# 
louglas states that the area of subject combinations has 
recently bemi neglected# and is one in which additional 
research is needed#^
however# many unpul>liahed graduate theses# both at
ljeü3jaîï()]LQi# Gerald 5## ’teaching Combinations#" 
Rations schools# 29:50 February# 1942#
^ Omstattd# J# G.# "Teacfiing CcKablnetions in h i ^  
Schools. " .review_of ional Jisscarcl:i# 4*502# June# 1954,
^ %)ouglas# Heupl a## «t al## “Teaching Loads and Assignments^ review of educational Research# Iùî2h5# 164G*
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the doctoral . and at tha level have contri­
buted i&uch data m  the accoudary achoola of the natim»
Theaa data are not as readily accessible as they should be^
If curriculum advisors, teaŴ icr training institutions, super» 
intend^ts, etc*, are to derive much benefit from the studies* 
% e  follomln^ summries of related research are thus 
not to be taken as a co^rehensive survey of all studies com­
pleted in tide field, but merely as a represmitativc sarnie 
of the work done and the c m  elusions arrived at by a few 
selected studies* Studies representing various years are 
included, in order that trends, as they exist, may be re­
vealed to the reader*
Inman made a study of the graduates of the liberal 
Arts course at the ^t&te University of Iowa during Uie five- 
year period from 1901-25* Ke revealed that m l y  about 
thirty per cent of the teachers were sufficiently prepared 
to teach the subject they were teaching, because of the 
number of fields they were asked to teach* During the first 
year of teaching the most frequent number of different 
fields taught was three* f&ore than a third of the teachers 
tau^t four or more subjects*^
"— — ^     .
Imaan, James H«, "%e Training of Iowa Hi4i School
Teachers In delation to the Subjects They Teach,** (unpubli­
shed Master#* thesis, % e  University of Iowa, Iowa city, 
1925)*
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£emp*0 atudy showed that, of the total number of sub­
jects taught by the 486 teachers wno were teaching in 
California High Schools during the Fall semester, 1922-25, 
more than one-third represented subjects in vàiich the 
teacher had little or no training - that is, subjects which 
were neither of the major or minor offerings In preparation 
for teaching* In the small high school the situation was 
much worse, showing about one half of the subjects taught by 
those vho had not been trained to give instruction in the%a*G
Clifford Woody analyzing Michigan principals* and 
superintendents* reports for the years 1924-25, arrived at 
the following conclusionst 1* Over nine-tenths of tîie 
teachers in the North Central High Schools of Michigan were 
teaching but (Hie or two subjects* 2# The number of sub­
jects taught decreased as the years of teaching experience 
increased until a total of 2 years of teaching experience was 
reached* 5* Of all the teachers of one subject, almost half 
of them were teachers of English, mathematics. Industrial 
arts, or home economics* 4* There was a tendency for some 
subjects, such as English and history, history and social 
studies, French end Latin, chemistry and physics, to be
^  Kemp, %* W*, **Tho Training of High School Teachers 
in Relation to Subjects They Teach,** California Quarterly of Secondary Education, 1*409, June, 1%6*
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eombiaoa into two or Umeo aabjeot combinat Iona * ̂
inderam reporta roauXtc of his questionnaire survey 
of beglnnio^ te&ohere in the Junior and senior high schools 
of <^lo for as follows; 1* A beginning teacher has
one chance la four of teaching only la his major or minor 
fields « 2^ he has one chance in four of teadiing only one
subject outside of his major or minors^ one chance In four 
of being asked to handle throe or more subjects for wliich he 
has not prepared In college* 3# %ere is more than a 50^50 
chance that he will teach In three distinct fields of subject 
matter and one chance in three that he will be teaching in 
four nw^related or little related fields*^
Savage# using official records of the Pennsylvania 
D%>ar%aent of Publie Instruction# studied commercial teaching 
combinations for 1929*30# 1931*92 and 1939*54# and sî ôwed 
that the range and number of subjects taught by one teacher 
vas from one to eight# and the median muster vas 2^* For 
1999*94# 14 per cent of the combinations verm wltliln the 
c^mierce f leldj 29 per cent of the teadiora taught one sub*
^^oody# Clifford# "Somber end Combinations of Sub* 
jeets Taught in the 1924*25 School fear in the Korth Central 
High Schools of Michigan*" Kducational Atolnistreticsn end 
ôUDervieim. 12:529*48# 192uJ ' ^  '
^  Anderson# Earl %,# "The Teaching X^ad of the 
Leglitacr In h l ^  Scliool*" Educational Reae&rch bulletin. 
7:280*81# Oct*# 1928# ~  !
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jeet ùalj^ bookkeeping beln^ U*e f,oüt frequent one# For 
till® same year, different subject co&bln&tlona of 
merclal teachers in first claaa districts nuiabered 62# in 
second cl&es districts £20 teaoiers taught 123 dlfforent 
co2:blnatlc»isi end In third class districts 572 teachers 
IBS different ocz^blnatloas, showing a decided in­
crease in combinations for schools of the secoad and third 
classiflcaticns#^
hrlg3S stWled the subject combinations of 1,811 
Iowa high school teachers i^osc pupils took part In the Iowa 
Pupil Pro^pp&m of 1950# His survey of 522 schools 
showed that a majority of the hi^i cchocl teachers taught 
in more than one field, and a few taught In as many as six 
different fields# Slightly over 89 per cent of all teaciaers 
taught in one, two or three fields#^
Elders* study of 507 teaching positions in 95 simll 
^ew Jersey h i ^  schools in 1931-52 showed the following 
per cent of frequency of cosibln&tloa with home economics % 
English 37#5 per cent, music 22#2 per cent, social science 
16#7 per cent, art 7#8 per cent# Only 7#B per cent taught
Halph H## "Teaching combinations and 
and Certificates of Pennsylvania Commercial Teachers»" (unpub­
lished has ter* a thesis. The university of Pittsburg,
Pittsburg, 1934#)
9 hrigga# Charles %», "Cubject combinatIona of hi^h 
bcliool Teaohers#^ (unpublished Master*s thesis, btate 
University of Iowa, lows city, 1931)#
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home eocmomlea
Investigation of 47 amaU or medium sized 
h l ^  sehools In loam mad Bebramkm for the ^emr 1933^54^ 
shoved that onlj two out of 732 teachers tau^t Isi more 
than three fields# Two«#thlrdm taught In one field and one*» 
Wilrd in two flelds#^^
MalgWrg, using Illinois school directories for his 
d&ta# Included all the high school subjects In his study of 
high school positions in Illinois frwm 1931^2 to 19M«35#
A definite tendency toward prevalence of certain two*»mub» 
Ject coiabinations was noted| for instance $ physical educm** 
tion with science# coai^rised 23#C per cent of two*»6ubject 
e<%nbiadtioas for 1931'»52 and 22*5 per cent for 1954«*55#
The least prevalent two**subJect combination was art with 
mathezaatics# which had 3 per cent end 1 per cent respec*» 
tively# for these two periods# Ĝiree and four**eubJect 
combinati(ms showed some prevalence but the variations in 
combinations above two was marked* significant changes 
in positions from 1951«52 to 1954<»55# showed that foreign
r -^^iider'Urn E«# *iitudy of Subjects Taught by 507 
Teachers of &5 5mmll K l ^  Schools luring the School Year 1931«32#• Keport of Sixteenth annual Conference of Koiae 
j^ccmcmics Teacliers* Central aegl^#^Chlca Illinois) '
^  Geiger# Virgil Arlington# ^Program Making in high 
Schools of ?rom 200 to 500 fupils#* (unpublished Master*s 
thesis# university of Nebraska# Lincoln# 1955}# IGOpp*
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home economical and indostrial arte auffared de^ 
elded Xoaaea during the depression jcara, with iaipro^ed 
e<mdltlona for 1954«*55* One general oonclual(m drawn vaa 
that the problem of subject combinatioa in Illinois was 
largely the problem of the email high eohool*^
Orlfflth made a study of teaching caablnatlone In the 
state of l o w  In the year 1934»%* lie found that the per* 
cent of teachers who teach In <me subject field increased 
in the smaller school systems because fewer teachers must 
necessarily be es^loyed* Teacher training schools would 
find the training of teachers much siller If subject com* 
blnatl^s could be scmwhat standardised#^
À comprehensive study made by a curriculum ocmolttee 
of the Horth Central Associâticn starting In April* 1934* 
and ezt^ding over a period of years was simmarised by
f# Evans* Ihia survey provided Inforsmticm relative 
to the statua of teacher assignments of 7*751 teachers in 
dCO secondary schools in the states of Iowa* Indiana*
Maln^erg* C* ?** ^Teaching fosltlcsis in Illinois 
High Schools#" Teachers college Quarterly> 33$40* 1955*
^  Griffith* Harold 0** "Subject Combinations of 
El^ School Teachers in 449 Independent School districts 
of Iowa for 1954«55#" (unpublished Master*# thesis*
The University of Xowa* Iowa City* 1955}*
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Misaoori# Bebraalca^ end Ohio aocredlted by the ^orth central 
AsaociatiOQ*
&le study die closed that many teaWiers are unprepared 
to teach In subjects In shich they ere actively teaching# 
hanges ot unpreparedness were from 5*4 per cent In music and 
ZZ p w  cent In mathematics to per cent in physical edu*» 
cation# âiso disclosed in this study are data Wiowlng Umt 
these teachers are teaching different combin&tiœs but 
the majority of the combinations involve only a small number 
of teachers#
^m e other pertinent conclusions arrived at by this 
study zoay be summarised as followst 1# Chaotic conditions 
exist with respect to subject combinations# 2# Many C(%mbim 
naticma are illogical# 5# Courses in the same department 
are frequently divided among several teachers rather than 
grouped under a single tea^w* 4# A large majority et 
teachers in both small and large high schools teach in only 
œ e  or two fields# 6# Special subject teachers have fewer 
combinations than do academic teachers# 6# Even when 
majors are e^msidered as a broad fisld^ seldom do half of 
the instructors teach only in their major fields# 7# bcgin^ 
ning teachers often find their positions in small h i ^  
schools where the problem of subject combinations is the 
most acute# 8# Many combinations bring together subjects
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wrîth little or no to the relationship between th%a*^^
Ivereon* @ investIgation covered the teaching programs 
of 1#960 teaehere in 549 claeslfied and eoneolidated schools 
of Horth i>atota for the school ^ear 193^39*
He fo\HKl that science corabinatlons in the order of 
ii^ÿortance are social science^ ma them tics and ccemeroe*
Ihe three most cossium combinations with matheinaties in 
order of importance are acienco, social science and commerce* 
Iverson*s data disclosed that 27^ per cent of the 
teachers tau^t la caae fields 34 per cent taught in two 
fields j; 19^ per cent tau^t in three fields, XC^ per cent 
taught in four fields, $ per cent tai^àt in five fields, and 
per cent tau^t in six fields, with tine teaoixers in the 
msaller schools generally being called upon to teach the 
greater diversity of fields*^
Children*s survey covered the teaching programs of 
2,104 teachers in 250 six^ye&r h i ^  schools in the state of 
Minnesota for the school year 1941*42* He found, among 
other tnings, that in some of the smaller high schools
le ̂ vana, Ralph *A Study of Teaciier Assignment 
practices in Secondary Sojtxools of the north central 
Association,^ Morth Central Association Quarterly, 
lot271, January, 1942*
^  Iverson, Horman F*, "Subject Combinatlms of 
North Dakota High Schools*” (unpublished Master's tlxesls. 
University of Montana, Missoula, 1940*
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there were no well defined teaching oomblnationa# Generally, 
ae the tead^^lng etaff increased in sise, the teaching combi^ 
nations beesuie less diverse# 3even per cent of the teachers 
in the groiip one schools tau^t in one field, #ier«as^
22 per cent of the teacrxers in the group three schools taught 
ia one field#
Other relevant findings showed that Uxc tixree most 
iŝ ;)ortant combinations with matnemitics were science, physl«^ 
eel educati(m, and social science^ with science, social 
science, saathematica, and camerce#
Chilgren’a st xdy also ahowa that a wide variatitm 
exists in the different schools in the per cent of teachers 
wr.o taught in fields for which they lacked preparatim* 
Teachers in the larger schools were better trained mxile 
those in the smaller schools often lacked any preparation 
for the combinations they taught#^
Gl%B%t found in her analysis of reports filed in 
the offices of the state Department of Education of 
California, that 7d,d per cent of Uie teachers holding the 
general secondary credentials were assigned to one or two 
fields for instruction# Eleven teachers were responsible
Chilton, hilding Eamuel, "Teaching Combinations 
in the Eix^lear high Schools of Minnesota," (unpublished 
Master* s thesis, University of Mcmtana, Missoula, 1944)#
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for teaohlng foar fields while six were eesl^ed to five 
fields# flft^^<me per eent of the teaciiere were eael^ed 
fields in whleïi they had completed a college major and minor 
during their training period* Bine per oent^ however# had 
neither Mjore or minore in any of the fields to wliicii they 
were assigned* Twentj*elx and six«>tentbs per eent had been 
assigned to <me field in î aich they had no college training# 
and 0*7 pmp cent hàd bem asaigned to two fields in which 
they were unpreparod#^^
Dunbar mid Kanons* study# based on the official 
records of the 6tate Departmait of Instruction disclosed 
that# of 304 fo’JLT̂ year accredited high schools# seventy-one 
offered ch#nlstry# with seventy-two teachers teaching the 
subject* Of these# tmly five teach nothing but chemistry) 
twenty teach w e  other science and chemistry) fourteen more 
have combinations with mathematics# ^heir conclusi m  is# 
that students planning to teach chemistry should prépare to 
te&cli two or more subjects# and that one-third of them w i U  
have to teach n<m-8Cience subjects*^^
Clement# Svelya# ^Teachiing Assignments of Three 
Hundred Hew Teachers#^ Csiifomla Jpiimnl SsL m m & U m # '11*164# March# 1937#
Dunbar# E* G«# et al# 'Subjects T&ug^it by H i ^  
School Chemistry Teachers of South Dakota#* J’oumgl pf 
Chemical Iducetion. ll*52C-29# September# 1934*
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Uaatattd found Id per cent of beginning teachers 
teaching no classes la tlielr major field* Forty^aree per* 
cent of the academic majors and 25 per cent of these #iO have 
majored ia the special fields were teac:iing at least one 
subject outside t̂ îeir field of concentration*^^
Homlne in his studj of l#ddl second&r;^ sciiool teachers 
in 220 schools in Colorado found trat existing teac^dng cosbi* 
aati<xis involved from one to four subject fields* A total of 
110 different combinations were being taught In Colorado when 
BxmXu0 made his survey# Qa U\ù average^ about 60 per cent of 
the teaching combinations Involved only tme or two fields* 
Teaching combinations involving t̂ iree or more subject fields 
were found most frequently in smaller h i ^  schools wtmre 
teachers were generally less well prepared in other respects 
and where tmaure was poorest*^
dalle y found that the major and minor fields in which 
high school teachers prepare correspond closely with the 
fields in which they taught* The average high school teacher 
teaches two fields* has six classes per day and an enrollment
«Activities of /^ginning Teachers** 
Minnesota Mentor* 6«7*6* November* 1951*
^  üomine* Stephen* •improving Teacher combinations 
and Assignments in Secondary Spools** The Sehool he view# 
54:557*45* November* 1946*
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of al>out tvont^ pupil* per
Elllff fouQiô th&t^ la the degree*^aduate major and 
mlaor «abject flelde^ there m e  a wide ran^o of comblaatlome 
vith little congruit? obeerved betwe^ thoee of gre&teet 
frequcac^^# and the teacnlng combina tloae reported from the 
Hleeourl hl#& achoole* Bine graduate* mmjored and alxteen 
xsinored in subjeet fields not tau^t in Missouri high 
school*#^
PanneXl found In his studjr that #y;>pro%lmately half 
of the hi#) school teachers tau#it a single subject^ 27*75 
per cent tau#it two sid)jects^ 15*44 per cent tau#)t three 
aubJeotSji 9*42 per cent taught four or mare subjects*
Almost cme^fourth of all hi#) school teadiors tau#it three 
or more subjects* The per cent of teac^^ers teaclilng a 
single subject was twice as large for city as for rural hi#i 
school teachers#
Five subjeots of the hi jh soliool curriculum were 
taught by four«*fifthe of the hl#i school teachers in Alabama* 
These five subjects were English# mathematics* social studies# 
hwie ec@n<mles end science#
Bailey# F# I#* *A Planned SKq>ply of Teacliers for 
Venmont#^ A4w York# Teachers college# Columbia University# 
1959.
Elllff# Mary# •Some Hel&timships between Supply 
and Demand for Wewly Trained Teaciiers#^ ^ew lorki Teachers 
College# coloria University# 1955#
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The frequent tvô^euhject eombln&tloaa mre*
W Û  eeolnX etudlw* àngHah m û  foreign laa^u&go 
^oup# amtb%etlo* azWL eootal studies^ matho^tlcs and 
aalaaee# Bejond the teo^auhjeet comblnationa there is 
little etandardlaatlon# flfty^flve and three tenths per sent 
cf the teachers were teaching their maj<xr college subject*
1B#9 per ctet were teaching their minor college subject* and 
S4#5 per seat were teaching subjects in lËiich they had 
nelWier a major or a minor of pre^ssnrlce preparation»
&ere was little difference in the extent to which 
rural and city high school teachers taught their major and 
minor subjects*
Subjects with the largest per cent of teachers with* 
out a major or minor of specialia&tlon in the order named 
are* occupational studies* commercial subjects* manual arts* 
l^ysical education* mthematieu and science*^
Bowels sux*rey of the college training of 855 teachers 
of science reveals a surprisingly large number of untrained* 
or but partially trained teacliers* probably under 40 per cant 
had had adequate college training in the subjects they taught* 
Even #imi* only w e  science was professed * at best about
fannell* Henry Clifton* % e  fropar&tion and gork 
of Alabama Hirh School Teachers»* Hew 'roIïe%e»
c o m i r i f a l t ^ e T i C T ® -----
zs
75 per cent of the teaonare were trained In college In the 
auhject tau^t# About one la seven* or 13*46 per cent of 
the 050 teachers showed no college training In the subjecte 
they ta'^ght* or even In allied aubjects*^^
Ih^Iar^a study aimed at the following thingsi subject 
combinations of teac^rs as to the first Wires fields, and 
the teaching load of the teachers* In the schools Included 
In this study* 27*5 per cent WT the teachers tau^t In one 
field* 41*9 per cent tau^t in two fields* This indicates 
that prospectIve teachers should prepare to teach at least 
two fields,^®
Potthoff Is convinced that more evidence of good 
planning of schedules would lead to better assignments of 
teachers* and to a better balance of combinations*
Cause of the number of sections taught In small schools* 
many subjects have to be assigned to m e  teacher to provide 
him with a full teaching load* The present situation 
exhibits almost a total lack of any cormcmly employed guld« 
ing principles for determining the oo^blnatlm of subjects
Kleanor 5#* at al## *7rainiag of Science 
Teachers Serving California Schools** California
Quarterly of Secondary Education* 9$550*69* June* 1654*
in - , •subject Combinations in Mi#i
School Teachers programs*" (unpublished Master*# thesis* 
University of low#^ low City* 1950)#
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thut sbell be set up la order to éhs^Xlfj axle ting combina­
tions# î!o found 643 dlffsrmit eocabinatlons la pr&otloo* 
milchj throu^ a sln^llfied s;̂ stom of teaching eoiibloatlcms^ 
be dsvelc^ed could b&v© been reduced to 104 conblaatlCKis* 
Various aspects of his scheme are discussed at length, in* 
eluding Its Implications for teacher educators*^^
Eeser studied the h l ^  sdiool teaching programs of 
Oklahoma teachers to determine the subjects tau^t in the 
sôilte accredited public schools of the statOi» the effect of 
the else of the aohool on the subject catblnatlŒïs tauĝ ît, 
«UMl the particular combinatlcns found in the school studied. 
It tms discovered that S3 per cent of the superintendents 
taught some subjects# Teachers In the smallest high schools 
tau^t the greatest number of classes# Mathematics was 
frequentlj' taught In comblnaticm with the administrative 
duties of superintendents# frinclpals taught English most 
oftim# with social science second# Ccamaercial tcncners 
tended to teach In their own fields# About 70 per cent of 
tlie manual arts teachers also taught in their own fields#
fotthoff# Edward F#, "^Subject Matter freparatlœ 
of Secondary School Teachers) ^eelal Problems Resulting 
from the Susd^er of Sections Taugst^* north Central Associa* 
tiro Quarterly# 11:208*96, January, l337#r
per cent of the mimio teachers tau^it ziothliu"
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arby*s studios involved 1̂ ,473 h l ^  school teachers 
la the stats of lows# His object sas to reveal facts about 
combinations aalch could be used in the educational ^uidanc# 
of collê ô pec^le Intoridin^ to teach in Uio hi^^ schools of 
Io%# He ïûadô a careful study of IbO suparintcadenta vno 
tau^t ia addition to Uicir regular duties* Of course^ 64 
tau^t only 1 class# and 2d tau^xt 2 classes* Uhcy taught 
chiefly in the field of science and mathematics# Tlic 
fields of mathematics and science were handled by princi* 
pals# but they did not teach coaching or physical education 
very often* hnglish teacliors tau^t almost every subject 
offered la high school*^
A questlwnsire siurvey conducted by tlio American 
Association for Health# Physical Education* and Recreation# 
found that teaching requests for ac&dcaic subjects in order 
of rank werei men ^ 1* social science, 2* mathematics and 
general science (tied), S* biological science# and 4* his*» 
tox^* Women 1* hnglish# 2# social science# 5* history
gÿ isuiaor# G* 1«# "Subject Combinations in High School 
Teachers Programs in Cklah<»as#" (unpublished Master*s thesis# 
University of Iowa# Iowa City# 1927)#
Hlrby# T* J*# "Subject Combinations in Hi^ School 
Teachers Programs#" (unpublished Master*# thesis# University 
of Iowa# lows City# 192b)*
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fenû h05«s economics (tied)* and 4« idolo^losl solsnoe#
The r&nk order of requests for teaching combinat 1ms 
was found to he for sumt 1. coaching and ;^arsio&l cdacatlom# 
&# coaching and academic subjects, :5# phj^sical educsfcloa end 
acadesilc subjects, 4» phg^sical education onl^, mid 5# coach'» 
lag Chip# For women; 1. physical education, 2# physical 
education and academic a injects, 5# coaching and academia 
subjects end coacl^lng and physical educaticn (tied), and 
4* recreation#^
i n iwiiiifu ■!
Report of ̂  Placement Study of IWer^Mu&te 
Majors in Eea 1 tE#"THysT^l"^luca11 on an? iWcreation in
î 'lĵ attoa Instituions 
AsLerTcaE Association ior Mealth, ÿhyslca% IZduil̂ Elon and 
Eecreatlm, deport of the ĉ cawaittee on Vocational 
Ouidanoe for the leaf 1949«o0#
CHAffEa III
iàUUJBCTZp PIEID& ÀÎID C1ASSE3 fAüDHt BY ALL MO^TASâ 
BECÙSBAKX SCHOOL tKACHESS C? MATH224ATXCS
SUBJECTS IS COMBIKATIOM %IYE MATÎ1KMATXCS OaOUF I SCHOOLS
Y&blea II«*a mad Il^b show thosm tmu^t la
coeihinatloa with smthmmtios by te&càisrs la the Group I 
schools^ mad were prepmred from data gleaned fr<m the ^ o m  A 
h l ^  aohool reports for 1949*60# The Group 1 sohoola o#â* 
prise approximately 8 per cent of all public h l ^  schools 
la Montana and include the 14 largest publie high schools la 
the State# These schools range la student enrollment frcss 
651 to 1^647f and have mx average enrollment of 791 pi^lls# 
Ihe schedules of 64 teachers of mth^satlca sere used in 
the preparatlm of these tables# the tables show the sub* 
jests taught in combination with mathematics in rank order 
in this alms of school# For any who might wish a finer 
analysis of the subject cmibinatlms» the tcadgers of maths* 
matlcs have been sub*divided Into those who are primarily 
teachers and those #io are primarily administrators# The 
teachers have been further sub*divldod into m m  and women# 
The number of teachers and administrators have been added 
to get the total number of teachers of mathematics teaching 
the various subjects in emblnatlon with mathematics#
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tlrs% eolmm# entitled *Te&ohere of Mathematlee^** 
showa that^ In the c^oap I aohoola 37» nr 38 per eent» of the 
teaehera of mth^satiea vara m w  and 27# or 42 per oent# #ere 
«o^n» lo admlniatratora vara fomd to he teaching any zmthe* 
matioa oXaaaea in the Group I aehoola#
Table lia h&a been divided into two main perta* The 
firat part shoes the number and per cent of men and eomm 
teaokwBra of stathematica who taught mathematics alone# and 
the seooBd part snows the nuidber and per cent of these 
teachers s^o taught various subjects in combizmtion with 
maWiematics* For eaasple# under the section entitled **liathe« 
matlcs Only*# it is shown that 2# or 3 per cent# of the male 
teachers in this group taught nothing but algebra# One# or 
3 per cent# tau^t nothing but geometry* and 1# or 3 per cent# 
taught nothing but general mathematics# Fifteen# or 41 per#» 
cent* of all the men teachers In this group tau^t nothing 
but mathematics* though they may have taught several dif# 
feront subjects in the mathemtics field# This last figure 
includaa those teaching algebra* ge<metry or general mathe^ 
matlcs alwe# It is interesting to note that 23# or 85 per» 
cent* of all women teachers of mathematics in tnis school 
group taught mthematies alone* Similarly for the total it 
is shown that 4# w  5 pap cwt# of all teachers of mathema» 
tics taught algebra almze* 3* or 3 per cent# taught geometry
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and 2^ or 3 per cent# t&u^t general m&thematloe ml<me*
Under the eeetlon entitled ^Subjects Combined «1th 
Math^iatlce* are ahom all the varioue aubjeota that «ere 
being taught in ocaablnatlon with ma thematic# at the time of 
thla atndyl Thia aeetlcm oarrlea over and 1# coapleted in 
fable ll^b# lleadlng aoroea in the first ro«# we find t̂ iat 
five men tau^t ohmiatz^ in combination with smthematic## 
alx men taught general aclence in coabinatl<m with mathe«» 
matlcs# and only one man taught biology in combination with 
x&âthematiea» Heading across in the last row reveals that 
9 per cent of the teachers of mathematics in the Oroi^ I 
schools tau^t chemistry in combination with matlicmatles#
3 per cent taught physics in combination with mathematics 
and 5 per cent tau^t biology in cmibination with mathe« 
mitics*
In checking these two tables# it will be noted that 
chemistry# general science and physics wore most frequently 
tau£^t in combination with imthematies» Tiiis seems to indl« 
cate# that for teacziers planning to teach mathematics in the 
large high schools of the state# it mig^t bs well for them 
to develc^ a physical science minor* The Group x schools# 
as might be supposed# also seemed to be the place for the 
specialist in mathematics# as 30 per cent of all teaciiers in 
this gro^p teaching mathematics# tau^t in this field alone*
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Thl« 1# eapeolally true for the women^ m  SS per cent of all 
vwea In the croup 1 echoole teaohln^ mthem&tlce» tau^t In 
the mathematioa field excluelvely#
ôutsldo of the eubjocte In the seienee field* no eub#» 
jeota from the ccœeroial* phyala&l eduoatlcKa* muaic* home 
eomtmlea# art and a^coltural fie Ida were tau^t in ocmbl'# 
nation with math^aatlca In the Croup I aehoola#
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GHÔ jfp II SCHOOLS
Tables I I X I » d  and II*e show the subjects taught In 
combination with mathematics by teachers In the Croup IX 
school# and were prepared from data gleanW from the Form A 
high school reports f w  t w  1049-*50 school jeer# The 
Group II spools cœ^rise approximately 13 per c^t of all 
public h i ^  schools in Montana and include 23 schools with 
studwt enrollm^ts of betwe% 150 and 550# The average 
number of stu^nts per school was 220; the average number of 
teacher# 12# 1# The schedules of 43 teachers of m&thmmtlc# 
were used in the preparatim of these tlxree tables* The 
tables show the subject# taught in combinati w  with mathe*» 
maties in rank order in this sise school# As in Table# II#*a 
and II«b^ the teacher# of mathematics Zmve been sub«-divlded 
into those are primarily teachers* and those #io are 
primarily administrators# The teachers Wve been further 
broken down into men and women* and the figures opposite the 
total W v e  been obtained by adding those for the teacher# 
together with the figures for the administrators* to get the 
total niW)er of teachers of mathematics teaching the various 
subjects in ocmbination with mathematics# Though no adminis** 
trators were found to be teaciiing any mathematics courses in 
the Groüqp I schools* five administrators were teaching some 
mathraatica course or courses in the Croup II schools#
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Th0 rirst eoXum entitled "Teaehere of Math^atlos®# 
ehon that in the Group II aehoola# SO# or G2*5 per sent# of 
the teachers of mathematics were men teachers| 13# or 27*1 
per cmt# were women teachers# and 5# or 10*4 per cent# were 
administrators who were teaching at least one mathematics 
course# %ble has been divided to show the nimber and 
per cent of teachers and administrators teaching mathematics 
alMC or in combination with various other subjects*
Whereas# in the Group 1 schools# some teachers are 
shown to be teaching specific subjects in the field of 
mathematics exclusively# no %0SkChen In the Orot^ II s<̂ iools 
taught specific wthmmtics subjects slwe# Bowever# two 
administrators# six women teachers and nine men teachers 
taught nothing but mathematics In the Gro^ XI schools* TIius# 
17# or 33*5 per cent# of the teac^^ers of mathematics in these 
schools taai^t mathematics alone as compared with 3S# or 50 
per c<mt# of the teaciiers of mathwatics In the Group I schools 
Who tau#it in this field exclusively*
As in tables XI«a and IX»b# the figures under this 
heading "Subjects Gombined with MaUiSxaatles"# #iow the nimber 
and per emit of the teachers in mathematics wiio taught 
various subjects in addition to mathematics* For example# in 
fable XX«»a reading opposite "Total"# it is shown that 8# or 
16*7 per cent# of all teachers of mathematics in tïio Group II
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aehoola taught ehemlatr^r in addition to matheoatico| a 
almllar aumber and par oont tau^t general aeionea In addl# 
tion to m&thomatioa^ and 6# or 10^4 p w  cantĵ  taught mgliah 
in addition to mathaaatioa*
In cheeking theao tables^ it %fill be noted that the 
per cent of teachers of csatheB^ties teaching matlimatlcs 
alone in the Oroî p II schools la considerably leas than In 
the Groi%> I sohoola# Thua^ a person desirous of teaching 
nothing but mthimtles will doubtless experience more dlf# 
fieulty in doing this in the Oro^p IX schools than in the 
Group X schools# As In the Group 1 schools# however# women 
seem to have a better chance than men of teaching mathematics 
alone#
% e  subjects taught most frequently in combinat 1 ^  with 
mathmsatics are shown to be chemistry# general science# 
physical education and physics# The order in this group is 
very similar to that in the Group X schools #iere ciiemlstry# 
gmeral science# physics and driver train log were shosn to be 
most frequently taught In combinati m  with mathematics#
Ihus# a person contmplating teaching mathematics in the Group X 
or IX schools of the btate might well develop a physical 
science minor# As % n y  teachers taugfit physical education 
as chemistry or general science in combinaticm with mathe^ 
matlcs in this soîiool group# In coa^lling table II«c#
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coaching^ football baakatball^ a to*# mere Ineludod under 
ph^eieal edueatlon* record w&a kept of how many teaohora 
of matbematlea #ere prliaar ily eoaohee# and how were 
al^ly Inatruotlag la a ph;yaleal education elaee# However# 
if a teacher of aatheoatlca happened to be the coach and 
alao inatracted in physical educatl^m h0 woe Hated only once# 
thua# the total figure given %mder phyaical education lndl«# 
catea that Ô a^arate teaeliere were either coaching# or were 
handling piqralcal education claaaaa in addition to Inatract* 
lag in gmthematlca# Bow aigalficant thla figure la held to 
be# la left to the diacretion of the reader*
A further check of tablea li^e# II»d and il-̂ e shows 
that a total of ^  different aubjecta in 10 different fields 
were being taught in combination with mathwatlca in the 
Croup II schools* Probably no significance can be attaclied 
to Uiose subjects and fields being taught by only one or two 
teachers# but they are included in these tables as a basis 
for co2%)aris<m with future studies* As con^pared with the 
(bM>up I scliools# a greater variety of subjects were tauglit 
in the Group XI schools*
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T&blea II**h and IX«»1 show tiio subjects
taught In combinatl% with mathematiee by touchers in the 
^oup III aehoola and were compiled from data gleaned from 
the Form A hlg^ school reporte for the 1949^50 ecliool ;̂ ear#
The Group III aehoola coœ^rlee approximately 24 per cent of 
all publie h l ^  aehoola in Montana and include 44 acWola 
with atudmit enrollmenta of between 73 and 150# Ihe average 
number of atudeata per school was 110#5 j the average number 
of teachers 7#4# Shua-f the average etrollaent in the Group ill 
echoola equals about one»half that In the Group 11 echoole# 
and only about one*eighth timt in the Group X acWole#
The achedulefl of 39 teachers of math^matiee were used 
in the preparatim of these 4 tables# The tables show Wr*e 
aubjeete taught in combination with mathematics in rank order 
in this else school*
Tables ll^f$ IX^g# II*4i end il«*i are arranged la the 
same manner as Tables ll^üp ll^b# Il^e^ lX«*d and II»e^ and 
thus are read m d  interpreted in the m m  way as these 
previous tables*
The per cent of teachers tead-iing mathematics alone 
in the Orotqp III schools# is much less than tiie percentage 
in the Orotq) X scî ôols and in the Group II schools*
m
Insp«otloa Mvemla that ia the Group III achooXa many more 
a&alnlatj^tora were teaching a orne mathematical than in either 
the Group 1 or G^o^p II echoole^ and that 63 per cent of 
these admlnletratws were teaehlns mitheamtica alcne# Quite 
frequently the m i y  classes taû lit by these administrators 
in addition to carrying on their ad^ilnistratlTe duties were 
one or two «atlismatlcs classes^ and thus an Invalid picture 
may be gotten by eaamlnatlm of the figures given opposite 
the total* I^Xeting tiie 9 a<^lnistrators teaching mthe* 
matlcs alone^ it is shown that only 2 teachers of maths'*' 
matlcs in the Croup III schools taught mathematics alcnei 
ergo# it may be sale to assume that a pcrsm hired to teach 
mathematics in these schools will be called upon to teach 
additional subjects outside the mathematics field# Ihe 
tables show that the subjects moat often taught In combi# 
nation with mathematics in thia acWol groi^ are, physics# 
physical education# general science# chemistry and biology*
As in the previous groups# subjects in tlie physical science 
field are shown to be the ones most frequently caablnt^d with 
mathematics# though more women were teaching blolo^ÿ in com# 
blnation with math«mtics than any other subject# As in 
Croup XI# approzimatcly 17 per cent of all teachejfs of 
mathematics were instructing in physical education also#
As the schools decrease in else# the variety of sub##
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Jftcta la Tn̂ilcb, taaobera of m&them&tlca aro called upoa to 
give Imctract l<m Increases mrkedl^* Thos^ ia the Group XXX 
schools g 05 different subjects In 11 different fields wore 
being taught In combination with mathematics*
It should be noted also that lu the Croup XII sĉ xools 
17 per cent of the teadiers of c@ t&u^t so::̂ e classes
below the high school level, and thus, la reality, were only 
part-tlaw aecwdary teachers* These teachers arc not included 
in those listed as teaching matWzmtlcs alone, even thougli, 
perhaps, they taught zmthmaatlcs alone at the secondary level# 
As stated before, it is doubtful if any significance 
should be attached to those subjects taught In combination 
with mathematics by only one or two teachers# hy including 
all sdbjects tau^t by teachers of mathematics, liowever# it 
is possible to show the aide diversity of subjects in which 
teaohera o f ma them at les in this state give instructi<m#
Trends In the number of teachers teaching tiie various sub-* 
jeets In the different school grcups are also more easily 
portrayed by including all subjects taught in combination 
with matWmatics in each school group#
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TàBLS Zl-f
SDBJSCT8 îàOGOT IH COMBIMTIOlî WI3S ÎÜLÎHEBaTICS BT 
M o m m  PUBLIC sscoimàH7 SŒOOL mcEERs (F miHmxics 
(&GUP III SCHOOLS» 1948-50 
LISTED IN Ràm ORDER
Toaoher* 
Of Nath.
Taaaher#*
Uea
M at h o n l y  
Alg« Gecm# à S
alone alone Math,
Subjeote combined with math 
Bÿ- Belov Gen,
sloe 9th P,E, Sol,
No. (32) 0 0 2 9 8 T 5
% (54) 0 0 6.5 28.1 25 21.8 15.6
Jfoma.
No. (10) 0 0 0 0 5 2 2
% (17) 0 0 0 0 50 20 20
Mmlnl etrator#
No. (17) 1 1 9 4 0 1 0
% (29) 5.9 5.9 53 25.5 0 6.9 0
TOXU.
Ho» (69) 1 1 11 15 11 10 7
% (100) 1*7 1.7 18.7 22.0 18.7 17.0 11.9
* Szoluding adm ln letrators
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ZiBLB Il-g
SUBJECTS I&OCaT IB CCMBIHITIOB WI3H KMSmTICS BT 
U OBtm PUBLIC SSCOBDABT SQSOOL TE&CHMS (S' KM.THmA.TIca 
<mOUP III SCHOOLS, 1949-50 
LISTED IB H&BK ORDER
TesAher#
of
Math#
S « b j e o t 8 e o m i > i n e d  w i t h m a t h .
Chem# Biol. %i8le
Amer,
Hist.
Meoh,
Draw aiop
World
Hist.
Teacher#* 
Uen 
Bo, (S2) 
% (64)
6
16.6
2
6.S
4
12.5
4
12,5
2
6.3
3
9.4
0
0
Women
Bb# (10) 2 4 0 0 0 0 1
% (17) 20 40 0 0 0 0 10
Adminl etrator #
Ho# (17) 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
% (29) 0 0 0 0 6.9 0 5.9
TOTAL
Bo. (59) 7 6 4 4 3 3 2
% (100) 11.9 10.2 6.8 e.a 5.1 5.1 3.4
* Exeludittg
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îàfiLB XX«h
SÏÏBJSOTS I&UŒT IH CCMBIMTIOH WIT3 lülIHmTICS BT 
MOBIAS& PUBLIC SECOIŒlAHT SCHOOL TEA.CHEES OF MlTHmiICS 
GHOnP 111 SCHOOLS» 194@^
LISTED IH m m  GRJOm
Teachers S u b j e e t  8 c o m b i n e d w i t h m a t h .of
l%th
kach. 
Latin Shop P.A*D.
Mont.
Life French _ yo. Ag. Pcyoh, Art
Teacher##
Men
Mo. (52) 0 0 2 1 1 1 0 0
JC (54) 0 0 6.3 3.1 5.1 3.1 0 0
Momea
So. (10) 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
% (17) 10 0 0 0 0 0 10 10
Administrator #
So. (17) 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
% (29) 6.9 11.8 0 0 0 0 0 0
T o m
Ko. (59) 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
% (100) 3.4 3.4 3.4 1.7 . 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7
•ExoXuding admiiilstrators
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TIBLE I l - l
SUBJECTS mU(HT IH COMBIH&TIOH WITS M^TSmTICS BY 
M O m m  PUBLIC SECOHDàRT SCHOOL TmCSmS CF laTHSraTICS 
GROUP III SCHOOLS» 1940̂ 50 LISTED IH HAM CEDER
Teaohors S ti b j e o t e e o m b i n • d w i t h ma t hof
f
Soci—
olo^ SoolalSol# Dra—matioa
Home
Bo# ^lng_ _^g.
Short­hand
Teachers# '
Ifen ■ • -
Ho# (32) 0 1 0 0 1 1 1
% (64) 0 S#1 0 0 S.1 3.1 3.1
Women
Ho# (10) 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
% (IT) 10 0 10 10 0 0 0
Admlniatratora
Bo. (IT) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
% (29) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOI&L
Bo. (59) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
% (100) 1*7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7
*  Ezcludizig ad jo in iftra to rs
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CROUP IV
Tables II'*II*k^ II-l and Il^m show the subjects 
tau^t In combination with mathematics by teachers in the 
Group IV schools and were cozpiled from data gleaned from 
the Fora À high school reports for the 1949*60 school year* 
The Group IV schools comprise approximately 22 per cent of 
all public high schools in Montane# end include 39 schools 
with student enrollments of between 40 and 76* The average 
number of students per school was 67 j the average number of 
teachers 4*3* %.us# on the basis of student enrollment the
Group IV schools are about one«*half as large as the Group III 
schools# about one*»fourth as large as the Group II schools# 
and only about one«fourteenth as large as the Group I schools* 
The schedules of 66 teachers of mathematics were used 
in the preparation of these four tables* These schedules 
were for 16 administrators# 30 men teachers and 10 women 
teachers* The tables show the subjects taught in combination 
with mathematics in rank order in this size school* Tables 
II*j# ll*k# 11*1 and II-a are arranged in the same manner as 
the previous tables# showing subjects taught in combination 
with math«natics# and thus are read and interpreted in the 
same manner as the previous tables*
Only 3 teachers of mathematics in the Group XV schools
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taught only ciathematica and one of these teachers was an ad«% 
mlnlstrator* Thusf only 3*5 per cent of all the teachers of 
mathematics In this groiç>̂  excluding administrators^ taught 
only mathematics* This would seem to run according to the 
trend previously noted^ that the smaller the school, the less 
chance a teacher has of teaching mathematics alone.
Chemistry and general science were most often taught in 
combination with mathematics in the Group IV schools, Ihls 
Is consistent with that previously noted In the larger 
schools* Physics also is taught in combination with ma the# 
mat les, approximately 12 per cent of the time, so again It 
might be well for a prospective teacher planning to teach 
math%%iatlea to develop a physical science minor*
Physical education is taught by over 14 per cent of 
the teachers of mathematics in the Group XV schools* This 
compares with 17 per cent in the Group III schools, 17 per­
cent in the Group II schools and 0 per cent in the CTcup I 
schools* This would seem to indicate that it might be 
advisable for a prospective teacher of mathematics, plan­
ning to teach in the smaller schools of the state, to take 
some college training in physical education*
Some subjects such as shop, American history, English, 
world history and Latin were taught in c<xnblnation with 
mathematics by a much greater percentage of teachers in the
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Group IV achools tiian In the school groups previously dis* 
cussed^ though it Is doubtful If any significance can be 
attached to this Increase, when preparing teachers to teach 
in those schools# This situation does seem to indicate, how* 
ever, that more teachers In the smaller schools are called 
upon to give lastimctlon In a wider variety of subjects than 
those teachers in the larger schools# This condition might 
well be expected as the fewer number of teachers instructing 
in the smaller schools must necessarily teach a wider variety 
of subjects, if the curriculum is not to be so constricted as 
to be detrimental to the welfare of individuals# The question 
that should be answered is what teaching cmbInatione are 
most logical# If this were known, teacher training Institu* 
tions could better prepare future teachers for the duties 
they would ultimately be called upon to perform# Of course, 
school administrators would have to use more sense and dis* 
cretion in assigning subjects to teadhers# The tables previ* 
ously discussed show the wide variety of subjects that 
teachers of mathematics in the state are now called upon to 
teach# This chaotic condition makes any solution to the 
problem of what majors and minors the prospective teachers 
should develop almost ia^oasible#
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làBLB II-J
SUBJECTS I&UŒT IH  COMBimTIOU WITH la T îim riC S  B î 
M O m E l PUBLIC SECONDAIT SCHOOL mCHERS OF ÎÎATHEmTICS 
CaïOüP IV  SCHOOLS» 1949-50 
LISTED IN  bank: ORDER
Teacher# ^  a t h o n l y Subjeot# oombine<i withaf AÎg» All Gen. Amer.Math. alone math* Chem. Sol. Sho^ P.K. Eiet. Biol.
Teacher## '
ISen
Ko» (SO) 0 2 8 6 9 8 6 6
% (54) 0 6.7 26.7 26.7 30 26.7 20 20
Women
Ko» (30) 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 2
% (18) 0 0 20 10 0 0 10 20
Adsdnl # tr ator #
Ho» (16) 1 1 2 2 1 0 1 0
% (29) 6*3 6.3 12.5 12.5 6.3 0 6.3 0
TOUl.
So. (56) 1 3 12 11 10 8 6 a
% ( W 1.6 5.4 21.4 19.6 17.9 14.3 14.3 14.3
* Excluding «dmiiiictratorc
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tàBLB 11̂
SÜBJECÎS TA.ÜCHT XS COMBmiIOH WITH MàTHEMA.TICS BT 
MOBT&m PUBLIC SBCOHElAfiY SCHOOL TEA.CEERS OF MA.THEÎ&TICS 
CKROÜP IV SCHOOLS, 1949-50 
LISTED IH RAM ORDER
S u î> i • O t a o o m 5 i n e d w 1 t h m a t h#of
math. Eng. -
Phy-
sioa
torli 
Hi at# Latin Typing Music
Soo. 
Soi# 'P.A.D.
Teaohoro* ' '
ISm
Ho. (30) 0 7 5 2 0 s 1 2
% (64) 0 23.5 10 6.7 0 10 3.3 6.7
Vcram
Do. (10) S 0 1 2 1 0 1 0
3i (18) 60 0 10 20 10 0 10 0
Admlmlotratw»
Ho. (16) 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
^ (29) 12.6 0 0 0 12# 6 0 0 0
TOTAL
Ho. (56) 7 7 4 4 S 3 2 2
% (100) 12.6 12# 5 7.1 7.1 6.4 6,4 3.6 3.6
♦EzoXudlng adm inistrators
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TABLE I I - l
SUBJECTS TAUGHT IB C<HBIKàTION mm  MXHmTICS BT 
MOKTAHA PUBLIC SECOEDARY SCHOOL TEACHBBS OF MATHHÎATICS 
<®OüP 17 SCHOOLS» 1949-50 
LISTED IN RANK (mm
Teacher g _8 u i> i e o t e c o m b i n e ^ » 1 t k m a t hof Short­ lieoh# Ind. Below%Lth» hand Draw. Arte Civiee 9th To.Ak. Speech
Teachers*
Men
Bo. (30) 0 1 Z 0 1 1 0
.% (54) 0 5.5 6.7 0 3.3 5.3 0
Women
Bo. (io) I 0 0 1 0 1 1
% (IS) XÛ 0 0 10 0 10 10
Adzalnl strator s
Ho. (16) 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
% (29) 6.5 6.5 0 6.3 0 0 0
TOX&X.
Bo. (56) Z 2 2 2 1 2 1
% (100) 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 1.8 3.6 1.8
# Exoludlng «âsd& lstrators
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X/IBLE I I - 4ik
SUBJECTS TAUOST IH COMBIHAIION KITH MATHmTICS BT 
HOHIAHA PUBLIC SECOHD&ET SCHOOL TEACHERS Œ miHEMATICS 
ŒOUP IT SCHOOLS, 1949-50 
LISTED IH SABS CSDER
Teaioher# Su b 1 • b t  8 0 0 m b i  n © à w i t  ÏT m a t h .of
m&th# Par^ch.
Physio-* Sooi**
© lofy
H0Z30
Boon.
SohooX
Publ.
SooiaX
Study
Te&ohere#
Bo* (30) 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
% (54) 3.3 3.3 3.3 0 0 * 0 0
Women
Bo# (10) 0 0 0 X 1 0 0
% (18) 0 0 0 10 10 0 0
A dsiini8trat<^ #
Ho, (16) 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
% (28) 0 0 0 0 0 6.3 6.3
TOTAL
Ho. <56) 1 1 X X 1 X 1
% (100) Î.5 1#8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8
♦  Btoludlng « d a ln is tra to re
m
mouf V
fable# XI«p and 1 1 ^  e W »  the aabjoota
t&u^t la Gomblcati^ alWi matlmmtle# by teacher# la the 
Groop V aahwla or Mwbama# a M  «0»  ooapllod frcm data 
gleanad from the F o m  A h l ^  eohool report# for the 1G49«50 
aehool year# fhe Group v achoola om^rlee mpprozlsmtely 
52 per eeat of all publie h i ^  echools la Moatazm# & M  la«* 
elato the 55 aaalleat public high aehoole la the 5tato« 
fhece aehoole raage la atudeat œrollmmt from 0 to 41 aud 
hare aa avera^ mrollmaat of 27#5 pupils# Xhuŝ  ̂oa the 
basis of pupil earolhseat# the Group v schools are about 
oae«half a@ large as the Group X? aclmel## about oae«fourth 
as lar^ as the (^0%^ i l l  schools j about ome-Msl^hth as lar^ 
as the Oro^^ XI schools# end oaly about œ#*thlrtleth as 
large as the Group X sclwols#
Ihe schedules of 59 teachers of mathematics were used 
ih the px^^paratloa of these four tables# Ihese schedules 
sere for M  s^b&lalstrators# 52 msa teachers m à  15 wzima 
taa^-^s# îhs tables show the subjects tau^t la cmtblaa^ 
tl m  with aatWasatiss in rwik order la Lils sise sctiocl and 
are based u p m  the programs of ell teachers of smthcmtlcs 
la the Group V schools#
Tables IIM># IX^p s M  1 1 ^  are arraagod la the
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•a3»« M  the prevloue tatolea pertaining to oubjeete
taught In ecR&blnatlon with mathe^atlea and thue are read 
and interpreted in the a erne wajr aa these other tables*
OnXj one teacher of mati:i%3atica (excluding adminlB^ 
trators) In the ûroup v aohcola aae teaching matheaiatlca 
mXjrn this la equivalent* approximately, to 1*5 per cent of 
all teachere of mathematics in the <n*oup V schools* Ihus* 
a person planning m  teaching mathms&tica in the simll 
schools of the 6tate must almost invariably teach some sub­
jects wiiioh are extraneous to the math^mtlcs field* As a 
large number of beginning teasers are forced to take their 
first employment in these small schools, it is Imperative 
that they develop the best possible combinations of sub­
jects with mathematics*
As in the ease in the school groups previously dis­
cussed* those subjects generally occurring in the physical 
science field* such as chemistry* general science and phy­
sics are the ones tau^t most frequently in c^blnaticn with 
mathematics* Examinatl<m of Table Xl-n reveals that 53*5 
per o ^ t  of all m m  teac^iera of mathemtics and 30*8 per cent 
of all womm teachers of mathematics in this school group, 
taught general science in additicm to mathematics* 
istry was taught by 51*5 per cent of the men teachers of 
mathematics* by 7*7 per cent of the women teacliera of ma the-
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and by 41#7 per cent of the administrators*
Fhyaieal education tos teu#it in combination with 
mathematics by 24*S per cent of the teachers* This per cent 
OQ^ares with 14*5 per cent in the Qpoup IV schools^ 17 per- 
cent in the Cĥ oup H I  schools* 15*7 per cent in the Qroup XX 
schools and 0 per cent la the QpoiQ> X schools* Thus* a per­
son qualified to teach physical science and physical educa- 
tlcm In addition to mathematics should be more able to secure 
a teaching poslti<m* than a mathematics teacher qualified to 
teach* say* math^^tics and social studies*
Biology was taught by S2*9 per cent of the men# by 
25 per cent of the women* and by 25 per cent of the adminis­
trators* to give a total of 25*2 per cent of all teachers 
of mathmaatlce in the Oroup V schools teaching biology*
This compares with 14*5 per cent in the Qroup 17 scdiools*
10*2 per cent in the Group XIX schools* 4*2 per cent in the 
Group XX schools and 5 per cent In the Group I schools 
teaching biology in addition to mathmmtlcs* Thus* biology 
is taught by sooe teachers of mathematics In all the sdiool 
groups* tbou^ more often in eaabinatioa with inathematice 
in the smaller schools than in the larger schools*
English was taught in combination with mathematics by 
53*5 per cent of the women* 5*5 per cent of the men and 8*5 
per cent of the administrstora* for a total of 13*1 per cent
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of all teaohw# of mathamatlca la the Oroap ¥ aohooX^ toaoh** 
lag tMa aubjact la cmblnatloa with mthometice# thlo 
eoB^aroo with I2«5 per coat of V m  teachers of msthe^mtlce 
in 0 per coat In Group III* 10.4 per cent la
Grot^ II &0Û O per ow t  in the Qrot^ I schools* who were 
fomxi teaehlas this subject la caabln&tlcNa with mathw^&tlos. 
O^erallj a higher percents^ of ww^a teachers thou m m  
teachers were teaching English la addition to math^natlcs»
As is the case In the IV and the Group III
schools* the teachers of mathematics In the Groi:̂  V schools 
were called upon to give Instruction in a wide variety of 
subjects# fhat this condition Is not cœduclve to teaching 
efficiently* or adequate teacher training* goes without 
saying.
In trying to sue ap the data shown in Tables II~a 
through 11^* many prohibas present the^elves*
It Was mentioned earlier in this thesis that one of 
the alms of the study sms to provldo accurate informât ion 
to teaci^er training institutions* in order that they ml^t 
be in a better position to advise future secmdary rnthe* 
mat les teachers concerning eomblnations of majors and minors# 
If <me wrc to posit that the subjects most freque«*
mtly with mathematics in the present secondary schools of 
Sontana were the ckqss In idilch the futum teachers of mathe»
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matios ahouXd reeaiv# many other factors would bo
overlooked# Thua^ no valid ree^^ofidatlon can bo based 
solely on these data#
however^ these tables appear# to the writer# to indi­
cate that ttm aubjecte consistently tau^t in combinati m  
with mathematics in all school gro^s are those in the physi­
cal science field# and include espeolally chczaistry# general 
science and physics# Physical education is tau^t in ccnabl- 
nation with mathematics by a sufficiently large mmtber of 
teachers to warrant cc^slderstion as a minor by prospective 
mathemtics teachers#
biology w&a taught by some teachers In all five school 
groups# and in the smller schools nearly as many teachers 
taught biology in combinatiœ with mathmatics as pbgsics in 
cos^inatioa with matbSDiatics# Phis condition probably stems 
from the fact that in the small schools one person usually 
hmdles all the science classes in the school# Tims# it 
wuld seem desirable for beginning mathemtlee teachers to 
be prepared to handle biological as well as physical sciences# 
^gllah# as mentioned before# was taught rather fre­
quently in cosabination with mathematics by wœuen teachers# 
however# it seems to the writer# that it would be inapprop­
riate to suggest that embryo women mathe^matica teachers 
secure an English minor# TWugh this thesis does not
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to dotermlao aubjecta should t>e lo^emUg"
gpourped together for aoz'o officient claasrooa las trues tlcaî  
fto veil as for the Wild lag of m  adequate teaoalag
baek^pound^ It seems to the author t̂ iat no differentiation 
aliould be made In the training of women and saen mathematics 
teachers» However^ as previousstated» before any attempt 
Can successfully be made by the teaciicr training institua 
tloas to prepare teachers with logical teaching quallTlca*» 
tiens» the cooperation of sctiool administrators in placing 
teachers in as few and as closely related fields as possible» 
must be secured»
Otk^r subjects consistently taught in combination 
with mathematics are not so prominent« kusic» various 
social studies subjects» seme industrial art subjects appear 
to have been tau^it by a few teachers in each sctool group» 
end as noted before» teachers of mathematics la the small 
public high schools ere called c^oa to teach a larger 
nus^er» and e wider variety of subjects t&mn au*e tiroir cozr* 
temporaries in the larger scWols# As mlÿit be cucpectcd» 
the large schools esaploy the majority of U\c ©peclallsts 
and» since the majority of the begiiming mathamtlcs teachers 
must start their teaching careers in the smeller schools» 
few teachers» trained only in mathematics» will be able to 
secure ^uplc^ment»
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COHBXSrSD GROUPS
Tables II*r^ 1I«»8 and II*t show the combinations of 
subjects making up the programs of all the public secondary 
school teachers of mathematics In Montana* Programs of 
296 teachers in 176 public secondary schools in the State 
were used in cos^iling these tables#
In the first column in each table are listed the sub*» 
Jects tau^t in combination with mathematics# Starting with 
the heading "Mathematics A l o n e t h e  subjects are listed In 
rank order with the subject being taught by most teachers of 
mathematics having rank one# Across the top of each table, 
and heading the various columns, are listed the five school 
groups used in this study, with these headings sub-divided 
into a number and a per cent column# The final column heading 
on each of these three tables is entitled "Total", and slmi^ 
larly is sub*»divided into number and per cent# The data 
listed under this heading have been compiled by adding to­
gether all the data listed separately under each of the five 
groups# In reality, these tables repeat much of the data 
tabulated in previous tables, but are arranged in this manner 
for easier cosiparison# Of course, the data listed under the 
column entitled "Total" have not been presented before#
Heading the table may be facilitated by noting the
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following exazi^le# Heading doim under the ooltimn entitled 
•Subjecta*^ the first subject encountered is General Mathe- 
aatioa alone# How reading across the table, the first 
figure that is encountered is *̂ 8" .idiich occurs under the 
Group X siumter heading# This means that 2 teachers out of 64 
teachers of anthem tics in Group I taught only general ma the# 
maties* 0(mtinuing across,, the next figure which is encoun# 
tered is 3# This means, that 3 per cent cf the teachers of 
mathematics in the Group X schools taught general mathmaatics 
alone# Similarly, the next figures in this row show that 
there were 0 teachers in Groups II, III, IV, and V teaching 
general mathematics alone# In the next to last coluzm, entit­
led *fotal Humber*, it is shown that in the combined school 
groups, only 2 teachers out of the 896 teachers of mathematics 
in these combined groups taught general mathematics alone* 
fhe final column shows that Üiis amounted to 0*7 per cent of 
all teachers of math^siatlca in the State| that is, 0*7 per­
cent of the 896 teachers of mathematics in Montana taught 
general mathmiatics alone#
How, reading the table as indicated above, it may be 
noted that the subject taught in combination with mathematics 
by the greatest number of teachers was general science# 
6ixty#six, or 22#S per cent, of all the teachers of math^as- 
ties in Montana also taught general science* Fifty-four, 
or 1B#2 per cent of all teachers of mathematics in the State
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also taught chemlstryi 44^ or 14#8 per cent^ tau^t phyalcs* 
Though one can find in ihich achool group each suhject was 
taught, most frequently by sla^ly checking under the appropri­
ate heading in Tables Il-r, II-s and Il-t# It is advisable^^ 
for detailed analysis# to refer back to the tables previously 
discussed* This is necessary because the figures listed in 
Tables Il-r# Il-a and II-t represent totals# and# thus# may 
be somewhat misleading# as they include the figures for 
administrators plus teachers*
The conclusion that can be educed from these three 
tables is quite evident# viz## the subjects taught in combi­
nation with mathematics most frequently are general science# 
ehraistry and physics* This would seem to corroborate the 
recommendation made earlier in this thesis# that It might be 
well for a prospective teacher of mathematics intending to 
teach in Montana to develop a minor in the physical sciences* 
physical education was taught by 43# or 14*5 per cent# of all 
the teachers of mathematics in the State# Whether this re­
presents a majority of teachers trained primarily in physical 
education has not been determined* Nevertheless# on the 
basis of these figures alone# It might be advisable for 
those tiros planning to teach mathematics In the public high 
schools of Kontana to secure a minor In physical education* 
Incidently# this condition may be partially justified by the
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fact that a rather large number of men teachers in the small 
schools coach in addition to teaching* As the majority of 
schools usually pay extra for coaching^ the securing of a 
minor in physical education by prospective mathematics 
teachers ml^t not only enhance the prospects of securing a 
position#.but might also result in substantial salary 
increases*
Biology vas tau^t by 54# or 11*5 per cent# of all 
the teachers of mathematics in Montana* As shown in Table 
Il-r# these figures are affected chiefly by the teachers in 
the small schools* This# as has been previously noted# may 
be partially explained by noting that many small high schools 
in Montana ^ploy science teachers who are expected to teach 
both physical and biological sciences*
The remaining figures listed are probably not very 
conclusive or important* However# they do help to show 
the large nuiaber of different subjects teachers of mathema-» 
tics in Montana are called upon to teach* Fifty-five dif­
ferent subjects# different at least as far as course titles 
indicate, in 12 different fields are taught in combination 
with mathematics by Montana public secondary school teachers 
of mathematics* Evidently# some changes are needed in the 
interests of efflclenty in the training of new teachers# if 
they are to be adequately prepared to do justice to the
33
courses thej are called upon to teach#
Hauhemetics wa« frequently taught In combination with 
administrative duties of principale and sup$rintmdents# One 
shoulda*t infer from thisĵ  however* that all prospective 
administrators be pr^sred to teach in tlils field# as adminis­
trators are quite frequently ocMBpelled to teach those sub­
jects needed in the curriculum but for which teachers on the 
staff are inadequately prepared^
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TABLE Ilm f
SUBJECTS TAUGHT 15 CŒŒimTIOE TiflTH KATHSfSlTICS 
IN  MONTANA PUBLIC SECONCART SCHOOLS 
ALL SCHOOL C310UPS 1949*50 
- --AS THET RANK —
SUBJECTS RANK (hroup I  (h*oup I I  Cĥ oup I I I  G^oup 17 Group V 
No# % No# % No# % No# % No# % Total Ho# %
(Teachers) 64 22 48 16 59 20 56 19 69 23 296 100#0
Gen, Bath, 
alone 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0*7
Geometry
alone 3 5 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 4 1 .4
A lgebra
alone 4 6 0 0 1 2 1 2 2 3 8 2.7
« M a th ,(in o l,)
alone 88 59 17 56 11 19 3 5 3 4 72 24# 5
M A &  w ith#  
Gen* Sol# 1 6 9 8 17 7 12 11 20 34 49 66 22*5'
Chemistry 2 6 9 8 17 7 12 12 21 21 SO 54 18.2
Physics 3 5 8 7 15 13 22 7 13 12 17 44 14.8
P. B. 4 0 0 8 17 10 17 8 14 17 25 43 14.5
B io ioar 5 2 3 2 4 6 10 8 14 16 23 54 11.5
English 6 0 0 5 10 0 0 7 13 9 13 21 7 .1
American
H is to ry 7#5 2 3 1 2 4 7 8 14 5 7 20 6 .8
Belov
(hrade 7 ,8 0 0 0 0 11 19 1 2 8 12 20 6 .8
Shop 9 0 0 1 2 3 5 10 18 3 4 17 6.7
Ihisio 10 0 0 2 4 4 7 3 5 7 10 16 5 .4
World
H is to ry 11 0 0 1 2 2 5 4 7 4 6 11 3.7
_____ 12 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 6 6 9 10 3.4
*  May include any o r a l l  o f the subjeote 
mathematioe*
designated in  the f ie ld  o f
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i m s  II-*
SUBJBCIS ÏAÜCHT IH CCaiBIHMIOK HIIH miHEaTICS 
IH ISOHTm PUBLIO SECOHD&EI 8ŒOOLS 
ALL SCHOOL (mCfOFS 1949-50 
- AS THET RAM -
SUBJECTS RAM Group I Group II Group III Group TV Group V 
Eo, % Eo, % Eo, ÿ  Eo, % %
T o ta l
Eo# %
(Teaohers) 64 22 48 16 59 20 66 19 69 23 296 100,0
Keolu
Dramrlng 13 0 0 0 0 8 5 2 4 4 6 9 3,0
L a tin U 0 0 2 4 2 3 4 7 0 0 8 2,7
Pgyoh, IS 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 4 7 2,4
SoaiaX
Soienoa 16,5 1 2 0 0 1 2 2 4 2 3 6 2*0Driver
Tms. 16,5 3 5 1 2 0 0 0 0 2 3 6 2,0
•P. A. D. 18 0 0 0 0 2 3 2 4 1 2 5 1,7
6 k o rt-
hemd 19 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 4 1 2 4 1,4
Boon* 20,5 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 3 4 3 1.0
Vo, Ag* 20.5 0 0 1 2 1 2 1 2 0 0 3 1.0
Sool**
-olosr___ 27 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 2 0 0 2 0,7
Civics 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 0 0 2 0,7
Machine
Shop 27 0 0 0 0 2 S 0 0 0 0 2 0,7
iWmal
TPng* 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 2 0,7
Ind* Arts 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 0 0 2 0,7
Borne Boon, 27 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 2 0 0 2 0*7
* Problems of Amerloaa Denmorsoy
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ÎEIBLS I l - t
SUBJECTS TàUCHT IS GÛMBimTIOS WITH mTHEMàTICS 
IS MOmSà. PUBLIC SKCONDm SCHOOLS 
ALL SCHOOL CROUPS I949-S0 
^ AS TEEI BÂSK ̂
SUBJECTS EAKE (hroup I Qroup II Group III Group IV Group V Ko# ÿ Ko# ÿ Ko# >  Ko. ^ Ifo# % Total Ko# %:
(Teacher eX 64 22 48 16 69 20 66 :19 69 23 296 100#0Cerne*
Been* 27 1 2 0 0 0 Ô 0 0 1 2 2 0.7
BMcpgv 27 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 2 0 0 2 0.7
Speeeh 27 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 2 0.7
Debate 27 2 3 0 0 0 * 0 0 0 0 2 0.7
Seani^ 27 2 3 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 2 0.7
Èoon#
Geo* 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0.3
kodem
History 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0.3
Amer#
Prob# 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0.3
Social
Studies 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 0.5
Social
Econ, 43 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.5
Mont#
Life 43 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0.3
Social
living 43 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.3
French 43 0 Ô 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0.3
Pract#
Bus# 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0.3
den#
Bus# 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 % 2 1 0.3
Cons#
OeoR# 43 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.3
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Z&BLE I l - a
SUBJECTS TACGHT IH CÛÎIBIMIOH WITH KATHEHATICS 
IB tCOBXm. PUBLIC SBCOKD&ET SCHOOLS 
ALL SCHOOL (SOUPS 1949-50 
- AS the; BABE -
SUBJECTS tAM Group 1 Cbroup 11 Group III (broup IT Group V Eo# g Uo. % So. ^ So. % So. ^ Total So. %
(Teacher 64 22 48 16 59 20 56 :19 69 25 296 100.0
Geof;. 45 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.5
A n t e
Mech# 45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0,5
D r a f t *
ing 45 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.5
W OCKi*
work 45 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.5
Agrie, 45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 0.5
Adv#
Art 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 2 1 0.5
Art 43 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0.5
Journ*
alifim 45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0.5
School
Publ, 45 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 0.5
Drama*
tic# 45 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0.5
P i j y a i -
ology 45 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 0.3
Geo—
____ 43 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.5
as
FIELDS in CaÆBXHATIOH WITH HATHEMAtlCS
Tabled Xll«»a tbrou^ III*v are concerned with the 
fields taught In combination with mathematics# As explained 
earlier In this thesis, all subjects tau^t In Montana public 
secondary schools have been grouped, primarily on the basis 
of course content, into 12 major fields# These fields ares 
Mathematics, physical education, music, home economics, 
vocational agriculture, social studies, Hhgllsh, commerce, 
industrial arts, foreign language end science# In the follow-* 
Ing tables, the science field has been sub>**divlded Into 
psychology, biological science and physical science# This 
was done primarily, because the Montana Btate Department of 
Public Instruction, considers biological science and physi­
cal science as separate fields and thus a person planning on 
becmnlng a science teacher in the public high schools of the 
State must necessarily develop preparation in both these areas# 
Tables Ill-a through IIl-o show the fields taught In 
ccMblnation with mathematics according to rank for the five 
school groups# These tables give only per cents of teachers 
of mathematics teaching in other fields# Tables IIX-p 
throxxgji IIX-v consider all the public secondary schools la 
Montana end rank the fields taught In combination with 
mathematics with reference to the combined groups# These
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tables give both the number and per cent of teachers of 
mathematics teaching In other fields#
A discussion of the fields taught In combination with 
mathematics with reference to school groups follows#
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GHOQV I
Tablea and Ill^b shov^ in rank order^ the
fields taught in combination with mathematics In the Group I 
schools of Montana*
It must be ri^embered in interpreting these tables 
that mathematics itself is considered as a field*
Aa no administrators in the Group 1 schools were teach* 
ing mathematics* and as only 3 of the teachers of mathematics 
in this school group were deficient in college mathematics 
credits* the figures as given in those t w  tables may be* for 
all practical purposes* considered valid for the mathematics 
teachers in these schools#
Reading table lll~a* it will be noted that 59 per cent 
of all teachers of mathematics in the Group I schools taught 
only mathematics# This figure had been previously given in 
tables II## and II*̂ r and is repeated here to facilitate com# 
parlsons# The remaining 41 per cent of the teachers of 
mathematics taught in the various fields as indicated in 
Table III#a and IXI#b# For ezam^le* as shown in Table XIl#a* 
19 per cent of the teachers of mathematics taught mathematics 
and some subject or subjects in the physical science field* 
that is I 19 per cent of all teachers of mathematics in the 
Group I schools taugjat only in these two fields* Similarly*
SI
5 per cent of the teachers of mathematics taught some blo«* 
logical science and mathematics^ 5 per cent taught some 
social studies and mathematics and 3 per cent taught some 
foreign language and mathematics# Table 1%1-b Is read in a 
like manner with the last column in this table indicating that 
2 per cent of the teacliers of mathematics in the Group 1 
schools taught in the 4 fields shown^ that is; 2 per cent of 
the teachers tau^t mathematics and some commercial subject(s>^ 
plus some industrial art subjectte), plus some social studies 
subject(s)# As mi^t have been anticipated^ this condition 
is rare in the large public high schools of Montana# The 
majority of the mathematics teachers in these schools tau^t 
only mathematics^^ and most of the remainder taught in only 
one additional field# As noted before^ mathematics and 
physical science would seem to be a good cmibination for pro* 
spective ma thematic teachers to develop # at least for those 
teachers anticipating teaching in the public high schools of 
Montana*-
None of the other fields was tauglit In combination 
with mathematics by â  sufficient number of teachers to enable 
one to draw any valid conclusions concerning them# They are 
presented mainly to show that mathematics teachers may be , 
called upon to teach in a fairly wide variety of fields, 
even in the large h i ^  schools in the State#
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OKOÜP II
Tables and Ill-d show, the fields taught In
blnatlon with mathematics. In rank order. In the Group II 
schools In Montana# These tables are based upon the schedules 
of all the teachers of mathematics in this school group and 
thus include the programs of 5 administrators# As 9 teachers 
of mathmnatlcs In this school group were considered as not 
being qualified to teach mathematics, these tables must not 
be construed to be indicative of the fields taught by those 
teachers who are primarily mathematics teachers# Other 
tables have been provided to reveal the programs of these 
teachers# Keeping the aforementioned limitations in mind, 
the tables may be read and interpreted In much the same 
manner as Tables Ill-a and lll-b# Thus, Table Ill’̂e reveals 
that 36 par cent of all teachers of mathematics in tills 
school group taught mathematics only, 11 per cent taught a 
combination of mathematics and physical science, 9 per cent 
taught a combination of physical education and mathesnatlcs, 
etc# As in the Croup I schools, more teachers taught mathe­
matics alone, or mathematics and physical science than any 
other combination#
It will be noted, however, that a much larger per­
centage of teachers of mathematics in the Group II schools
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than In the Group I echooXs^ were teaching In three fields, 
though, where. In the Grot^ X sol'ioola one teadtier was giving 
Instruction In.4 dlffermt fields, no teachers In the Group XI 
schools were teaching In this many fields*
These figures, though suggesting tliat teachers of 
mathematics In the Group II schools should be prepared to 
teach In three different subject fields, do not reveal in 
what field outside of mathematics and science would be the 
best to secure training* It seems that subjects, and con­
sequently fields, are assigned to any teacher idio Is willing 
to teach the subjects with little or no regard to the quail* 
floatIons of the teacher for instructing in these various 
subjects# however, as more and better qualified teachers 
become available, and as the State Department of Public 
Instruction becomes more insistent tZmt teachers teach only 
in subjects CŒnpatlble with their training, this situation 
will doubtlessly Improve* Other studies determining logical 
teaching combinations are needed before this problem can be 
adequately solved*
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GROUP III
Tablea Xll-e^ Ill-f and Ill-g reveal the fields taught 
in caabination vlth Kathematics, in rat*k order. In the 
Group III schools in,Montana* As in school Group II these 
tables are based upon the schedules of all the teachers of 
îzîathematles in this school group» and Include the programs 
of 17 administrators. As 9 teachers of matheraatlca in tlils 
school group were considered inadequately prepared to teach 
mathematics» the* interpretation of tiiese tables is subject 
to the same restrictions mentioned before*
Examinâtion of Table Ill-e shows that the field most 
often taught in combination with mathematics is» as In the 
two school grocps previously discussed» physical science* 
Unlike Group I and II» mathematics is taught alone by fewer 
teachers than taught in combination witt* physical science*
The effect of fewer teachers in the smaller schools is begin*» 
ning to show itself in the greater number of field*combina»̂  
tiona in which teachers of mathematics are called upon to 
give instruction* In this school group» it will be noted 
that physical science and biological science and mathematics 
are taught by 9 per cent of all teachers of mathematics In 
this group* This is consistent with the trend that is 
further exemplified in the Group IV and Group V schools*
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In this school groups the greatest per cent of 
teachers of mathematics are teaching in two fields* However, 
about one*#third of the teachers are teaching in three fields, 
and three per cent are teaching in four fields* Therefore, 
it is probably desirable that future mathematics teachers 
preparing to teach in Group III schools in Montana be 
trained to give Instruction in three different fields* As 
stated before, it would be hazardous to postulate in which 
fields outside of physical science these prospective mathe­
matics teachers should be trained* As revealed by these 
tables, the biological science field might be the additional 
one that most teachers would be called upon to teach. To 
the.author, this seems a logical choice* However, a fairly 
large number of teachers of mathematics appear to be teach­
ing physical education as well as ̂ mathematics, physical  ̂
science and biological science* If the mathematics teacher 
was thinking solely in terms of being able to secure a 
teaching position upon graduation from college, it might be 
advisable for him to prepare to teach in these four fields* 
Other factors, thou^, should also be carefully considered 
before deciding upon which combination of majors and minors
would be most desirable for the teacher and beat for the
y
pupils he teaches.
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GROUP IV
Tables and lil-k show the fields
taught In combination with mathematics^ In rank order. In 
the Group XV schools of Montana* As is the case In the 
groups previously described, Uiese tables are based upon 
the schedules of all the teachers of mathematics In this 
particular ^oup and Include the programs of 16 administra^ 
tors# Eighteen teachers of mathematics In the Group XV 
schools were considered Inadequately prepared to give in* 
struct Ion In mathematical ergo, the data shown on these 
four tables must not be considered as typical for those 
persons who are primarily mathematics teachers*
Table IlX-h reveals that physical science and blo^ 
logical science plus mathematics are the fields in which 
more teachers In the Group XV schools were teaching than In 
any other single combination* Five per cent more teachers 
of mathematics in this group were teaching this combination 
than were teaching physical science end mathematics* This 
corroborates the suggestions given previously, that It may 
be desirable for prospective mathematics teachers Intending 
to teach In Montana to develop a minor in biological science 
as well as in physical science# The teachers of mathematics 
In the Group XV schools teaching only in the mathematics
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field amount to only 6 por oent* Tnls compares with 19 per^ 
cent In the <^oup III schools^ 56 per cent in the Group 11 
schools and 59 per cent in the Croup I schools* Apparently* 
the smaller the school* the less chance a teacher has of 
teaching mathematics alone*
The trend noted in previous groups* that as the schools 
become smaller a greater variety and number of fields are 
taught by teachers of mathematics* continues on with the 
trend being even more pronounced in the Group IV schools* 
Twenty-sijc différant combinations were being taugiat in these 
schools at the time of this survey*
Subjects in the social studies field were tau^t in 
combination with mathmaatics by 13 per cent of the teachers* 
Hie large number of subjects grouped in this field* as well 
as the fact that the majority of the public secondary schools 
in Montana require a certain modicum of social studies sub­
jects to be taken by all students* probably contributes to the 
high incidence of teachers giving instruction in this field* 
That such a situation is desirable is not the contention of 
the author* but for those embryo teachers contemplating de­
veloping proficiency in the mathematics and social studies 
field some encouragement may be derived from these figures* 
Contrary to the situation noted in the larger schools* the 
majority of the teachers of mathematics in the Group IV
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schools were teaching in three or more fields; 50 per cent 
teaching in three fields^ 6 per coat in four fields; and 
X per cent in 5 fields# Basing conclusions as to what 
fields a future mathematics teacher should be prepared to 
teach solely on the data here presented is unjustifiable# 
However $ as physical science has ranked consistently high 
in all groups and as biological science has increased in 
frequency markedly as the schools decreased in size^ these 
two fields should be given careful consideration by those 
interested in teaching mathematics in Montana#
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GROUP V
Tables XIX<»1̂  IlX-n and XII*o show the fields .
taught In combination with mathematics^ in rank order^ in 
the Group V schools in Montana# The programs of 69 teachers# 
including 24 administrators# were used in the preparation of 
these tables# Since 35 per cent of all teachers of mathezna*» 
tics in this school group are administrators the data revea* 
led in these tables do not exemplify the actual conditions with 
regard to those teachers Wio are primarily mathematics teachers# 
This contention is further strengthened by noting that nine 
teachers of mathematics# as well as 9 administrators# were 
not considered certified to teach mathematics in the public 
h i ^  schools of the 3tate#
As shown in Table XIX«»1# only four per cent of all 
teachers of mathematics in the Group V schools tauglit mathe­
matics alone# while 15 per cent taught a combination of 
mathematics and physical science# and 15 per cent taught a 
combination of mathematics# physical science and biological 
science#
Fifty-six per cent of the teachers of mathematics 
taught in 3 fields# 9 per cent in four fields and 1 per cent 
in 6 fields# As gleaned from these tables# the fields most 
frequently mentioned include the physical science field# the
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biological science field and the social studies field# How-* 
ever^ one should be considered remiss, if he were to posit, 
that these are the fields in which all future mathematics 
teachers should receive training#
Aa in the case in the Group IV schools, teachers of 
mathociatlcs in this group were found to be teaching a total 
of 26 different canblnatlona of fields# Such a condition 
is lamentable, as It would be neither desirable nor advisable 
to prepare teachers to teach in all the fields contributing 
to thia comnljcture#
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cmvr æ  mcHKRs of m TiiEm Tics teaching
IN  VARIOUS FIELDS IN CO?.!BIiIATIOK WITH 
MATHEî TICS 
•  LISTED IW RAiœ ORDER -
Table I I I» a  Group I
M a t h e m a t l o o p i n #
Pby*
S oi.
B io. Soo. 
Sol* Stu,
F o r.
Lang.
In d .
A rt# Eng. Com.
S ol. 
Sec, Stu.
% 59 19 3 3 3 3 2 2 2
Rank 1 2 4 4 4 4 7 7 7
Table I I I ^  (broup I
M a t h e m a t i c e P 1 ti #
Peyoh#
Sol
Soo. Stu.
» In d . A r t* .
Com. 
In d . A rt#  
Soo. Stu.
% 2 2 2
Rank 7 7 7
Table IX I^  Group I I
H a t h e m a t 1 O 0 P 1 U 0
Math.
Phy.
S ol.
Soo. 
^P.E, Stu,
Rns«
Sol. Bng.
Sol. 
Mug. P.E.
P. S ol. 
Vo.Ag. B. Sol.
% 36 11 9 6 6 4 4 4 2 2
Rank 1 2 3 4.Si 4 .5 7 7 7 12 12
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PER CENT rU-CBmS CF mTREmilCS TEA.CE1NQ 
IK TIEIOUS FIELDS IN COKBimiOIf WIIH mmimiics 
- LISTED IH RANK CEDER •
T&BLE Ill-d (b-oup II
M a t h o m f t t i e a  p i n t
P. Soi* Sol. Pgyoh. Com. For.Lang.S9&.JStû _Soo.Stu.
For.
P. E. Lang. ■ Ind.Agt...P.E._
% 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
SMdc 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
T&BLE III-* Group III
M a t h a m & t i o a  p l u s
Phy.
. f̂aU*.
Phy. Sol. Soo. Ind. P.E.
, 1, ffil.oIScl....Stu..,. Ar.ta—..2.E....Sna&StUA..
Soi. 
,„Jnd*Art« ,
% 26 19 9 5 5 6 6 3
Bank 1 2 8 6 5 5 5 6.5
IkBLB I I M  Group III
M a t h o m & t l e a  p i n #
Sei.
Ifusio Com.
Home Bio. Soi. Soi. 
Mua. Boon, Soi. Soo.Stu. P.E.
Soi.
Eng.
Soo. Stu. 
For. Lang.
% 8 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Rank 6.6 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15
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PER CENT OP TEA.CHERS CF M&TNEmTICS TEACHING 
IN VARIOUS FIELDS IN COMSimTION WITH 
MATHEMATICS 
- LISTED IN RANK ORDER
TABLE Ill-g Group III
M f t t h o m a t l o « p l u t
P.E.
Ibitie P. B. Art Eng, Ind, Arts
% Z 2 2 2 2
Rack 15 15 16 15 15
TABLE III-41 Group IV
M a t h a m a t i 0 a P 1 u a
Phy, Soi, 
Bioé Soi,
Soo.
Stu.
Phy, Ind, 
Soi, Ehg. Arts
Soi.
Math, Soo,Stu,
Sol, 
P. E.
% 14 13 9 7 7 6 6 6
Rank I 2 3 4,5 4,5 7 7 7
TABLE Ill-i Group IV
M a t h a m a t i O i -E_l_ » _•
Sol,
Ind,Arts
Soi,
Eng,
Eng, 
Com, Soo. Stu, P.E.
Sol.
Vo.Ag,
Sol.
Com.
Sol,
For. Long,
% 6 4 4 4 2 2 2 2
Rank 7 11 11 11 20 20 20 20
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PES GSBT <F TFACHERS OF mmZT&TICS laOEIIIS 
m  YASIOOS FIELDS IN C@Sim.IION înŒ 
miHHaTICS 
-  LISTED IN EAM ORDER -
TABLE Ill-j Group ITT
H a t h o m a t i o t f  p l u #
P.E*
Soo.Stu.
Ind.Arts For. tang. Musio 
Soo.Stu. Soo.Stu. Ind.Arts
î.E.
P.E. Sol. 
Com. Ind.Arts
% 2 2 2 2 2 2
Rank &) 20 20 20 20 20
TABLE ItlHk Group lY
M a t h e m a t l e a  p l u 9
ÏTiy.Sci. 
Bio.Sci; 
800.Stu.
Soi# Phy. Sei. 
Eng. Bio.Sol. 
For.tang. P.E. Ind.Arts
Vo. Ag. 
P. E.
Ind.Arts
% 2 2 2 2
Bank 20 20 20 20
TABLE III-l Group V
M & t h e i m a t i o #  p l u 8
Phy. Sol.
P.Sol. Sol. Sol.
5. Sol. Soo. Stu. P.E. Eng. Ha'tii.
Sol.
Soo.Stu. Ind.Arts
% 15 15 10 9 6 4 4 4
Rank 1.5 1.5 5 4 5 ? 7 7
PER CEîfT OF TEilCIÎERS OF îaTIIEr.tA.TICS TmCTIIITG 
IK VARIOUS FIELDS IK COîffilKATIOîî TaTH KA.TUEIUITICS - LISTED DÎ R/tM ORDER -
1C6
TABLE Ill-m Group V
M & t h s m a t i o s  p i  tt 8
Sol#
lîuelc
P# S« Com# 
Soc# Stu# Soo. Stu#
Com#
Ind.Arts
Sol# 
P. E.
Com#
Bio#
Sci,
% 4 S 5 S 3 2
Rank 7 11 11 11 11 20
TABLE Ill-n Group V '
H f t t h e m & t i 0 8 p l u «
Sol# Sei# 
Acta.. Jp,a,
Eng# Ind.Arts
... . Por.Lan::̂  .. Soo. Stu. --  .
% 2 2 2 2 2 2
Rank 20 20 20 20 20 20
TABLE III-o Group V
M a t h e r a a t l o s  p l u 8
P«£# Sol# P#£# 
Sei# 2!u:d.o Sol# 
Ind.Arts See# Stu# Soc#Stu#
P.E#
Eng. 
Soo#Stu.
P.E.
Eng.
Com#
P. E#
Sci.# Eng# 
Soc#Stu#
% 2 2 2 2 2 2
Rezik 20 20 20 20 20 20
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C014BIHKD GROUPS
Tables III-p^ Ill-q, Ill-r, Ill-a, Ill-t, III-u and 
III-v show all the fields and combinations of fields taught 
with mathematics by teachers of mathematics In all the public 
secondary schools In the Btate used la this study# These 
seven tables repeat much of what Is given in Tables 
through but the combinations are now listed in rank
order for the combined school groups, rather than In rank 
order for the separate groups# Also, the number of teachers, 
as well as the per cent of teachers teaching the vsirlous com<̂  
blnatlons. Is shown In these latter tables#
These tables are constructed similarly to those pre­
viously given showing subjects taught in combination with 
mathematics and thus are read and Interpreted in the same 
manner as these other tables# Under "School Group" are 
listed the five school groups used In this study, and a 
total which is derived by combining the data for the five 
separate groups# Across the top of the tables are listed 
the various fields and combinations of fields that are 
taught In combination with mathematics, while across the 
bottom of the tables Is Indicated the rank of each particu­
lar combination# For exaa^le, reading opposite Group I in 
Table III-p, It Is shown that there are 64 teachers of
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mathematics la the C^oup I schools* These 64 teachers con* 
stltute 21#6 per cent of all the teachers of mathematics in 
Montana* Of these 64 teachers^ or 59*4 per cent* taught 
only mathematics* 12* or 18*3 per cent taught a ccHnbinatlon 
of mathematica and physical science* 2* or 3*1 per cent* 
taught a combination of mathematics and social studies* Head­
ing opposite •Total" in this table shows that tnere were 296 
teachers of mathematics in Montana * Of these* 72* or 24*3 
per cent* taught mathematics* 47* or 15.9 per cent*
taught a ccaibination of physical science* 24* or 3*1 per cent 
taught a caTiblnation of physical science, biological science 
and mathematics* and 18* or 6*1 per cent* taught a combina­
tion of social studies and mathmnatlcs* All other fields 
are read and Interpreted In the seme manner*
Inspection of Table XII-p shows that approximately 
^e-fourth of all teachers of mathematics In the 8tate were 
teaching mathematics alone* As previously noted* this per­
centage gets progressively larger as the schools increase 
in size*
The physical science field is the one most frequently 
taught in ccnbinatlon with mathematics in Montana. Tils con­
dition obtains rather uniformly throughout the gamut of 
school sizes* and this may be of same significance in advis­
ing students what fields they should prepare themselves In
1 0 8
IT they wish to insure their en^loyment# A logical selection 
of teaching combinations while in college would lead to a 
better prepared and qualified personnel in the various fields* 
Added iapetus is given in tills direction by the admonitions of 
Montana* s State Department of Public Instruction that a 
teacher must possess a major or a minor to be qualified to 
teach in any particular field* As more and better prepared 
teachers become available, many administrators who hereto­
fore have been extremely lex in their assignment of properly 
qualified teachers, will find it imperative that they con­
form to this ruling of the State Department of Public 
Instruction*
Eight per cent of the teachers of mathematics in tlds 
State taught some subject or subjects in a combination of 
the mathematics field, the biological science field and the 
physical science field. %hile tîriis percentage is not espe­
cially large, considering all schools, it should be remem­
bered that this percentage is substantially higher in the 
small and substantially lower in the large public high 
schools of the State* Since past experience has proved that 
a large majority of the beginning teachers obtained their 
initial employment in the small sciriools, prospective mathe­
matics teachers and their advisors might well consider the 
desirability of developing qualifications in these areas*
The remaining hodgepodge of combinations total 48 and
x m
find m r e  Xyy sueh low peroentm^ea of teacher# that it
would probably be uuwise to attach any apeoiol ei^lficance 
to thma whoa coat eclating planning a background of major# 
end minora* Theae leaser combinations probably vary from 
year to year* The problem of subject c<^blnatlc»is In Montana 
ae@a to be largely the problem of the small M g h  school* The 
present situation In tlm so schools exhibits almost a total 
lack of any coctaonly employed guiding principles for deter- 
mining desirable combinations of subjects*
The fact that these tables Indicate #iat three or 
four fields were cons latently taught in comblnatic«i with 
mathematics may Indicate that many administrators are cm -  
sclentlously endeavoring to limit the subjects m û  fields 
they require their teachers to give instruction in* As 
Montanans State De^mrtmmt of Fublic Instructlm becomes 
more mwilUng to permit violations of its rules regarding 
major and minor preparation» the situation will probably 
is^rcve considerably* That such a ciiange would be bene­
ficial to teacher training institutions» h l ^  school students 
and high school teachers does not need to be defended* It 
is obvious that lack of properly trained teac^ era results in 
iapairaeat of the efficiency of a school» Inposes an undue 
burdm upon the teachers» and rob® t w  chiJdron o f the h ig h  
calibre iastructlm their parents pay for*
no
other etuûlee la other etatea have ahoMi that eertaln 
field# are quite oonalatently tau^t la comblnatlCHi with each 
other# TtkUB̂  teaohera poaaessing a reasonable arrangement of 
majora and minora should be better enabled to aeoare employ* 
s^nt In many states boa Idea the one In wMch they receive 
their training* ^or exej^le# Children found that In the 
Minnesota %%l#i Schools matbemtlos was most often tau^t with 
aoienoe# followed by mathemtlcs coablned with physical edu­
cation# and then matUiematica combined with social science*^ 
Iverson found that In the Berth haketa High schools mathe­
matics was most often taû ';t In combination with science# 
next most frequently In combination with social scionea# and 
next most frequently la combination with com^mrce*^ Eldgway 
foimd that in the Kansas high ^hools matheoatlcs was most 
often taught in combination with science# next most freque­
ntly in ccmabination with social studies# and next most fre­
quently in c<mbioation with hagllah*^ In Missouri# mathema­
tics was most often taught In combination with science#
^ dillgrea# ÎÎ* &*# “Subject Uoeabinaticns of Minnesota 
Teachers in the blx-ïear hchools#“ blaster* a tlmsla# Univer­
sity of montane# Missoula# Montana* 1054# pp* 150#
^ Iverson# H# f## “subject Combinations of ^orth 
Dakota High School Teachers#“ Master*# thesis# University 
of Mcmtsna# miseoula# M<mtma# 1039# pp# 157#
3 Eid^®ay# C# V## “A Comparative 6tudy of the Train- 
lag and Teaching Combla at ions of Kansas high hchool Teachers# “ 
Master*# thesis# Kansas 5tate College# m^orla# Kansas# 1930#
s
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TABLE I I I - p
PER CBirr AED HUMBER OF TEACHERS OP MATHEMATICS IH MOHTAKA 
PUBLIC SECONDARY SCHOOLS TEACHING VARIOUS FIELDS 
IH COMBINATION lïITH MATEIEatAHCS 
- LISTED IH RANK ORDER •
Tea*
ohors
M A T H E M A T I C S P L U SSCHOOL
(ROUP
Ali
Math* Phy.Sci.
Phy.Sol. 
Bio,Sol.
Soo.
Stu.
Sol. 
Soc.Stu.
Sol.
P.E. Ens.
ïnd.'
Art
I
Ho# 64 38 12 0 2 1 0 1 2
% 21.6 59.4 18.8 0 3.1 1.6 0 1.6 3.1
II
Ho. 48 17 6 1 3 1 2 2 0
% 16.2 35.5 10.4 2.1 6.3 2.1 4.2 4.2 0
III
Ho. 59 11 15 5 3 1 1 0 3
% 19.9 18.7 25.5 8.5 5.1 1.7 1.7 0 5.1
17
56 3 5 8 7 3 3 4 4
% 18.9 5.4 8.9 14.2 12.5 5.4 5.4 7.1 7.1
7
No. 69 3 10 10 5 7 6 4 1
% 23.3 4.5 14.5 14.5 4.3 10.1 8.7 5.8 1.1
TOTAL
Ho. 296 72 47 24 18 IS 12 11 10
% 24.3 15.9 8.1 6.1 4.4 4.1 3.7 3.4
RANK 1 2 5 4 5 6 7 8
us
TABLE I l l - q
PER CEKT Aim HUMBER OP TEACHERS OP MTHET5ATICS IN MONTANA 
PUBLIC SBCONIART SCHOOLS TEACHING VARIOUS FIELDS 
IH COMBINATION WITH MATHEMATICS 
^ LISTED IN RANK ORDER -
M A T H E M A T I C S O N L YSCHOOL
GROUP
Tea*
ohore P.B#
. Soi# 
Ind.Art«
Soi#
Eng.
P.E.
Soo.Stu.
.Soi#
Mus.
Bio.
Soi, Coin.
Mus*
10
I
Ho# 64 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0
% 21#6 0 0 0 0 0 5.1 1.6 0
n  .
Ho# 48 4 1 3 0 0 0 0 2
% 16#2 8#4 2#1 6.3 0 0 0 0 4.2
III
Ho# 59 5 2 1 3 2 1 1 1
% 19# 9 6#1 3.4 1#7 5.1 3.4 1.7 1.7 1.7
IV . 
Ho# 56 1 S 2 1 0 0 2 0 .
% 18# 9 1*8 5.4 3#5 1.8 0 0 3.5 0
V
Ho# 60 1 5 0 2 3 1 0 0
% 23#3 1#6 4.3 0 2# 9 4.5 1.5 0 0
TOTAL
Ho# 298 9 9 8 6 6 4 4 5
% 5.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 1.7 1.4 1.4 1.0
UiM 9# 5 9# 5 12.5 12.6 14 15.5 15.5 18.5
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urns iii-f
PER CEÎÎT km KDimER OP TEA.CHERS OF rATHEM4TICS lEf MONXAJMA 
PUBLIC SECOBmET SCHOOLS TEàCHIKG VARIOUS FIELDS 
IS COMBIHATIOB WITH MAISEMATIGS 
• LISTED IK EAKK ORDER «
SCHOOL
GROUP
Tea*
ohere
M A T H  E M  A T  I C S P L U SCom#
Soo,Stu«
Ind.# Arte 
Soo,Stu#
For.Lang, 
Soo#Stu,
For#
Lanf;,
Sol.
__Vo.Ag.
Sol#
Psych
I
Ko* 64 0 1 0 2 0 1
% 21#6 0 1.6 0 3.1 0 1.6
II56# 48 1 0 1 0 0 0
% 16,2 2#1 0 2.1 0 0 0
III
Ho# 69 0 1 0 0 0 0
% 19# 9 0 1.7 0 0 0 0
IV
Ho. 66 0 1 1 0 1 0
% X8#9 0 1.8 1.8 0 1.8 0
V
Ho# 69 2 1 0 0 1 1
% 23#3 2.9 1.6 0 0 1.5 1.5
TOTAL
Ho# 296 8 3 3 2 2 2
% 1.0 1#0 1.0 0.7 0.7 0.7
UM 18#5 18.5 18#5 24 24 24
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TIBLE II1 -0
PER CEJÎT Aim NÜMB1S OP TEACHERS CF MATSmXICS IH MOHTAHA 
PUBLIC SECOîm&RT SCHOOLS TSACHIHG VARIOUS FIELDS 
IH COMBIHATIOK WITH HATHEMATICS 
- LISTED IN RANK ORDER -
M A T H E M A T I C S  P L U SSCHOOL
GROUP
Tea-
oher#
Eng# 
Soo#Stu#
Com#
Inâ.Arts
Mugio
Ind.Arte
Soi. P#E. 
Ind.Arte
P. E# Com# 
Hiy.Soi#
Home
Boon.
I
Ho# 64 0 0 0 0 0 0
% 21#6 0 0 0 0 0 0
II . 
Ho# 48 0 0 0 0 0 0
% 16#2 0 0 0 0 0 0
III
Ho# 59 0 0 X 0 0 X
% 19#9 0 0 1#7 0 0 X#7
IV
Ho# 56 2 0 X X 0 0
% 18.9 S#5 0 X.8 1.8 0 0
V
Ho# 69 0 2 0 1 2 0
% 2S#3 0 2.9 0 X.5 2.9 0
TOTAL
Ho# 296 2 2 2 2 2 X
% 0#7 0.7 0.7 0#7 0.7 0.5
EABE 24 24 24 24 24 40.5
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TIBLE I I I , t
PER CENT AND KÜHBER OP TEACHERS OF mTEEMATICS IN MONTANA 
PUBLIC SECONDARY SCHOOLS TEACHING VARIOUS FIELDS 
IN C(M3IKATI0N WITH MATHEMATICS 
- LISTED IN RANK ORDER -
M A T H E M A T I C S  P L U S
SCHOOL
OHRJP Tearoher* Vo.Ag*
Sol*
Com#
Sol*
For#Laa^
Eag.
Ind.Art*
Eag. 
For. Lang*
P.È.
Com. Ind. Art 8
I
No* 64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
% 21*6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
II
No* 43 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
% 16*2 2*1 0 0 2.1 0 0 2.1
III
No* 69 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
% 19.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17
BOé 66 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
% 18*9 0 1*8 1.8 0 0 1.8 0
T
Vo, 69 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
% 23.3 0 0 0 0 1.6 0 0
T o m
No# 296 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
% 0*3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0*3 0.3 0*3
RAM 40# 5 40*6 40.5 40.6 40*5 40.6 40. §
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T&BLE I l l - t t
PER CEHT AND NUMBER Œ  TEACKSRS OF MAÎHmTICS IN MONTANA 
PUBLIG SECONDARY SCHOOLS TEACHING VARIOUS FIELDS 
IN COMBINATION WITH MATHEMATICS 
« LISTED IN RANK ORDER -
SCHOOL
(HOOP
M A T H E M A T I C S P L U SToa.""
chers
P. E.
For.Lan^,
P. E.
Vo, Agç,
Pgych, 
Soo.Stu.
Art 
For. Lang;.
Soo. Stu. 
Mus.-Sol,
I
No* 64 0 0 0 0 0
% 21,6 0 0 0 0 0
II
No, 48 1 0 1 0 0
% 16,2 2.1 0 2.1 0 0
III
No, 59 0 1 0 1 0
% 19,9 0 1,7 0 1.7 0
IV
No, 56 0 0 0 0 0
% 18,9 0 0 0 0 0
V
No, 69 0 0 0 0 1
% 23.5 0 0 0 0 1,5
TOTAL
No, 296 1 1 1 1 1
% 0,3 0.5 0.5 0,5 0,3
RANK 40,5 40,5 40,5 40,5 40,5
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îàBUS II I« v
PER CENT AND NUMBER OF TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS IN MONTANA 
PUBLIC SECONEART SCHOOLS TEACHING VARIOUS FIELDS 
IN COMBINATION VOTE MA3HEMATICS 
- LISTED IN RANK ORDER ̂
M A T H E M A T I C S P L U S
SCHOOL
(310UP
Tea-
ohor#
P.E.
Sol# 
Soo.Stu.
Com. 
Ind.Arta 
Soo. Stu.
Biol.
P.E.
Knji. _ _
P.E.
Ind.Arta 
Soo. Stu.
&g.
C<m#
P.E.
Pby.Soi. 
Bio.Sol. 
Soo.Stu.
I
No. €4 0 X 0 0 0 0
% 21.6 0 1.6 0 0 0 0
II
No. 48 0 0 0 0 0 0
% 16.2 0 0 0 0 0 0
HI
No. 59 0 0 1 1 0 0
% 18.9 0 0 1.7 1.7 0 0
17
No. 56 0 0 0 0 0 1
% 16.9 0 0 0 0 0 1.8
7
No. 69 1 0 0 0 X 0
% 23.3 1.6 0 0 0 1.5 0
TOTAL
No. 296 1 1 1 1 1 1
% 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
RAM 40.5 40.5 40.5 40.5 40.5 40.5
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TilBLB Ill-sr
PSR cm-AND NUMBER OP TEACHERS CP MATHEMATICS IN MONTANA 
PUBLIC SECONDARY SCHOOLS TEACHING VARIOUS FIELDS 
IN COMBINATION WITH MATHEMATICS 
LISTED IN RANK OÎDER -
M A T H E M A T I C S P L U S
SCHOOL
moup
Tea­
cher*
Sol. 
Rag. 
lor .Lang.
P.E. 
Vo. Ag. 
Ind.Arta
P.E.
Sag. 
Soo.Stu.
■ '
Eng. 
Sci. 
Soo.Stu.
P. E.
Phy.Sci. 
Bio.Sol. 
Ind.Art*
I
No. 64 0 0 0 0 0
% 21.6 0 0 0 0 0
II
No# 46 0 0 0 0 0
No. 16.2 0 0 0 0 0
i n
No. 59 0 0 0 0 0
% 18.9 0 0 0 0 0
IT
So. 56 1 1 0 0 1
i 18.9 1.8 1.8 0 0 1.8
T
Bo. 69 0 0 1 1 0
% 23.3 0 0 1.5 1.5 0
TOX&L
No. 296 1 1 1 1 1
% 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.5
EABX 40.5 40.5 40.6 40.5 40.5
IZQ
table ■ XV myù. jĝ lgwe 1 m i m  gmr oer*t of teacher# 
ci isathecmtlaa la each aciLool group teaCi-iag lu various 
Basera ct field#* theae data are baaed upon the progs^isa 
of all the Wae^ieM of %mtLejmtlea la zsootmia aho ^ere teaelî  
lQ0 at leaat oaa aatbemtloa elaaa during the firat senator 
of tlia lB4G^wO aehool ;̂ e&r*
EamlEi&tlm of either table iv or Figure 1 reveals 
that a# the aohoole deoreaae la alae, the general tCiiûciicj 
exhibited la for the percentage of teachora teaching saatoa» 
matloa &!%&# to dccreeae; the percentage teaching In t w  
flalda to re&aln fairly cone tant; the percwtage teaching in 
three fields to lacreaae ratl^r oar^dly and the porceatage 
teao^ilng In four field# to Increase slightly* Only In the 
malleat public high ael:oole of t w  5 ta to wore mïj teacher# 
of g3ath#mtlce toaci-lng In :ascra than four different fields*
Thus# It ttfâuld seem désirable for prospective teacher# 
of mathaaatlos to take sufficient courooe la four subject 
matter fleXda to moot certification requirements In 
that four field# aould constitute the best and moat logical 
cmnot be determined solely on the basis of 
ti.o#e ccEîblnatlons called for Kost frequently at present# 
h^«©ver^ aooe attention should be paid to these cKKabtna»
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tlons, and part ot the value of thla study Ilea in pointing 
out the current situation regarding teaching combinations# 
The following per cents of frequency of combination 
with mathematics were determined by tlais study* physical 
science* 44 per cent; social studies* 20 per cent; physical 
edueaticm* 15 per cent; biological science* 11 per cent; 
jBnglish* 9 per cent; and industrial arts, 11 per cant« 
Twenty«*four per cent of the teachers taught mathematics 
altme* The above percentages total over 100# This may be 
ejqplained by remembering that some of the teachers teaching 
physical science and mathematics also taught biological 
science in addition# This cxplaination is applicable to the 
other percentages also#
ÎAJ3LB IV
p m  GC:T CF T maims or ih each
3CH(X)L GROUP TFAaflNG IK VARIOUS KUMSmS FIELDS
IZZ
Ko. of s e n D D L G R 0 Ü PFields ï “ 2 i e È fotal
alone 59 36 19 5 4 24
Two 34 35 46 36 30 33
Three 6 30 32 50 66 35
Poty 2 0 3 6 9 4
Five 0 0 0 1 1 1
60
% 65SO
t 45
e 40
a 36
e SO
h 26
e 20
r 15
# 106
0
Ft ^6 X
DISTRIBUTION TUB >fUl!8ER 01 PIGLDC 
TAUQIT m  296 TKACHERS OF MATilimTlCS
Qrp# I 
Grp. II 
Grp. Ill 
Qrp. IV 
Qrp. V\
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CLASSES TAUGHT HÏ TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS
No accurate record of the number of classes taught 
per day by the teacher© of mathematics was secured during 
the course of this study as the author was not primarily 
concerned .with a determination of teacher load* An accurate 
determination of teacher load would necessarily have to con­
sider such aspects as extra curricular activities, guidance, 
administrative duties, etc*
However, Table V, with certain limitations, does show 
the various number of classes taught by personnel In the 
Various school groups. It must be remembered, however, when 
Interpreting this table that the figures given are not in­
dicative of teacher load* The data plotted on this table 
are based solely upon subjects previously listed as belong­
ing in one or other of the twelve major fields defined in 
this study, end do not consider such courses and activities 
as guidance, part-time work, school paper, orientation, 
administration, coaching, orchestra, band, etc* The data 
obtained from schedules of part-time secondary teachers are 
also included in this table and doubtlessly contribute heavi­
ly to the figures given for the small number of daily classes 
taught by some teachers* Also, some mathematics classes, in 
the small schools especially, were combined into one class*
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a i a  conditlœ «as treated as If onlj one elasa were belnj 
tau^t &odÿ la Table Vl$ crédit given to the subject with 
the greater enroHment*
it may truUifully be eiad that Table V eoutri* 
butea very little to the extant knowledge available oa 
teacher load la the public high school® of mont ana* It is 
included la tliia report^ however, as it does provide some 
indicatiw of the number of subject .mtter courses la which 
a teacher is call^ x^<m to give instructiixu Since It is 
Sïd>-dlvlded, and lists the figures for the administrators 
sé an t e  from the teachers, a truer picture of the number of 
classes tau^t by the teachers of mathematics is obtained* 
However, as stated before, the incluei% of the data pertain* 
log to a number of part«time teachers proMbly vitiates the 
results*
The table Is arranged with the teacliing porsmnel 
listed according to school group down, the left margin of the 
table# Across the tc^ of the table is listed the number of 
académie classes running frma two or less# to seven* Eead* 
lag the table# first under the Crox;̂ ? I schools end opposite 
•Men*# we find that there were 37 male teaciiers of mathma- 
ties la the Group X schools* Of this amxber# one was 
teaching two or loss academic classes per day| one was teach* 
Ing three academic classes per day; thirteen were teaching
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four ftca^omlo clasaea per day| and seventeen were teaching 
flee acf^esdc clsaaea per daj* The rwalnder ot the table 
la read end interpreted in tim earn# way# If it la ress^zWred 
that the fl^orea given for those teachers teaching few 
académie elaaaaa p w  day probably represent those of part^ 
time teachers# a more valid picture imj be educed#
u m M  V
cr m a  TR&cEBRa op m-z4ErAttc:svmi03@ op cxassbs mT..tK rjsuc ssjc^mmr $c;a%g -
xsa
int-W •Stil \SŜ
T m W w #of Z or
1«S8 3 4 5 6 7 mt
r̂oup I
G«%# S7 1 1 13 17 4 0 11v)oa8ii«» 27 0 0 20 16 1 0 0Adaiiw 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 64 1 1 23 S3 S 0 1
Group %%
%n# SO 0 2 3 13 3 0 213 0 1 0 9 3 0 0Â fSiH* 5 1 1 2 1 0 0 0
Trai 4$ 1 4 10 23 8 0 2
Group III
Wm%$ S3 0 1 9 U 4 4 4Roaam* 20 0 0 2 3 2 0 3
17 6 6 3 2 0 0 0
TQTKL 39 6 7 13 13 6 4 7
Group IT
man# SO 0 0 6 16 7 0 2
10 0 0 0 3 3 0 0
A6slA# 16 3 6 1 2 1 0 1
TOTAL 60 3 6 6 23 13 0 3
Group T
1^0 n 1 0 10 e 10 2 1%#*«%# 13 0 3 2 3 2 0 1
Wmlm* 24 3 3 9 4 2 1 0
TOTAL 69 6 6 21 17 14 3 2
Grand Total 296 19 24 73 112 46 7 15
* Hxeludins #dnlBl#trmtor#
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T&blGA Vl$ ŸXI ar*d ?Xi& &r@ caaa«.raed wltZ; t/ie naat̂ cr 
oi «ta4îtot« m r o l l ^  in tho imthom^ioa classes taû -.t in the 
public accwdary acüwla of :i:cutan&# *Xa.bIc v: -Ives C:o 
rî ujpea Tor acbocl Groupa X and II# Table VII the fIjwca f w  
acliool Opoupa ill IV# and Table Vila# the Tl^^a for 
achool C^up V and the coRbined acbooX groupa*
la emctructin^ these tables# it «as d e m W  advlamale 
to p̂poup the mathOKmtiea subjoeta 1‘ato tlie categories ^ivea 
la the tables# those readers %bo desire a finer diaeri» 
mlnatlcei# the tissai» b̂r nay ve consulted* la tLoae
cases idi»e t w  différât 2mtl;e:3&tles courses were feeing 
taught daring the aame perlM by the ease Instructor# only 
one elaea was counted and credit given to tao coarse with the 
largest atudcat enrollment* This conditiœ was noted la only 
a few las tances and occurred chiefly hi the si;:*&llor public 
hl^ acWols of Moatena* This procedure was evolved# m&ialy# 
la aa effcart to avoid allowing these uoueually srmll classes 
to laflueaoe unduly toe figures given for the average enroll^ 
moat* da extreme instance vma noted whore only one pupil wa# 
enrolled in an advanced tmtho^tios class taught together wlto
ft plain geometry class*
gxaralnatioa of Table VI stows Ui&t there were three
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trolled In 114 cl&#8@3 In alrebK^ 
eÆvs-î̂ eed cr trî ^̂ ^̂ of̂ etry tn tbe 14 l&r(:;e@t puln*
H c  Ll^b ©chcol© in wltîü tb® gpositnst per cent of
tb«fie atuûGïit® enrolled la alg^Cbra claaaea# It i^rxlô b@ of 
Tâlne her# to Lav# û%ts for tLe©# oo\%r^e# scparg,tcî5̂  w t  a# 
thej w r o  not kept ©ep&rato #t the tlï’so U iq data wore 
£‘eth#red, no finer breaWown 1# peaalkle# The nvera&o nuîsber 
of pt^il# enrolled In thee# claase# 1» 20«6# _ % e  figure# 
gîvea for the oorstlned claeeee shcisr t):mt la the Croup l 
aohoola a total ë#07ê pupils «rero enrolled in a total of 
0S5 elmsaos# This ^ves an evers^o student enrollnmit tn 
oathemstlo# classes of 20# It m m t  te rmmsTJbered tiimt the 
pupils listed as taking scm hl^h school K^stbe^mtles 
coiirsos do nofĉ  la #11 prot&tllitj ̂ represent G,G7ê different 
pupUs^ es an Individual student mell be taking W o  or
more different tmth^sistics courses# Ko sieans were ev&ll&ble 
to dlstia^ulsn those students csirolled In isors than on# 
K&tlmmatles course and time It was li^o&elble to obtain 
cecurste data pertaining to the per cent of the student tod^ 
enrolled In so^e mthsmtlcs course# Î ovevsr# If the sbovo 
nimbor of st'Jdents is considered as representing y^C7d dif» 
feront students^ 64#8 per cent of UiC total student body of 
the Croup Î schools were taking so:ce' %%thenatlce coiu*ee# 
Tables VII end Vila ere read end Interpreted In a lllcc %ian#»
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As ee tho sciiOi.̂ X3 üeoyc&#@ la
slzs» the aunijer oT stiidejzts c;j?allcd L.% les cc^^reee
decreases^ /JUo^ the average au5&her of &t*acat@ p@r 
î Ââtlôe class dacroeses z^rLWl;^#
This «edition probable carries thro’.*̂ u ail the
various &ihjccte In the public hlj3 ecaools#
evca thod^ the toacucr oJT ^t:*owllce la tx*e e.iall h'.jh 
school msj be teachlâ  ziore classes la a ̂ e&ter number of 
fields» hot be responsible for «  students ee a
te&G^.er la a l&r^e hl^: school* CssnceivchX;.^ therefore» he 
be la a better position to te&oh Itidivlduale than nls 
eoatĉ iporeriee oceupjia^ nor# favored positions in tl:e larG®̂  
public hijli schools of Kon teas#
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TABUS 71
STODBHT EffiCUUffiST 
IH MOSTASA PCBLIC Hlffl SCHOOL 
lîAEîSaTICS COCESES
C R O C ?  I G R O U P  II
Mkm
COURSES
Ho. of Ho. of 
classes
Pupil i/ Ho. of 
class pupils
Ho. of 
classes
Pupil^ 
class
Alg#t Adv. 
Math. & Trig. 
Combined. 3.034 114 26.6 1.670 74 22.6
"Sofom. k 
Solid Geom. 
Combined. 1.719 65 26.5 824 57 22.3
dmieraï
943 35 27.0 453 17 26.6
Otker
Kaidi.
Coureee 380 19 20.0 174 8 21,7
Combined
Math.
Courses 6.076 233 26.0 3.121 136 23
TABLE y i l
STUDEÎiT EmOLLKENT 
IM MONTANA PUBLIC HIGH SGKOOL 
MATHEMATICS COURSES
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G R O U P III GROUP IV
HATH
COURSES
No# of 
J)Upil8
Ho# of 
olaases
Pupili^
olaaa
Ho# of 
^Pils
No# of 
clasaea
ÿwpila/
elaea
Alg.* Adv* 
M&th# & Trig# 
oonblned# 1#405 68 20.7 700 62 13,5Geom# & ^ 
Solid Geom# 
combined# 947 55 17#2 479 54 14.0
(ieneral
Mafdi# 241 12 20#1 404 23 12,3
Otker lüith,# 
Conrgea 20 1 20#0 74 5 14.8
Combined H&th# 
Couraea 2#613 136 19 1.657 114 15
TABLE Vll-a
G R O U P V COmiHED GROUPS
mm  Ho# oi 
COURSES pupils
of
classes
pupïi^
class
Ho. of 
pupils
Ho. of 
olaases
Pupili%/
class
Alg#« Adv.
Math. A Trig 
owibined# 564 67 9.7 7,363 365 20.2
Geom* A 
Solid Geom# 
combined# 386 43 9.0 4,355 234 18.7
General
Math. 296 21 14.0 2,337 108 21.6
Otticr ÜLÜ1.---------
Couraea 93 8 11.7 741 41 18.1
Combined Matk# 
Courses 1.329 129 10 14,796 748 20
CHâJPÎKH IV
SUBJECTS TAUGHT IN COMBINATION %ITE MATHEMATICS 
BY QUAEiyim) MATHEMATICS TEACHERS
TaHIds VlXI^a throji^ VIII^l are concerned with the 
problem of what subjecta were tau^t In c«abinatlon with 
mathematloa by those teachers who were qualified to give 
Instruction in this field in the public secondary schools of 
Montana* Throughout this study a teacher was considered 
qualified if he or she possessed a major or & minor^ or at 
least 25 college quarter credits in mathematics* The data 
for ascertaining %hich teachers of mathasiatics in the Btate 
were qualified were taken from the Form A h l ^  school re* 
ports for the 1949*50 school year* Thus# if a teacher of 
mathematics was not shown on these reports as having a mathe* 
matics major or minor or a minimum of 25 college mathematics 
credits# he or she was considered by his or her own admission 
as not being properly certified to teach in the mathematics 
field in the public high schools of Montana* Admittedly the 
Form A high school reports do not provide as accurate a 
source of data as xni^t be desired* The author had occasion 
to check various parts of these records against other data, 
and discrepancies were frequently noted* IShether this con* 
dlti<m represents wilful deceit on tiie part of the admiais* 
trators who submit the Form A reports to the btate Department,
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OP whether It alû ljr reflects negligence and carelessness 
upon the part of the teacher involved is a matter for con­
jecture* Certainly# the State Department of Public Instruc­
tion should Instill in the various school administrators the 
desirability of having only accurate and authentic informa- 
ticsa put into these reports*
In view of these inaccuracies# the author wishes to 
admonish the reader that these tables may not picture the 
actual situation* They are in error at least to the extent 
that the Form A reports are inaccurate# and it is not in­
conceivable that some extraneous errors have crept into the 
master slieets used in Tables VllX-a through VXII-1*
Other possible sources of error include $ the unwitting 
omission of the record of a teaclier of mathematics when 
perusing the Form A>sf misreading the Form A*s; error in 
transcribing the data; error in compiling and collating the 
data; and typing errors* lith the possible exception of the 
last mentl(med source of error# all reasonable precautions 
were taken to lessen the possibility of error being intro­
duce into the report through carelessness or ineptness* 
During the collation stage of the thesis, all charts were 
done twice to check for inaccuracies*
It may be mentioned here that all percentages given 
In this report are based upon slide rule calculations, and
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thua may In a few Instancea» alightly inaccurate* The 
error from thie aource, however, ahould never exceed plua or 
alnua m e  per cent* , Frequently, for any fraction of a per^ 
cent greater than *49, credit was given on the next highest 
i^ole number; similarly, for any fraction less than *5, the 
fraction was neglected*
So tables were constructed for the teachers in the 
C^oup I public high schools of the estate, as so few teachers 
in these schools lacked proper qualifications* Only three 
men were not cmsldered prt^erXy prepared to teach mathema«» 
tics in these fourteen high schools* As this number amounted 
to only 4*5 per cent of all teachers of mathematics in the 
Grovq> I schools, the subjects taught in combination with 
mathematics by these teachers are substantially the same as 
those shown in Tables XI<«a and II«b* The discussion of these 
two tables starts on Page 42, C^iapter XXX of this report and 
those interested may refer back to this Chapter*
Tables VIII-^ and VllX-b. indicate the subject ccsnbina** 
timxs of the qualified mathematics teachers in the Group II 
schools* These tables are read and interpreted the same, as 
all previous tables pertaining to subjects taught in corabi-' 
nation with mathematics*
Reading Table VIlI«’a on subjects combined with mathe­
matics, it is noted that four, or 18 per cent, of all the
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jaen xnathematlos taacliera In the. Group XX. schools tau^t 
chemistry In addition to mathematics^ 1* or Û per cent^ of 
all women mathematics teachers taught this subject In adhi«* 
tlcm to mathematical and 2, or 50 per cent* of the admlnle** 
trators who were teaching some mathematics la the Group IX 
schools* also taught chemistry# Thus* a total of 7* or 18 
per cent* of all the qualified personnel In the G^oup II 
schools who were teaching some mathematics also taught chem» 
Istry# Similarly* It may be noted that 6* or 15 per cent* 
of the teachers taught physics and math#aatlcs end 5* or 
13 per cent* taught general science* In addition to some mathe- 
mat lea course or courses# Ihus* the rank of the combinations 
Is essentially the same for the mathematics teachers as for 
the teachers of mathematics* and the statements made previ* 
ously In describing the situation are applicable here#
It may be of Interest to mention that the combinations 
not taught at all by the qualified mathematics teacners but 
taught by the teachers of mathematics ware social economics 
and mathematics* driver training and mathematics* ccasiaercial 
geography and mathematics* and vocational agriculture and 
math@mtlcs# In each case* these combinations were origin-* 
ally being taught by only one teacher#
In the Group II schools* 8 men teachers of mathematics 
and 1 administrator who were teaching mathematics were found
TABLE V lII-a
SUBJECTS TAUmT IN  COMBINATION WITH MATHEMATICS 
BT MONTANA PUBLIC SBGOÎ̂ DABY SCHOOL 
MATHK*!ATICS TEACHERS -  GROUP I I  
-  LISTED IN  RANK ORDm -
1SS&
Teachwg a o nTof
Math* AllMath# Chem#
Piiy-
aloe
Gan#
Sol# Eng. P*E. Biol.
Toaohorso
Men
No# (22) 9 4 2 4 4 0 2
% (67) 41 18 9 18 18 0 9
Wcmm
No# (IS) 6 1 1 0 0 3 0
% (53) 46 8 8 0 0 23 0
Adalni str ator #
No# (4) 2 2 3 1 0 0 0
% (10) 50 50 75 25 0 0 0
x o m
Ho. (89) 17 7 6 6 4 3 2
% (100) 44 18 15 13 10 8 5
SUK 1 2 3 4 5 6 7.6
*  Excluding ad m ln ictra to rs
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TA3LE Vllî-b
SUBJECTS T&nmT m  com^imTioE ttith MTsmTics
BT Komja PUBLIC SECOmRY SŒOOL 
K&TnsmTICS mCHERS - (StOUP II 
^ LISTED IK EAm ORDER -
ssaBXscaafeWsaMaaaBTeaohers
of
Math* Latin
Mu—
sic
Spe­
ech
Amer.
Hist. Psych. Boon.
Soo.
Liv*
Sorid
Hist.
Wood 
Shop 'work
Teachers#
Men
Ho* (22) 0 1 X 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
% (67) 0 5 5 0 5 5 0 6 6 0
W<aasn
So. (13) 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
% (33) 15 0 0 8 0 0 8 0 0 0
Admini «trators
Be. (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I
% (10) 0 0 0 0 r 0 0 0 0 0 23
TOIU.
Ko. (39) 2 1 X X 1 1 1 1 1 1
% (100) 5 3 8 3 5 3 3 3 3 3
BAKE 7.5 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13
# Excluding ftdxolni«trators
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l&cklmg In qualifications to tc^ch in this field* Thus» 9» 
or 19 per cent» of all personnel giving. instruction in mat he- 
mat les in the Group II schools were considered not qualified#
Tables VIXX«»c» VXXI*d and VllX-e show the subjects * 
taught In coWaination with mathematlca by the qualified 
mathematics teachers in the Grqup III ,schools# These tables 
are based upon the schedules of 2B men mathematics teachers»
9 women mathematics teachers and 13 administrators who were 
teaching one or more mathiKaatics classes in the Group III . 
schools during the first semester of the 1949-60 school year* 
As compared with Tables Il-f through Xl-i, the programs of 
8 men mathematics teachers and 1 woman mathematics te&cher 
were omitted in compiling these latter tables* Thus, Ô» or 
14 per cent» of ell teachers of isathomatlcs in the Group XIX 
schools TOre considered as not being qualified to give in­
struction in matheiaatios*
In ccmiparing Tables VIII-c and Il-f» it will be noted 
that the subjects combined with msthematlca have essentially 
the same rank oMer in both tables# Thus» the subjects 
tau^t most frequently in combination with mathematics by 
teachers of mathematics and by mathematic teachers are 
physics» physical education» general science» chemistry end 
biology*
The reader is referred to Page 65» in Chapter III for
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a discussion of tiia significance of these combinations#
combinations by teachers of matheiriatics
but not by qualified mathesiatica teachers arc Montana life 
and mathematics end vocational agriculture and mathematics. 
As may be noted# by referring to Table II*»h on Page 60, only 
one teacher in each case was Instructing In these combina** 
tlona#
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TiLBLB VlIÎ-0
SUBJECTS TÀUGKT IN COUBimTION WITH mTHEaTICS 
BY MOHTAM PUBLIC SECOimSY SCHOOL 
miHDMICS TEA.CHERS - GROUP III 
- LISTED IN RANK ORDER -
Teaolxera Ï à t h o n l j r Subjects combined with matheinatiosof
ISath Geom.
Ail
Math.
Psy-
sics
Below
9th P.B.
Gen.
Sol. Cheis.
Teachers*
Men
No. (28) 0 0 2 9 8 4 5 5
% (66) 0 0 7 32 29 14 18 13
Wcraen
No# (9) 0 0 0 0 3 2 2 2
% (18) 0 0 0 0 35 22 22 22
Ââsdni strator a
No. (15) 1 1 9 3 0 1 0 0
% (26) 8 a 69 23 0 8 0 0
TOTAL
Bo. (60) 1 1 11 12 11 7 7 7
% (100) 2 z 22 24 22 14 14 14
RABK 1 2 4 4 4
* Excluding adadnigtratorg
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TABLE VlII-d
SUBJECTS TAUŒIT CO m im iIO U ITITE î̂ aiTIiELMICS 
Bï KOETAKA PUBLIC SSC0NM5X SCHOOL 
MATamaTics TSAcnms - moup in 
^ LISTED IH M M  CEDER -•
Taaohora S u b j e o t s c o m b i n e d w i t h m a t h#of
Math# Biol#
Amer#
Hist# %isio
Mech#
Drear# Shop
World 
H 1st. Latin
Hach.
Shop . P.A.D.
Teachers*
Men
Mo# (28) 1 4 8 2 2 0 0 0 2
% (68) 4 14 11 7 7 0 0 0 7
Wtoinen
Ko# (9) 4 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
5Ï (18) 44 0 0 0 0 U 11 0 0
Adminl siT&tor s
Ko# (13) 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 2 0
% (28) 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 15 0
TOTAL
Ho# (60) S 4 3 3 2 1 1 2 2
% (100) 10 8 6 6 4 2 2 4 4
s m e 7 8# 5 8.3 11 20 20 11 11
♦ Ebcaluding adjidniatratora
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nBLS VTII-0
stJBjECTS TinmT IH coL'GimTioH mm  mramiTics
BÎ ISOinîAàSft. PUBLIC SEGOHmRY SCHOOL Mâ.TxCiIÎATICS TKA.CHER3 - CSaOUP III 
- LISTED IH m m  ORDER -
Teacher a S u b d e O t a o o m b i n‘VK' 'w i t h  m a t h .of Fron^ Pay- Soo. Sooo— Draaa** Home ShortMath* oh Art oho. Sei. _lo^ tics Soon# Kdcpi hand
Teacher9» •
Men
Ho. (28) 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
% (56) 4 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 4 4
Women
Ho. (9) 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
% (18) 0 11 11 0 11 11 11 0 0 0
Adaini str ator s
Ho. (13) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
% (26) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAX
Ho. (50) 1 1 1  1
% (100) 2 2 2 2
1
2
1 1 1 1 1  
2 2 2 2 2
EAHK 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
*  Excluding ad m in istrato r#
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Gaoui» IV SCHOOLS
Tables Vlll^f, Vlll-g and VIXX*h indicate the subjects 
tau^t In combination with mathematics by the qualified 
mathematics teachers In the (ĥ oup IV schools# It may be 
remembered tiriat the Group IV schools include the 59 public 
high schools in Montana having student enrollments between 
41 and 76# These three tables are based upon the programs 
of 22 men mathematics teachers, 9 women mathematics teachers 
and 11 administrators who were teaching one or more mathe^ 
zaatics classas dialing the first semester of the 1949^50 
school year# Light men, 1 woman and 5 administrators who 
were teaching mathematics during this period were considered 
as not qualified to teach mathematics# Thus, 14, or 26 per^ 
cent, of all personnel in the Group IV schools teaching one 
or more mathematics classes were considered as deficient 
in college math@2iatics credits#
In comparing Tablea Vlll-f through Vlll-h with 
Tables II-J through Il-n, it can be noted that the subjects 
taught in combinati<m with mathematics have practically the 
same rank order in both sets of tables# This would indicate 
that no real differences exist between the rank order for 
subjects taught in combination with math©natlca by teachers 
of math^oatics and those taught by qualified mathematics
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teacher*#
^propriété cocmenta may be noted by referring to 
Page 62, In Chapter III*
Two combinations taught by teachers of mathematics 
but not by any qualified mathematics teachers, were psycho» 
logy and mathematics^ and bookkeeping and mathematics. It 
may be noted by referring to Table II»m on Page 68, that 
cmly one teacher in each case was teaching in these combina» 
tions#
mBLB Tni-f
STJBJECÎ3 IÛlÏÏGST HÎ COlîBIMTIOîî Wiffî KMHmTICS 
BT MOmm. PUBLIC SBOOîîtiOT SCHOOL 
miHEf/ATICS mCHSRS - GROUP IV • LISTED 13 m m  CEDER -
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ïeachers M a t h ° ni T Subjeota croinbined with mathom&tiiaor
2fe.th* . sis.
ill
Math. Chem*
Gon#
Soi# Shop Biol#
Amor#
Hist# ]̂ g#
Toachorô
Ken
Ko* (22) 0 Z 7 7 7 S 4 0
% (53) 0 9 32 52 52 23 18 0
Women
Ko* (9) 0 0 2 0 0 2 1 5
% (21) 0 0 22 0 0 22 11 56
Admlni strator a
Ko# (11) 1 l 2 1 1 0 0 0
% (26) 9 9 18 9 9 0 0 0
TOTAL >
Ko. (42) l 3 U 3 8 7 6 6
% (100) 2 7 26 19 19 17 12 12
SAKE 23 10 1 2#5 2#5 4 5.5 5#5
* Exoluding w W n ia tr& to rg
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TABLE TIII-s
SUBJECTS T,W®T IS COJffimTIOS WtïH MiTHEKATIGS BT UOimm PUBLIC SKC0H51RY SCHOOL 
laiHE’.'ATICS TEACEÏES - ®OCP IV - LISTED IH RASE 02ÎDER -
I’eaohers & u b ± 9  C t » o o m b i n e d w i t h m ITT h#of
Matha P.E*
Phy«
9Î08
iVorld
Hint. Latin ' ing ■
Stiach.Drwf, Ci"riog Mu»» io ^
Soo«
Sol*
Toaohwg»
loon
So« <22) 4 4 Z 1 0 1 0 1 0
% (53) 13 18 14 8 0 6 0 5 0
Cornea
So. (9) 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
% (21) 0 0 11 11 11 0 11 0 11
Adsilnl fitratcsr 9
So. (11) 0 0 0 0 1 1 ' 1 0 0
% (20) 0 0 0 0 9 9 9 0 0
TOTAL
So. (42) 4 4 4 z Z a 2 1 1
% (100) 10 10 30 5 5 s B 2 2
BASS 9 8 e 12 12 12 12 20 20
#  EKoluaing «O m l&iittratorA
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T&BI3 Tin-h
SUBJECTS X4UGBT IH COHBIH&IIOH 1TITH H&IHEK4TIC8 
BT IfOHXm PUBLIC SECOHDAET S C E m  
KàmEI&TICS mCHERS - CROUP IV 
- LISTED IH m m  ORDER -
Teaobera S u ^ i • e t a o o m b i B a d w i t h m a t h #of
Hatix, P.A.D.
Short-Ind# 
hand Arts
Below Vo# 
9th ÀR#
Spe­
ech Phŷ•lo#
Soo-
ORT
a home 
Econ«
Soh# See# 
Pub. Stu#
Teaehera*
Hen
Ho.(22) 1 0 1 X 0 0 X X 0 0 0
% (55) 6 0 5 6 0 0 $ 5 0 0 0
Women
Ho. (9) 0 I 0 0 X X 0 0 X X 0
% (21) 0 11 0 0 XX XX 0 0 XX XX 0
Admlnl atr ator •
He. (u) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X
J6 (26) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9
TOTAL
He. (42) 1 1 X X X X 1 X X 1 1
% (100) 2 z 2 2 2 Z 2 2 2 2 2
RAM 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
• Exeluding ndsdttietrntore
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OHOUP V SCHOOLS
Tables VIII#j eîmI VIII#k show the subjeete
taught ia combinat ion with mathematlca hj the qualified 
ggith#aatl08 teaehera in the (b!*oiq> V schooXa« It may be 3?^#
«sabered, that the Group V schoola Include the 56 amilleat
public hiÿi achoola of Montana» These 5 tables are baaed 
upon the programs of 25 men teachers of mathematics, 9 women
teachers of mathematics and 19 administrators were teach<«
ing one or more mathmaatics classes In the Groiq) V schools 
during the first semester of the 1949#50 school year* Mine 
men, 4 women and 5 administrators la this school group who 
were teaching mathesmtlcs during this period were considered 
as lacking qualifications* Fourteen, or 26 per cent, of all 
personnel teaching mathematics in the Group V schools were 
considered as deficient in mathematics preparation*
In coaç>arlng Tables II#o through II#q with Tables 
VIII#1 through VIXI'-k, It will be noted tlnat practically the 
same rank order obtains for those subjects taught by teachers 
of mathematics as for those taught by mathematics teachers*
In each case, general science and oheialstry were taught In 
combinatI w  with math^satlcs by a greater percentage of 
teachers than eaiy other combination* However, biology and 
physics were taught by a slightly greater percentage of
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teachers teachers of mathematics, and thus»
appear ahead of physical education In Table As these
acts of tables are so similar In eon teat » the re&der Is re« 
ferr^ to the relative cos®;aents nade previously in Chapter III* 
Io ^elifled mathematics teachers in the Qvo\ip V 
schools ware foimd to be teaching the following c^mblnatlone: 
Manual training and mathematics» economic geography and 
thematlesi modern history and matbmmties» American problems 
and matb@m&tlcs» omisumer economics and mathemtics» Probl@ns 
of American l^aocracy and math#mtics and journalism and 
xmthematics# In each of t W  combinations listed above» one 
teacher of mathematics» presumably not qualified to teach 
mathematics# ims giving instruction*
TABUS VIII-l
SUBJECTS liUCHT IE (KaSBHtt-TIOH WITH mTSEK&TICS 
BT MDNTUU. PUBLIC SECOECm SCHOOLmTHEmrics imcHms - æou? v
- LISTED IH BASK ORDER .
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Toajoher■ Û & til o n  i y ■ Subject# combined with inathematiesof
Math« Ale.
All 
Bath# ■
Gen.
Sol.# Chem# Biol#
Phym
#i08 P,B. Below9th
Teacher##
Kea
56# (23) 0 1 18 8 7 7 4 6
(45) 0 4 78 35 30 30 17 27
Womon
5o« ( 8) 0 0 3 0 3 0 1 0
(18) 0 0 33 0 33 0 11 0
Admlaietr&tor #
go# (19) 2 Z 7 7 4 4 S 1
% (37) 11 u 37 37 21 21 26 6
TOTAL
Ito. (51) 2 3 28 15 14 11 10 7
fl (100) 4 6 55 29 27 21 20 14
BASK » 12#3 1 2 3 4 5 6
* Excluding ndsiinictratars
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s m s  nxi^j
SUBJECTS ÏAÜGHT 15 COMBIKftTIOH 5I3H ISàTHmTICS
Bi mimsK PUBLIC sEcommr school mmEmiics mcuERs « moup v
" LISTED 15 m m  ORDER «
Teaoher# S u b j e o t 9 c o m b i n e d w 1 t h math.ofMaWi# ïyp- .. toS Eng.
Mu 9-̂ 
le 4mer.Ri«t. Mech.Draw# Shop Boon. Pay oh.
Teacher#*
Men
5e$ (23) S 1 5 Z 1 2 1 1
% (46) 13 4 ZZ 9 4 9 4 4
Wosoen
He. ( 8) 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 1
% (18) 11 33 0 0 0 0 0 11
Adrfaistrator8
Ho. (19) 1 1 0 2 2 1 2 0
% (37) 6 S 0 U 11 5 11 0
T0T4L
Be. (51) 6 3 3 4 3 3 3 2
* (100) 12 10 10 8 6 6 6 4
s m 7 8.3 8.8 10 12.5 12.5 12.5 IT
* Exoluding adiBjbairtarators
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T&BLg Tlll-k
SUBJECTS ÜÜQHT IH COMBIHA.TIOH HITE K&.THEM4.TI0S BT WOmiM PUBLIC SECOHDABT SŒOOL 
UkTEfmriCS TEA.CEEES - GROUP T 
* LISTED IH EUX ORDER -
7e&cher« 8 \2 e c t 8 c o m b i n e  d w i t  h m a t h.of Driv^ 
M&th« Trns*
Soo.
Scl.
World
Hist,
J âot,
Buss#
^hort^ Auto 
hand ' Meoh, Agrio.
%en.
Buss,
Adv,
Art
Teaohore#
56. (23) 1 0 0 1 1 I 1 0 1
fi (45) 4 0 0 4 4 4 4 0 4
HToiam
Ifo. (9) 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
 ̂ (18) 0 U 11 0 0 0 0 11 0
Admini atr a.t«r a
BOr (19) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
% (87) $ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOI&L
Ho. (51) 2 i 1 1 X 1 1 1 1
JÎ (KO) 4 2 2 z z 2 2 2 2
EUX IT ZZ 22 22 22 22 22 22 22
« &coXu41ng #dmlnl#trKtor»
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smiAKt
In suronlng the data shown In Tables ?III-a 
through VIII^l# the fact may be noted that for each school 
group the percentages of qualified teachers of inathematies 
teaching various additional subjects coa%}are very closely 
with the percentages of all teachers of mathematlca teaching 
these various additlmal subjects* Generally^ a larger per-* 
centage of #en than of women were found to be violating the 
dictum of Montanans State Department of fubllc Instruction 
that only teachers possessing at least a minor In any given 
field be allowed to Instruct In this field*
Twenty-^two per cent of all the m m  teachers of methe-, 
mat lea In the State; 6 per cent of the women teachers of 
math^natice and 18 per cent of the administrators teaching 
mathematics were doing so contrary to the rules of the 
State Departmmt of public Instruction* Approximately one- 
fifth of all persona teaching (%ie or more ma thematic a classes 
during the first semester of the 1949-50 school year ward 
doing so contrary to the dicta of Montanans State Department 
of Public Instruction*
In view of the rather negligible effects of this 
small percentage of unqualified teachers# the tables previ­
ously constructed portraying the fields taught in combination
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vîth mathematics by all teachers of mathematlca in the State 
were considered adequate to portray the general tread for 
those teachers qualified to teach mathematics* Thus^ no new 
tables concerned with fields were constructed* For an ejt*-̂ 
tended discussion of the subjects end fields teugtit In coabl* 
nation with mathesnaticsf the reader Is referred to the mater­
ial presented In Chapter III of this thesis*
CHâF^Ea V
QUAUFICATXOèîS, THAiaiHG AHB EXPERIEKCE OF 
MOaTAlSA SECOHDAaX SCHOOL TSACMKKS OF MATHEMATICS
52i« data gatliered end presented In this chapter are 
Intended to provide some indication of the qualifications of 
Montana public secondary school teachers of math^atios# 
Admittedly g some of the data gathered pertain only ladl^ 
rectly to this problem# %hen this study was Initiated^ It 
was assumed that a valid determination of the qualifications 
of the mathematics teachers in the 3tate^ as indicated by the 
college mathematics courses pursued in college^ could be de«* 
termined by an examination of xaaterlal and credentials on 
file in Uie State Departmwt of Public Instruction# The 
thesis was launched up<m the basis of this assumption and the 
first four chapters written before an attempt was made to 
verify the adequacy of the files of the State Department of 
Public InstructiCHi#
As stated previously in Chapter results of the 
analysis were extr%nely disappointing^ and the original in^ 
tent of the thesl% to compare the actual college training of 
the mathematics teachers with the metheraatios courses they 
taught in high school# could not be met# Thus# since the 
data gathered cannot be assumed to indicate the total pre­
paration of a mathematics teacher# no comparisons between
1S4
collate training and high school teaching have been mda*
About all that can be truthfully aald about the majority of 
the data presented 1» that It would probably bo indicative 
of the status of th^ present teachers of mathematics at tiie 
time of application for certification* Since some teachers 
received teaching certificates as early as 1910* and others 
as recently as Karch* 1950* it would be hazardous to educe 
more than the most tentative conclusions from tiie data avail* 
able* for those teachers certified a considerable nuriber of 
years ago* practically no data pertaining to the courses 
studied In high school or college were obtainable* For those 
certified vithin recent years* college transcripts of credits 
w r a  usually available* Frequently* though* teachers were 
found to have attended more than one college* and thus only 
a summary of courses taken at colleges attended prior to the 
granting of a degree would be present In the files of the 
State Department of Public Instruction* Thus* it was impose 
slble to isolate those teachers recently certified m^d compare 
their training with the subjects in which they wore presently 
instructing in h l ^  school*
Since* for the purposes of tels thesis* It would be 
highly desirable to have an accurate record of all college 
mathematics credits possessed by the mathematics teachers in 
this State* a questionnaire survey was considered as a pos**
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slble means for obtaining the data* After careful thought* 
however* it vas assumed that this method* too* would be im- 
practical, for many reasons* Foremost among the weaknesses 
appeared the possibility that since many of the mathematics 
teachers la the State had taken their Initial college work 
many years ago* they would not remember the various mathema­
tics courses taken for credit# A personal interview with 
each teacher* besides being impractical would suffer from the 
same llmltatlws#
A possible means of obtaining the desired data was 
suggested by the author*s advisor* J# W# Maucker* Dean of the 
School of Education* Montana State University* but also was 
considered Impractical from the standpoint of the amount of 
time necessary to complete the study# Ihe plan as suggested 
by Dean Maucker was toi 1# Contact each mathematics teacher 
in the State and secure from these teachers a list of the 
colleges attended* (2) write the Registrars at the colleges 
given and request college transcripts for each particular 
teacher# Even If one could count on the wholehearted support 
of every college registrar Involved* the work involved would 
take a much longer time than is available for the writing of 
this thesis* especially as some teachers tmve attended as 
many as 6 different colleges during the course of tielr 
training#
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ThuSÿ it eeezas to the author^ that no practical meana 
for the ,aacertalnm^t of the needed information exists* In 
Tiev of this ccmclusion# it was decided to present what data 
were available with the hope that some con^rehension of the 
qualifieaticms of the mathematics teachers in this State 
could he had#
The tables pertaining to age^ teaching experience^ 
teaching certificate possessed are probably indicative of 
the actual situation# It is too much to assume^ however 
that the qualifications of a teacher can be judged solely on 
the basis of these criteria# That t^ey .help to present a 
composite picture of the mathematics teacher in Montana# 
cannot be denied#
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T5.AV1L6ZÜ OF WLT2L3UIT105
TAbl@# II moâ X & M  ©aa0«TO^ «Ifâ. the a^e of t#&ohere 
of mthotaatiea Mo#& la tî*l» atitdj# &a ofe&tM previwal^ it 
is that these te&oi^ws ooastlt«s.te all the tesetisrs of
mat^wkmtios la  mœtsns vho #%re toaehlas one w  more 
smiles elssses dario^ the first sessester of the I949«^ 
sehool fser« % o % h  the s ^ s  of, ell tbs teachers of m&the* 
smties w r #  not aseertsiaee* e suffioieatl̂ ir hi#) pereeatsse 
were ôeteraiaeâ to iasmp# s(me represststlv^ess of the 
mathemstiee tesoher# In M m  teas# The feilowizi^ eoEŝ Ies of 
the tesehere of mathemtlos ia the v&rlaus school ^^ape 
M r e  used la the propsrstioa of these % m  tables# C^ou^ 1#
80 per eeati Ofwp II# 01 per seat; III# 85 per oemtf
Orotip 17# 01 per omt| orocp ¥# ^  per oeat#
Is stated previousIr la Chapter II# the records of 
o æ  out of every sevea tesobws of smthmmties ia school 
Owjps I# II# IV sod V mere act consulted la the prepsrs*^ 
tiofi of tshlss IX end X* This condition sceo'jats for the 
rather large difference In representativeness in the 
Group III schools# However# in all cases# a fairly true 
picture is probably given by the cases included In the 
study#
TttbXs IX Bhemu the per cent of male m à  femsXs
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aeeonâa2*y math&matlea teachers falllag In various age groupa* 
Doto the left hand margin of the table are listed# In add!-* 
tlon to the five school groups# a combined group and a total# 
The heading for each row has been sutMdlvlded into men and 
women# Across the top of the table are given ton age groups 
starting at age W  and progressing by increments of five 
years to ago 70# %ua# tho table is read as follows# Head* 
Ing under Group I and opposite **Meâ # it Is shown that there 
were no male teachers of mathematics in the Group I school 
who fell within the 20*25 year ago range# Continuing across 
the table in this same row# we find that 10 per cent of the 
aatheroatles teachers In this ecliool gi*oup were between 25 and 
50 years of ago| 17 per cent between SO and 55 years of age;
7 per cent between 35 and 40 years of ago; 10 per cent bet* 
ween 40 and 45 years of age# etc# The other figures given 
In this table are read end Interpreted in a like manner#
It may be appropriate to mention at this point that 
the data given in this table are calculated through %aroh# 
1950# and are based upcm information obtained from the eppli* 
catima of the teachers concerned for teaching certification 
in Montana# As the information given on the application was# 
without exception# sworn to by the tead/ers# and duly 
notarised# It seems quite safe to assume that these data are 
accurate# Of course# it must be remmbered that a certain
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pwoeat&ge of the teacher» were neglected In the coastrüctiœx 
of thla table*
Examination of Tabic IV shows that the largest per cent 
of teaehera fell within the 25^50 year range* This condition* 
with the exception of the Croup I schools* persists rather 
uniformly throughout all groups* It may be noted* though* 
that the women teachers of mathematics in Montana seam to be 
someidiat older than the men* This condition might possibly 
be explained by assuming that the majority of the women 
teaehera who marry leave the profession* - The unmarried women 
remaining tend to stay in the profession for a considerable 
number of years* and thus have the effect of increasing the 
per cent at the «upper end of the scale*
Table IV also reveals that 46 per cent of the male 
teachers of mathematics and 10 per cent of the women teachers 
of mathematics In the Group X schools are 60 years or older* 
and therefore may be about ready for retirement from the pro^ 
fesaictti* It is not a tenet of the author that teachers 
should be retired at any set age* but certain considerations 
point out the desirability of not permitting teachers of too 
advanced an age to give Instruction In school* The impllca- • 
tioa is* however* that it might be expected that about one- 
half of the teachers of mathematics in the Croup I schools 
will soon have to be replaced by younger instructors*
leo
r botweaa a.id msaool »ixe Is onlj ♦042* 
T ab le  X ehc#e th #  e v e r e ^  a^e la  ^e&re o f 2oat&aa 
paWJLe meooaearj eohool te&ohere o f maUiOuaatlca# TLI& t& clo  
1$ elz^lj a emaeasaUoa of lab le îx aoa Is based u p m  the 
eaae a m ^ l l a ^  aad 1* eubjs^fe to the ea^so restyrlcfelons as 
fable m #  às the eesgsle la tlie Group III ©clioole Inolude 05 
per ce&t of ell teachers of in this the
figures &lvca should represeat the actual conditloa* Fijwes 
glTOO for the other school ̂ roi^s should also ^Ive a ^ood 
apprastsaitlon to the  avera^s® a^es of teachers of siathemtics 
io tWse ^oups*
Zaumlisatloïi of this table reveals tiist the avsrs^e 
a ^  of the «oooa teachers of msthe^atlcs la zJwtans rar*̂ es 
fro% hetweoa five and tlalrteen years more then tho avcrajo 
aje of tha &mle teachers of i^tLe-mticc la t>*ls ^tate* &s 
fsl^t be su^posed^ the oldest tes chars of either sea are la 
the Croup 1 schools# These schools $ as revealed la table 
XVIXIt pay the hl^ÿiest salaries end thus lure the better 
trained, older and rwre eatporlencod teachers# T%:ls, In a 
certain sense, la paradoxical, hoeevcr, Xn td%e case of tiie 
smaller acWols, It is probably safe to aasu9*e that t3is 
average a^es given would have bcca stocwhat lo^er If the 
ages of the adz&lnlstratwa who were teacliinj œthesaatlca in 
these scliools were excluded from t!is calculât ions# It was
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noted by the author that usually the prinoipals and superIn^ 
tendents la these smaller schools were considerably older 
than the majority of the teachers*
The data listed In the column entitled *111 Groups*^ 
shows that the average male teacher of mathematics in the 
Montana public secondary schools was 33 years old; the aver« 
age woman teacher of mathematics was 4Ô years old* The 
average age considering all teachers of mathematics used in 
cos^iling these charts was 40 years*
Thus# if chronological age can be considered as a 
criterion to teach, Montanans teachers of mathematics are 
qualified; especially the women teachers*
uz
USIE XX
m  c m  CP mjs abd fehale secojsbart saaooLmcHERs CP mmmkiics FjOJUHo 
I» VARIOUS A ®  CEOUPS
SCEOOL À 0 E IF t E A E S
(&OUP Sex 20-25 25-30 30-35 35-40 40-46 45-60 50-65 56-60 60-66 66-70
X Male 0 10 17 7 10 17 23 7 39 7
Fern# 0 5 5 5 15 15 33 15 5 5
II Male 4 24 16 12 20 4 3 4 3 0
Fern. 11 0 11 0 0 56 22 0 0 0
Ill S^e 7 25 23 14 10 10 7 0 7 0
Fern# 25 8 0 0 17 3 25 8 3 0
IF Sale 8 23 15 16 15 8 3 8 0 0
Fern# 0 9 0 0 27 18 0 37 9 0
7 Male 14 21 14 16 7 7 6 9 5 2
Fern# 0 22 U 0 11 33 22 0 0 0
ALL mie 7 21 17 13 11 20 10 5 6 2
Fern# 8 8 5 2 15 23 23 13 5 2
TOTAX 7 17 14 10 12 13 IS 7 6 2
Cumulative % 7 24 38 43 60 73 66 93 98 100
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Z&BUB X
AVHtACæ AGS IB  YEARS OP HOKIAKA PUBLIC SEC0SH6EX SCHOOL 
mCHERS CP ItA IHStailCS
Teaoh«rs S C H O O L G H 0 H P
of
Bath.
i ix ill 17 V All
Bern 45 37 56 36 57 38
Vomea. 50 44 44 49 41 46
Men
plus
Women 47 39 86 40 38 40
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b h w  p u b l i c schocx,
T&ACi^ma OF m7nmsfiCB
XX s^ve« aa Indication of the varloma college 
dogyoe# p<^60o o ^  hj the te&cbora of aathomatlca In the 
puhlio aoocN^ar^ achoola of m m t & m *  The data preoontW to 
tola table are baaod Informât ion groaned from to#
Forsi À h l ^  atowl report# for toe laaa-GO aehool ̂ wr# and 
ga*ôbably &tofor a fairly aeoormt# plotur# of t M  altuatlm# 
to opportunity w #  pr###nted for deterntotog to# college 
dogrw or degree# poe#e##ed by t^. teeener# of mtoeratic# 
to tola êtate at the time of application for a teaci^tog 
certificate^ but it eas felt bj t W  author that a toco the 
Â report# mere of a emch later origin toan î oat appli^ 
matlcs:# for cert If lea t a truer picture eould be prcaen^ 
tod by uatog thee# r^orta to preference to the applieaticos • 
Oooaaai^mlly a teaoher would claim poaaea^im of 
more thm m o  college degree# toeo tola aituatlm occurred 
only on# degree wa# plotted for each teacwr and the folio## 
lag wder m a  obeorwd in coaplltog the- data) ^#&##
M#2#0 B#S#f B#i*# BmBm
Itomtostiro of Tabla XI reveal# that #pprc%toately 
10 pep o m t  of to# male teaser# of æ&th#&&tle# and 25 pcr^ 
cent of tl%# women teaW^cr# to tola gtate Imve Mae ter*# 
Xc^gpooa# to trying to account for the greater p&rceatmgc of
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wcœaoa with a Mastera It might ba well to conaiaer
that the average women teacher of matheiaatica la Montana la 
conaiiierahly older than the average male teacher of zmthe- 
matlca^ and thua haa had a greater number of . summer a In 
vâiloh to secixre this degree# Doubtlessly other factors are 
influential here also#
ÜO teachers of mathematics in the public secondary 
schools of the State were found to possess the Doctor* s 
Degree# Several instances were noted# however# where work 
had been taken towards this degree# In one case# only the 
failure to complete a thesis was the reason given for not 
having the Doctor* s Degree#
As might be expected# the greatest percentage of the 
teachers studied presented either the B#5# degree or the 
B* A# degree# Approximately 77#5 per cent of all the teachers 
concerned listed one or the other of these two degrees as, the 
highest possessed. The other degrees listed by a few teachers 
include the Bachelor of Divinity# Bachelor of Law# Bachelor 
of Education and Engineer of Mines#
Five men and one women admittedly possessed no college 
degree* Thus six# or 2#03 per cent# of all the teachers of 
mathematics in Montana never graduated from college# These 
teachers do not necessarily represent only those teaciiers 
presently teaching on emergency certificates as it was
3.ÔÔ
by tbe autîioî* 2 ox* S of th^ old— toachor@ la
the State who now poesosa life teadilnj oertifleates never 
attended college for more than tea mom the*
In ausfflalag up Table XX^ It may be noted that approxi­
mately one—fifth of all the* tea chore of laathematics in the 
State poseeaeed the Mae ter *e Degree# with the Ma jority of 
these teachers also being admlnlstratora# Thus# It may be 
safely assumed that the average mathamtice teacher had the 
Bachelor^ a Degree as tibe highest one possessed#
Cnly 2*3 pa? cent of all the male teachers of mathe­
matics and 1#3 per cent of the female teachers of mat hew tics 
in Montana possess no college degree# These teachers may 
properly be said to lack the training and preparation neces~» 
sary to give them the background to do justice to the sub­
jects they teach# Since some of the teachers represented In 
these figures are old-time teachers she possess life teach­
ing certificates# nothing much can be d<me to force them to 
secure a college degree# However# Montana's Btate Depart- 
m%it of fubli© Instruction is making It more and more diffi­
cult for a teacher to teach la the secondary schools of the 
State without his first obtaining at least a Bachelw's 
Degree from a recognized college or University* That such a 
policy Is la the best interests of the students# the schools# 
and the nation goes without saying#
urns XI
DEGREES# HEU) BI m m M .  PUBUC SECÛHDÀRr 
8Œ00L mCEEHS W  m̂ ZHEMàTICŜ  1949*60
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Degree
Humbermen Hhmberwomen Per Cent men Per Cent women Totalno. Total%
K.8. 4 1 U8 1.3 5 1.7
25 17 11.6 21.6 42 14,4
20 2 4.6 2*5 12 4.1
Fh»B* 1 0 0.5 0 1 0.3
B#S# $4 25 38.7 51.7 109 37.7
B,A. 60 55 36.9 41.8 113 38.9
B.D. 1 0 0.5 0 1 0.3
tl»B# 1 0 0.5 0 1 0.3
B,3. 6 0 2.3 0 5 1.7
E.M. 1 0 0.5 0 1 0.3
Hoorn 6 X 2.3 1.3 6 2.0
TOX&L 21? 79 100.0 100.0 296 100.0
#Rhon more than one degree was given for any one teacher the following 
<vder was observed in plotting tiie data on this chart:
M#8#̂  8#E#
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COiXEGS COURSES AED G&KDITS Ô FKHSI) BX 
MONTANA SECONDARY SCEOOL TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS
Tables XII«a through XXX-^ pertain to the college 
mathematlee coureee taken by the teachere of mathematics in 
the public secondary schools of Montana who were teaching at 
least one matheoatlcs class during the first semester of the 
1949*50 school year# Tables similar to these were originally 
envisioned by the author as constituting the heart of the 
thesis# as it was originally planned to c<Hspare the college 
training of the teachers of mathematics with the mathematics 
courses they taught in high school# However# these tables 
show only college mathematics credits 11stW by the various 
teachers at the time of application for their latest teach** 
ing certificate and do not# In all probability# represent 
the present status of the majority of these teachers with 
respect to the mathematics credits currently possessed by 
them*
Since tiicse data are therefore subject to these 
serious inadequacies# It is difficult to draw any valid con­
clusions concerning the math^Batlcs courses and credits 
actually possessed by the teachers involved# That they do 
give an indication of college mathematics courses most 
frequently elected by prospective mathematics teachers# may 
be assumed with certain reservations#
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Theao tables are given separately for each of the 
five school groups used la this study aad for the combined 
groups# Kot too much has been gained by this procedure of 
keeping toe school group separate, but it was done so# origi­
nally# with the intent of showing that the teachers of mathe­
matics In the larger high schools had taken more advanced 
courses In math%atlcs than the teachers of mathematics In 
the smaller high schools* home slight indication that such 
has been the ease may be gleaned from these tables# but as 
stated before# the tables are subject to so marqf limitations 
that It is dangerous to draw more than a few tentative con^ 
cluslGns frees thm* In constructing these tables# an attempt 
has been made to group the many and varied course titles 
listed by the various teachers of mathematics into several 
large categories* That this attempt has only been partially 
successful may be made evident by examination of the tables* 
The descriptions ^ven in the various college bulletins 
issued by the colleges toere the courses were taken were cm-* 
suited in an effort to ascertain the apprcacimate course con­
tent of each different subject* Of course# the assumption 
to be made that the course descriptioas given in the 
catalogs for the year consulted smre representative of the 
courses as taught throughout the wide range of years. 
Generally# bulletins of a few years ago were chosen as being
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the most representetlve*
For those readers #10 may be unfamiliar with the 
course content of the various mathematics courses* the des­
criptions of the various courses* as given in several col­
lege bulletinsfollows*
College Algebra* Brief review of factoring* 
fractions* linear equations in one unknown* rectangular coordinates* simultaneous egua# 
tiens* exponents and radicals* Included among topics introduced are* quadratic equations and 
proportion* progressions* mathematical induc­tion* the binomial theorem* complex numbers* 
theory of equatiws* probability* mathematics of Investment* logarithms*^
College Algebra II# The course starts with 
a brief review of elementary algebra and leads 
into the more advanced topics of college alge­
bra* Some topics included are* quadratic equations; simultaneous linear and quadratic 
equations; variaticm ratio and proportion; 
progression; the binomial theorem; determin­
ants; linear functions; and the gr«q>hical 
representation of numbers and equations*#
Higher Algebra# Selected topics such as 
cwvergency and divergency of series* inde­terminate equations, summation of series, 
etc** as given in the Hall-Knight text*^
Intermediate Algebra* That portion of
^ University of Montana Bulletin* Normal College 
Series* Hew iâo* uü* pp* 12d* Lillon* SiOntana* Stay* 1945*
2 Bulletin of the State Teachers College* Minot* 
North Dako ta * va t **Tîô'̂ rT94 S-èü*" ppi^TSÎ*
3 Indiana State Teachers College Bulletin* Terre 
Haute* IndianalT*pp* 122* 194d-S0#
X7I
Algebra uauallj deacrlbeâ aa ^quadratics and beyondf#^
Intermediate Algebra# Thla course cohere those aspect a of Algebra usually studied in 
intermediate algebra in high school# It con** 
sista of a study of linear and quadratic fuao-* 
tlons and their graphs# solution of quadratic 
equatlms# linear equations In two unknowns# 
fractional equations# special products and factoring# irrational and Imaginary numbers#^
theory of Equations# Methods of solution of 
algebraic equations and related topics#^
theory of Equations# A studg of the roots 
of imlty# approximation to real roots# solu­
tion of the cubic and the quartIc# theory of 
determinants# tliecâ esis on roots of polyncmial 
equations# iierner*s and Mewton*s methods of 
approximations and cons true tabl 11 ty theorems#"
Plane Analytical Geometry# This course is 
concerned with the following; graphical rep­
résentatif of a function; systems of coordi** 
nates; trigonometric and exponential equations; parsj^trlc equations; es^irical equations; max­
ima and minima# and conic sect!one
Analytic Geometry# This course is a study of 
plane analytic geometry with a special emphasis 
vtpoa the analytical geometry of the straight
^ Dnivwslty of Montana Bulletin# M#S#U# Series 
Mo# 426# Missoula# Montana# pp#ll9# 1549- 61#
6 Bulletin of the Iowa State Teachers College# 
Cedar Falls# Iwa# Vol# AJÜQl Ho# 1# pp# llS# Ĵ an## Ï943#
G College of Great Falls# College of Education 
Bulletin# Great Fells# Montana# pp# 106# 1948-50#
7 Bulletin of the State Teachere College, Minot# 
Morth Dakota# op# cit.# pp# 126#
8 College of Greet Falla# Great Falls# Montana# op# 
cite pp# 104#
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Xina^ th^ circle# and other conic sectlone*It also Includes a study of the equation and 
its locus# parametric equations# polar equa­
tions# algebraic curves.and transformations*®
College Geometry* Theorems and concepts 
more advanced than those of h l ^  school geom­
etry* Original exercises mnphaslsed* Con­
struction work and generalisations relating 
to high school geometry# The circle# triangle# and constructions with rulers and compasses*
Solid Geometry# holld geometry is Intended for students who did not take the course In 
high school# It is three-dlmenslcHial geometry# 
stressing spatial relationships and their rep­resentation#*!
Solid Geometry# This course alms to extend the methods of plane geoaetry to the field of 
three dimensions and lays the foundatlcm for 
nK>re advanced work In this fleld#*^
Solid Analytic Geometry# This course is 
concerned with the following topics; The 
metric theory of points# planes# lines# and 
quadric surfaces; Hie transformation of co­
ordinates; the general prt^erties of curves and surfaces# Special eaqphasia Is given to 
the use of dete(r)mlnants and matrices#!^
Differential Calculus# Calculus with phy-
6 iguilet\n of the State Teachers College# Minot#
S# Dakota# bp# clt# # pp*
10 Bulletin of the Iowa State Teachers College# Cedar 
Falla# Iowa# op# cTT## pp#ll9*
11 Bulletin of the State Teachers College# Minot#
H# Dakota# op# clt## pp# 125#
12 College of Great Falls# Great Falls# Montana# op. 
clt## pp# ld4#
Ibid## pp# 105#
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slo&X ftnd geometric applications* Differentials^^ 
ratea^ limits* transcendental functlons*^^
Integral Calculus* Qaloulua with physical and 
geometric applications* 3ummtion* area* volumes* moments.l^
differential Calculus* differentiation* tan­
gents* normals* m«lma and minima* integration of single fuactlons*'^^ .
Integral Calculus* Integration* length* areas* volumes* centroids* moments of inertia* series* 
partial derivatives* multiple integrals**”
»differential Equations* Solution of Equations 
of the first and second order# Solutions by 
successive approximations* System of Equations* 
Interpolation with Numerical Inte^aticn* Sym­bolic Methods* Linear Equations* Certain Classi­
cal Equations such as the hyper geometric*
Legrendre and hessel Differential Equations*
Partial Differential Equations of the first and second order*
Advanced Calculus* A continuation of the cal­
culus to include advanced topics in both differ­
ential and integral calculus with emphasis on
applications 19'
' 1 4  Carroll College Bulletin* tfaukesha* Wisconsin 
Annual Catalog* 1948-1649^/ Vol* 47* No* 5* pp* 87*
16 Ibid**
13 University of Montana ijulletin* Montana School of 
Mines Eerles* No* «28* Dutt©*' Montana* 4Bth Annual Catalog* 
pp* 53* '
Ibid*
18 Carroll College Bulletin* Helena* Montana* 59th 
Annual Catalog* pp. 6<)* Juno* lô4à*
19 Indiana State Teachers College* Terre Haute* 
Indiana* op* cii** pp*
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Advanced Calculue. fhla courae is a more ex*» 
tensive study of oelculus* The folloeing topics are studied; Multiple Integralsinfinite 
series# partial differentiation# differentia^ tion under an integral sign# line integrals# 
surface integrals# and Green* a Theorem*
Plane Trigoncmietry* This course introduces 
the trigonometric functions# functions of an 
acute angle# logarithms# logarithmic solution 
of a right triangle# radian measure properties 
of trigonometric functions# algebraic operations 
with trigonometric functions# functions of two 
angles# the oblique triangle and Inverse trig*̂  onometric functions***
■ '
Trigonometry* This is a complete course in Plane Trlgonmetry including the following 
topics % Trigon<metrio functions; inverse func*» 
tlons; reduction formulas; radian measure; the 
fundamental relations; functions of two angles; 
the oblique^triangle# and inverse trigonometric 
functions.^^
Spherical Trigonometry* A study of the ter*» 
restial and celestial sphere and solutions of 
spherical triangles with applications to navi« 
gaticm and astronomy**^
Engineering Mathematics* {101«102**103}The content is as followst 101«102 Plane 
Trlgoncaietry# College Algebra# and Analytical 
Geometry and Introduction to Differential 
Calculus*
College of Great Falls* Great Falls# Montana# 
op* clt*# pp* 20m
%1Varsity of Montana Bulletin* Dillon# Montana# 
op# cit*# pp* 2u*
22 Bulletin of the State Teachers College* Dillon# 
Montana# op* clt## pp* X54*
25 Ibid,
24 UnlTgrBlty of Montana bulletin, tsoaeiaan# Montana 
Vol, 2, So, 1» pp, IsîT
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Engineering Mathematics^ (Math* 201-202-203)*
In these courses Differential Calculus, Intro- 
ductlOT to Differential Geometry and Analytical Gecxaetry of three dlmenslcms Is continued from 
Math# 103; two quarters are devoted to Integral 
Calculus# Considerable attentlw Is given to infinite eapensions#*^
AgrlcultuMl Math# This course gives a review 
of Arltimietle end high School Algebra* Graph­
ical work and ample problems In mensuration appll«* cable to future work In agriculture are also 
given# Mot to be substituted for any other course# ®
Elementary Analysis# (Math# 104-105) This 
course covers the s^e field as 101 and 102 but 
not so coexist ely#^
Engineering Math# Algebrai Factoring, 
fractions, functions, equations, exponents, 
logarithms# Plane Trigonometry; Trigonom­
etric functims, identities, right and oblique trianglea#2B
Statistics# This course is designed to 
give students an. acquaintance with setting 
formulae and checking their validity#
^lis course includes the problem of accurate 
portrayal of data#*®
Elements of Statistics# This course con­
tains such topics as averages, measures and 
dispersion, charts, diagrams, ’graphs, fre-
^  (diversity of Montana Bulletin, Bozeman, Montana, 
Vol# 2, Mo# 1, pp#
Ibid#, Ipp# 195
27 Ibid#, pp# 194
28 diversity of Montana Bulletin* Butte, Montana,
op# cit#, pp# ^^#
29 College of Great Falls, Great Falls, Montana,
op# cit#, PP# Ivo#
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quenoy^ distributions^ central tendencies, 
index numbers, frequency curves, correlation and curve fitting*^
Mathematics of Investments* This course 
includes, the study of the following topics; 
innultiea, amortizations, bond valuations, and problems in life insurance@#31
Arithmetic* Designed for students who 
plan to teach in the elementary schools* 
hot planned for those who successfully pass 
the entrance tests* Skill in AritWetic 
confutations and problem solving* Includes 
mensuration, graphing, applications of per*» 
centage. Insurance, taxes and Installment buyiag*^"^
Descriptive Geometry* A drawing course 
to provide graphical, methods of. showing 
three*»diiaensicmal objects and problems*
Two hours lecture and two hours drawing*^
Teaching of Secondary School Mathematics* This course aims to help ,the student to 
teach secondary mathematics most effectively* 
Objectives, methods, and devices of teaching, 
testing, study habits, classrocmi manag^ent, 
provision for individual differences, and 
available literature are among the subjects 
discussed*^
History of Mathematics* The lives, works 
and contributions of the great mathematians 
are included in tills course* The importance
^  Hull^in of the State Teachers College* Minot 
M« Dakota, op* cit*, ppTh^SS^
31 college of Great Falls* Great Falls, Montana, 
op* cit*, pp* lo4*
32 c* * Dickinson- H* Dakota* Quêterly
Bulletin Ko* 12, Catalog iio*~194^*-ièSl,’ pp* 82*
33 Carroll College Bulletin* Waukesha, Wisconsin,
op* cit*, pp* 67*34 Bulletin of the State Teachers College, Minot,
S* Dakota, op* cit*, pp* 126#
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or Mathematics and Its Influence on man through the ages are stressed# It is recoimieuded to 
all teachers specializing in mathematics*^
Slide Rule* A course In the fundamentals 
of the operation of the slide rule, including 
multiplication and division* squares and 
Square roots* cubes and cube roots* and trig** 
onometric and logarithmic scales* Problems 
from trigonometry* chemistry and physics as 
well as many other practical applications are included in the c o u r s e *56
Generally* only those subjects most frequently taken 
are Included in these descriptions* For those readers who 
desire a TOre extended review of all the diverse courses 
listed in these tables* the catalogs given as references are 
reccmmended as having quite lucid descriptions* All credits 
have been converted to quarter credits in the compilation 
of these tables*
In an examination of these tables* it may be noted 
that such courses as those listed under descriptive ma the*» 
matics* teacher*s mathematics* or mechanics* are not usually 
thou^t of as being mathematics courses* It may be appro» 
priate to mention in this connection that only those courses 
listed on the college transcripts examined as being in the 
mathematics department were utilised la this thesis* For
65 Bulle^tin of the State Teachers College* Minot 
Dakota* op* cit** pp#
56 Xbid** pp; 124
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ax&oq^le^ If a teacher took a couree in analytic meohanlca^ 
and thia subject was listed at the particular college as a 
mechanics subject, no credit was given in this study for a 
mathematics course* Ik)wever, if another teacher took a 
similar course at a different college where the subject was 
listed as a mathematics course, then mathematics credit was 
given to this teacher for this course, that is; if mathema­
tics credit was allowed for a subject at the college, then 
math%aatics credit was allowed for the subject in this 
study* Examination of many college bulletins by the author 
failed in many instances to disclose significant differences 
in similarly titled courses taken for mathematics credit, or 
for credit in acme other department* Thus, data shown in 
these tables may be in considerable error by failure to give 
credit for a course that in some colleges is given by the 
mathematics department and in other colleges is given by a 
different department*
All course titles given in these tables aze exactly 
the same as those given on the numerous transcripts examined* 
That the majority of the various subjects may have very simi­
lar course content could easily be verified by referring to 
the descriptions of the courses given in college bulletins* 
However, it was deemed unwise for the purpose of this thesis 
to attôîzçpt to omit any course titles in favor of more
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goàer&Z title» m  it «ra« felt by the euthor tïmt u m  i%* 
el;islau of ell the v&riome m&thoa&tioa eubjeot* roproeeatod 
would elmrpm the re&dor*# ewarogte»» of the ccmplexity of 
the problem of hotorolnloa tho roqul$lte w^eluia^ of & 
teooher for the oubjoet ho tmoî%oo* Compiling tabloa siiOw* 
lag ouly brood field majwa mad sii^ro posaessod by tomohora 
omaaot provide ma mdoqumto pioturo of t m  axtumtlon; hmoo 
thim mrrmngemœt#
Thoao tmblod mro ooaatr^tod with the vmrioua mmtho#^ 
ffi&tleo oourmo# lie tod mocordia^ to ^oupm d o m  the loft*hand 
ssar^^ of each table* âcrooa the t<^ of the table are 
Umtod movoa difforoat heading pertmlaiog to the per eoat 
of tâchera mho have credit in the oouree# the avormgo nmmbor 
of crédita offered by each temcl.er took tlxe couraCp etc# 
for ema^le# Table Xll^m on p a ^  185 la read and interpreted 
mm followai In thia t&ble^ reading down tliC l#ft«4mnd mar«* 
gin^ the firat title encountered la %lgcbra^ and under 
"algebra^ are llated three courae titles. reading a#
eroaa the table and oppoalte the firat cour me title #iich 
la *elmontary and/or intermediate algebra* it la chomn that 
œ  per cent (eolum 1} of all the teacWra of matheaatiee in 
the Opoiap X achoola have taken an averai^e of 1 (column II)> 
college coure# for an average of 4*0 (colmm 5) quarter 
credit# In "elementary and/or intarmediat# algebra"* doa^
1 8 0
tlaxiln^ across In thia row^ colmm IV Indicates that soma 
teachers have as many as five college quarter credits in 
this subject and some teachers as few as 3 college quarter 
credits in the subject# Column V shows the greatest number 
of courses taken by any m e  teacher in ^elementary and/or - 
Interasdiate algebra* to be one^ and the fewest number of 
courses taken in the subject by any one teacher to be also 
one# All other data in these 18 tables arc read and inter-* 
prated in a like manner#
. As might have been surmised# the data presented in 
these tables indies ta that more teachers of mathematics took 
beginning algebra and gecmetry courses than any of the other 
numerous mathematics courses# this seems natural as pr&cti* 
cally all mathematics courses must be taken in a definite 
hierarchy with the basic algebra# geometry aad trigonometry 
courses being propaedeutic#, It may be stated here that many 
colleges do not require those students who took the basic 
algebra# geometry and trigonometry courses in h l ^  school# 
to t a W  the beginning mathematics courses In college# and 
will not allow credit to those students who repeat these 
courses in college# Thus# it may be logical to assume that 
the majority of the students listing these elementary courses 
for college credit were required to take them before progress­
ing OT to more advanced courses#
xai
that: of tha toaahara
of aathteatlea la  the wt&to Imd progroaaM d iffe r^
eatlal and/or lateral c&îeulus, %lth about 15#5 par a«ut 
taking oora advanoad aubjests In.tLXa area#
It ahould he noted hero la addlticm to the
afor^^tlonad llaltatloaa cf thaae tablea^ the results 
givoa do not raproaoat compléta aamplaa# the tablas for the 
Group 1 aohoola are based the available transcripts of 
^^1^ 22^ or 50 per cant.of the teachers cf ^the^tics la 
group# Ihls pauclt^r of ri%xroscntatlvanesj la  partl3̂ 
acoouskt-ed for hj rcmc^Ë^crlng that the %ajcrlt$ of the 
teachers la these large high schools received life cert If 1* 
cates a considerable number of ;gc#rs ago# Wfcr# the tlac 
shea the 5tatc department began keeping ̂ ore adequate files# 
Furthermore# some of the transcripts cf the 52 teacticrs re* 
presented are sc Incomplete as to be almost eorUnless#
Thus# the reader la cautlmed that since the aaa^le obtained 
for the teachers in the Group I schools la so poor# little 
algnlfloanee should be attacxied to the data la tables IXI-a 
and Xll^b# The data for this groiaq> are given priwllF for 
the cœivealeûce of ei^oae wno might# la the future# delve 
Into the problem more thoroughly*
Xhe tables for the Group XX schools are based upon 
available transcripts of 40# or b4 per eeafe# oi ths toacuers
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of mathematics In the (^oup II schools# As In the case of 
the teachers In the Group I schools^ frequently only partial 
transcripta of the work completed by a teacher were avails 
able# Thus y the. 34 per cent mentioned abc^e does not Imply 
that the c(%Rplete records of all college work co&ipleted by 
84 per cent of the teachers prior to the time of cert if lea-* 
tloa Is represented in these tables# Only about one-'half of 
this figure^ or 42 per cent* of the teachers had complete 
transcripts of all college work taken prior to application 
for certification# These conditions seriously limit the use­
fulness of the material gathered#
The tables for the Group III schools arc based upon 
the available transcripts of 61* or 87 per cent* of all 
teachers of mathematics in the Group III schools# It may be 
reiterated that this percentage Is stmewhat higher than that 
for the other school groupm* because no teachers were auto^ 
matieally eliminated at the Initiation of the attempt to de­
termine the qualifications of the teachers of mathematics# 
Thus* in 13 per cent of the oases no transcripts at all were 
found* and in a considerable number of cases only partial
transcripts were located#
The tables for the Group IV schools are based upon 
the records of 45* or 81 per cent* of all teachers of .nathe- 
mat les in the Group IV schools* end those for the Group V
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*****1* apw th« trsavcript» 50, er 84 per eeat, of all 
t^* ia&t&era of mmtüematiea la the Qrwp V schools*
Geaerally* the reoorâs «t the teachers la the «nan 
bl#i eohoola scre m u t» ee^lste therefore probably pre» 
•eat « trow picture of the actual college isathemtlee 
cour sea caâ credits poaseeeed by these teachers at the time 
of epplloetloa for the latest teachlog certificate* This 
ess probably due to the fact that lass thaa half as many 
teachers In either the Orotgi XV or the Qroî  % schools pos­
sessed life teaching certificates as teachers la the @ro%̂  X 
schools*
It may be noted here that the per cent of teaê r̂a la 
each group, listed la the carious tables as having taken 
various subjects, do not vary smoh froa Group to Group* This 
a t y  Indicate, even with the poor samples cbtalacd in the 
Croup I, XX a a ii XXX schools, that the sample Is represttsta- 
tive« So proof that this la actually the case is offered, 
toovever,
£lth reference to Tables XXX-k, XlI-1, XXl-# ax^ 
XX2««, the data for the otmblncd school groups, one
m y  note the length list of different course titles* la 
«11, 72 different course titles are represented in u m a o  
tables* So» psny of these diverse titles can be said to 
represent bcsia fids sa theme tics courses is debatable*
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Admittedly, a goodly percentage of them might w e H  have been 
omitted froa considérât Ion as they were offered by b o  few 
teachers as to be practically negligible in influence*
As an aid in reading and Interpreting the tables for 
the combined school groups, the courses under the main divi­
sions have been listed in rank oider according to the percent­
age of teachers possessing credit in them* Thus, under the 
main heading ^algebra*, it is shown that college and/or 
advanced algebra are the algebra courses taken most often by 
teachers of mathematics* Similarly, analytic geometry is the 
geometry course taken in college by the greatest percentage 
of teachers of mathematics*
In Table Xll-n it is shown that 8 per cent of all the 
teachers of mathmnatics in this State have an average of 8*7 
college quarter credits in arithmetic* The reader may refer 
to reference *82*̂  for a description of what is included in 
such a course* It seems to the author that college credit 
for such elementary math^atios courses should not be allowed 
toward a mathematics mine»»* Other elementary mathmvatics 
courses such as history of arltimietic or history of mathema­
tics also probably do not contribute much to the professional 
mathcsaatlcs training of a secondary school mathmatics 
teacher, and thus should not be counted toward a mathematics
major or minor*
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TAJBUS
COLLEGB M&TH&ÏI&T1C8 COURSES TAKES BY l©îîTàKà PUBLIC 
SSCOHB&ET SCHOOL maîSKS BSiTHEmtlCSGROUP 17
1 S S 4 5> of tooohoro 
vith credit
Àve# Bo# of 
ewreea per
Ave# Ko# 
credit# Credit Ran^e Course RanreWORSES in oowree teacher offered Hifdi idM
ASALYTIC
Elam#
Anal# S 1 4 4 4 1 1
Anal# 7 1 5.5 @ 5 1 1Survey o? 
Coll. Kàtâi 17 1 4 5 5 1 1Rifled
tfath. S 1 4.5 4*5 4.5 1 1
M a ^
Anal# S 2 15 15 15 2 2
Rigr#
%%th 7 6 27 27 27 6 6
Agrio#
%kth# S 1 4 4 4 1 1
STATISTICS
Stat# 17 1.1 4 9 2 1 1
BUSS* MATH*
ot
Ijwoet* 10 4#1 1 5 4 1 1
Adv# ISath# 
of Invest* S S 1 5 5 1 1
ARiTnmric
Arith* 10 S.S 1 4 2 1 1
Cms*
Arith# 5 1 1 1 1 1 1
Review 
of Arith# 6 2*5 1 4 1 1 1;rawtg
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TàBLB 2X1-^*
COLLBCæ laTHSiSàTICS COURSES ÎAKES BT WWSÈJSk PUBLIC 
SBCOEDâJRY SCHOOL TEACHERS Œ  miHSmTICS
(210UP lY
1 8 3 4 3% ùv tûwshBrm 
with ùredit 
COURSES in coure#
2v## Ho# of 
#oure#B per 
teacher
At## 3b,
credit#
offered
Credit RanK# 
Low
Course Rang#
iflFh Low '
DB8C. m m .  
Keoh. 
Brew# S 4.3 1 4# 5 4.5 1 1b###*
Geom# S 2 1 2 2 I 1
TSACHSIS mTH. 
Tohrs» SurV# 
H. 8. mth. 3 4 1 4 4 1 1Sp#o#
Meiai. 8 1 1 1 1 1 1
îohre#
Coure# 3 3 1 5 3 1 1
Tofang. ketb# 
In H. S# 7 4 1 4 4 1 1
k&th ̂ or 
Teeohwe 3 4 1 4 4 1 1
Met. of 
mth. 3 6 1 6 S 1 1
sise#
— m a #
Bul# 3 1 1 1 1 1 1
Uodlff. 10 12.3
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t&BLs xn»i
mtLBom mmEmTicjs coxmm lAxm n  imum FtmixcSBcom&Et SCHOOL TmcH&Rs oTCKCS3? T
1 2 3 4 6> or teaober# 
with credit
OODSSB8 in cocrcc
Ave. lie. of 
eonrae# par 
teaoher
Ave. 1(0.
credit#
offered
Credit Range
ffi>S Low
Course Rang#
.W .
ALGEBRA 
£X«b* & 
In term# 21 1 4.6 6 3 ‘ 1 1GcXXcgc 
& Adv. SI 1.1 6.6 10 3 1 2Sbcory 
cf Eĝ ta. 22 1 4.2 r 3 1 1
GsmmTET
Analyt 41 1 6.4 T 2 1 1
Golle&e 12 1 4.2 6 3 1 1
Modem 2 1 3.6 3.6 , 3.8 1 1
Solid n 1 ^  _ 4.T 6 3 1 1
Soiid ' "" 
Analyt s 1 4.6 4.6 4.6 1 1
CALCt?LT?S
" i b m r »
41 W  — 6.6 15 3 1 3Advanced
Caloulua 10 1.6 6.2 16 6 1 3
Differmitial 
Bouaticm* 10 1.4 6.6 9 5 1 3
SeR&naf 2 1 6 $ 6 1 1
S#i. Topic# 
in S i ^ r  
Math 2 1 3 3 3 1 1
im
tms xti-j
COXI*SGB HàïHBSIATICS COURSE I&KEM BT MOHÎMà PTOIC 
SBÜ̂ WàSX SCHOOL 7JSACHEEIS CF ÎSLIHBStiLTICS(sioup r
1 3 8 4 5
% of toaohoro 
vith orodit
Ave# Bo# of 
eouraea per Ave# So# eredita Credit Range Cotirae RangeCOURSES in oourso teaoher offered Low . MfN üw
TE1(L
Plane S3 1 S 6 8 1 3
Spherloel 30 1 4#5 S 8 1 1
Surfins 10 1 5 e S 1 1
AK&LTÎIC
k&tiuAnalysi» 4 3 6 10 6 3 3
ix^àtmon
2 1 6 6 B 1 1
Gmx&rtà.Ma%i. 4 3 # IS 4 8 1intro# to 
Coll# wrath# t 8 IS IS 15 8 8
^g#%ith# 13 8#5 18 37 7# 5 8 1
Agrio#
Ifeith# 3 1 4 4 4 1 1
STATISTICS
Blesi# 10 1 4 S 8 1 1
General 3 8 6 6 6 8 3
Theory efStatietiee 3 6 6 6 e 3 3
BUSS# mTR# 
theory of 
Invert# 3 1 4 4 4 1 1
hath#
Fin# 2 1 4#S 4#5 4#S 1 1
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îàBLB
COUJSGS MàTîlEmnCS COURSES TAEM BT MOmSA PUBLICSEcoRmar school Tmcnms or mmumncs 
cEosp r
■ 1 2 3 4 B/» of tiwkoher# 
wiüi eredlt
COURSES its eoistŝ
Ave# go#, ef 
eoureee per
teacher
Ave»̂
eredlte
offered nif̂ h Low Course Sa«5̂  Low
ARITHMETIC
Arithmetic IS 1 4 4 3 1 1
DE5C# MATH. 
Eeso..
Oeom» 2 1 t 1 1 1 1doom.
lyrmr. Z I 2 2 2 I 1
TEACHES MATE!* 
Tch. Seo* %th. 10 1 3.0 4 1 1 2Tobre#
Cotsr«e z 1 8 8 3 1 1
Speo*
4 % 2 2 2 2 2
33etA# 2 1 3 3 3 1 1
M&th#. 
Theory 2 I 8 3 3 1 1
Hlat« oi 
Math. 4 I 3.5 4 3 1 2
mcmmcs
AneiytieMeoJ^îos 1 I 4.5 4.5 4.5 1 1
MISC.
Slide
Rule 2 1 1 1 1 2 2
tftidlff. 4
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X U U  Xll-k
COLLEGE IttinmTIOS CœîRSKS TISES BT WlOTAWt. Vtm.jf.
sxcoBs&BT SCHOOL Tmœms op miamsTics - AIL (StCSnPS COSIBIBED *
1 Z 3 4 6^ of teaoher# 
vlth oreâit
Ave. %», of 
course# per
Ave. bo. 
credits Credit Rang# Course RwifwCOURSES ill oourae teaoher offered Low hom
ALOTSHA 
doliege 
& Adv# SI 1.1 6.6 12 8 2 1lüeery 
ef Equa* 19 1.1 4.8 7 8 2 1kleia# & 
Zntena» 16 1 4.7 6 3 2 1
Graph# 0.S 1 t 2 2 1 1
GEmsISY
Amalyt 39 1.1 4.6 9 2 2 1
College a 1 4.7 12 8 2 1
Solid a 1 4.7 a 8 2 1
àolià
Analyt 4 1 4.6 7 2 1 1
Modem 0.3 1 4 4 4 1 1
Adv# 0.3 1 6 6 6 1 1
î ÿnth# 0.6 8 3 3 1 1
Cooio
Section# 0.6 1 2 2 2 1 1
Éoà^m
Analyt 0.6 1 6 6 6 1 1
Elem# 0.6 1 6 6 6 1 1
CALGCIITS
AInteg# 44 1.9 9 16 2 3 1
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X&BLB III-l
coujsæs s a is M iT io s  ccceses im e h  b t w m uM . public  Gscoma&sT schooi. mcHKRs or B m m n c s  
« ÂU. maops ccmxm> »
1 2 $ 4 6^ of twwmorm 
with credit
j&e. Ac# o^ ' 
coorses per
Àve. 6). 
credit* Credit Bmf79 Course Eanne0(X?RSS3 in ccuree teacher offered Low M S ïcwr '
*̂AJjCtnUEJS f oûnt^ 
Dlf^e 
Eqaa# 14 1#2 4.5 0 6 5 1
Adv* Ô 1.5 5 16 5 5 1
Sosninar 1 1 5 6 6 1 1Caio* for 
Archlt* 0.5 1 5 5 6 1 15*1# Topic a
0.5 1 5 5 6 1 t
T5IGU
Plane 44 1 4.9 7 6 1 I
Spherical 10 1 4.5 7 2 1 X
Aetrcmooy 6 1.2 4.8 9 3 2 1
Surveying Z Î 4.8 5 S 1 ,31
geterolcry^. 0.5 1 2 2 2 1 1
Pavlfwtion 0.5 1 5 5 5 1 1
A m r m c
£ngr#
m th . 15 4 18.8 27 a 6 1
Surv# of 
Coll. MaWi# 5 1 4.5 B 5 1 1
Math#
Analyal* 4 2 8 15 2 4 1
Elcm#
Analysis 4 1.4 6.7 12 4 5 1
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xiBLE xn-a
COLLEGE KMHEEinCS COBBSES IftKEE BY PDBLIC
6Ko<ac5ftjnr scaiooL mcaias op miEEsancs
» ALL OaOBPS cœSIEED -
I St z 4 5jb of teaohors 
'ifltâi opodlt 
COCRSSS In oourae
Ave. Bq. of 
oouroeo per 
toAOhmr
Ave. lb.
oredltft
offered Credit Ra»fei s m  ïïïè- Coxarso Banfe iicwr
ÂMhZrflG (CogU) 
G&om
t 1.T T.T 15 4 5 XAgrio*
t 1 4.5 5 4 1 X
2 1 5.5 0 5 1 XFrenbsaa
o*s X 6 0 e X Xi&trod* to 
Collm %lth# 0.5 1 IS 15 15 5 5Coliego
mth* 0«S 1 la la xa 5 5
mtb. 0.5 1 5 5 5 1 X
STATISTICS
Hlem* 15 1 4.5 9 a S X
Mvaxu 0.5 a 6 5 5 X X
CmieKtel 0.5 t e 0 6 3 5
Theory of 
Stntletlco 0.5 a 6 s e 2 a
BUSS. mTR. 
Invcgt# 5 X 4.5 5 4 I X
Math# 0/ ^ 1 X 5 3 2 X 1 ,
Theory of Inwst. 1 X 4 4 4 X X
HatfU
Fin* III 0.5 X 5 5 5 1 X
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s m s  x£t<«
ccaissB m sam uFics coistsEa rusmi by Kowrtwî  pm ao
SS!03a»EY BOtiOOL tS&CSHlS Œ  mïKBMiàXICS «• AÜ, CE00P3 GCmiESD «
1 % z 4 6^ of toooher# 
wit^ «roôitpOüHSBS In eoisrso
Ave# ho# W  
ooursoa per teaoher
Am#' ho#'oredît»
offered Credit K«n»«ÎM ..
Cô ’rse Sanpie 
.. .TH.rh Lmw
BÏÏS3* miH. (ooRtel
..
Tinmtcr 0«S 2 4 4 « 2&ÜV#
of lRve#t* 0#5 1 Z 5 5 1 I
ASÎ KMSTIS
Arî*fâasBrtio « % 3.7 4 Z 1 IofJjritÎBBotîô 1 t 3 4 % 1 1COBB#Arith# 0#5 I 1 I I 1 I
DESC# m %  
Do#0# < Doom, 4 I 3.3 7 I 1 I« ^ #  
Drasrw ' 3 1#1 S#4 e 4 2 Ikwh#Rrmr# 1 l.S 7 0 5 2 t
iroh#Draw# 0#S z 6 0 5 2 t
D#5 z 15 16 15 3 3
6o<m#
Draw# 0#S I Z z 2 1 1
TmcKms m33. 
fchng# $ao# 
Hath# 0 I S#6 6 1 1 1
Spoo# Moth# ' 6 1#T 2.3 3 1 3 1
Mhth# e % 4 6 3 1 1
COLtEGS COGESSS t&xm BT MOBIMà HIHUC
sEccHDikKï soioûi, moîEEs op m isim ncs 
•  AIL moDPs c o m m m  ̂
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l 2 8 4 57» <kt teaOfiwg
With credit
COURSES la course
Ave# Mo# of 
cource# per
Ave# io# 
crédita Credit Ranpie Course Ranfeteachw offwed EifUi Low Elî>̂i Low
r̂ cFcms mîH. 
ÿeechere 
Goixree
{cont#l
t 1 8 8 8 1 1fchrs# Surv« 
of R.S. Maih* 2 1 3.t 4 8 1 1Proff#
M&th. 1 2 8.8 4 8 1 1Hiet« of 
Arith# 0#5 1 2 2 2 1 1
Teachw# 0#5 1 4 4 4 1 1liath#
Meth# 0#6 1 8 8 3 1 1ÏWit#
Theory 0.6 1 8 8 8 1 1iCeeciilag
Arith, 0#S 1 2 2 Z 1 1
laSCHAÏfîCS
Aaalytlo
Mech# t 1 6.3 B S 1 1
ProJ#Georâ# 2 1 4#r 8 4 1 1
«I5C.
~SIide
Rule S 1.1 1.1 8 1 1 1
% 3 4.5 8 4 1 1
Applied
Math# 0«5 1 4 4 4 1 1
UNCLASSIFIED
Utadiff#fljflg— r̂" '1 10
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A word la essplmm&loa ot the entitled »œclesel-
fled* 1» la erder* la so m  c&aee, #iea a teeeher treaefere 
fr<^ oae oelle^e to another^ the eolle^e l&et attended would 
•tsç>ly give blaaket credit for ao men̂ r methematiea crédita 
without dlffereatlatlag the varloua couraea* ihe perc^tcge 
glvea oppoalte *%elaaa If led* la co^oeed largely oa the 
baala of theae blaaket reporta#
Table XXXX aWwe the high achool aathc^atlca couraea 
takea Eoataaa public aoccmdery achool teachera of smthe» 
ssatica la the varloua echool groupa# theae data are probably 
quite accurate ae far ae they go# as they were glebed from 
those coXlegs traaacrlpts that also had a record of the work 
takw la hljh school# Also# in a few cases eosiplete U g h  
school transcripts were available# This was especially true 
for those teachers who graduated from l^tte fubllc ICI^ ^lool# 
These data were wlglnally ^tm^red because of the 
imcesslty of knowing the complete ^mthe^tlcs backgrouc^ of 
a teacher In order to determine whether he truly possessed 
a mathematloa major or minor# This was necessary# because 
the leeway granted by the various colleges to those stu^ 
dents with various numbers of units of h % ^  school mathmzmtics# 
la detcnslniag the nimbcr of college mathamtlcs credits neoes* 
sary for a major or minor# For exî^ple# the following para* 
graphs pertaining to smthamtlcs are quoted f r m  the Montana
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State Unlveralty Bulletin for 1949t
Major requirements: 45 or more credits* How-̂ever# for atudents presenting three and on©^
2ialf entrance unite In mathematics# a 40 credit 
minimum# and for students with four entrance 
units# a 35 credit minimum may be permitted#^
For students who enter the university with 
more than two unite of high school gathematlce# 
the teaching minor requirement will be defined 
as successful completion of mathematics 22 
(calculus 1) end one elective rather than com» pleti(m of SO credits*^
The data presented in Table XIII are based upon the 
available records of h i ^  scWol work for varying percent*» 
ages of teachers of each school group* In Group I# records 
of 26# or 41 per cent# of the teachers in tills group were 
available for study; croup XX# 26# or 54 per cent; Grotgp XXI# 
46# or 78 per cent; Group IV# 34# or 61 per cent; and 
Group V# 54# or 79 per cent* It may be noted that the per­
centages of hi#i school transcripts available for teachers 
in the various school groi%>8 were considerably less than the 
percentages of college transcripts available for these 
teachers though the two percentages check rather closely for 
the teachers in the Group V schools*
The percentages listed in the column entitled ^Others* 
ax*e based upon those transcripts that listed only blanzet
37 Univers11y of Montana Bulletin# Missoula# Montana# 
op# c i t e #  pp# 119#
Ibid., pp, 85
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a&theaatîcs crédita* For exaniple^ aome college traascrlpts 
would fiiaply give credit for say, 2 units of hlgjti school 
mathematics, without differentiating what h l ^  school aiathê  
Bsatics courses were represented.
Table XXII is constructed with the various school 
groups listed down the left-hand margin of the table* Across 
the top of the table are given the three main me them tics 
subjects taught In h l ^  school, namely, algebra, geometry and 
trigonometry. High school units are broken down Into Incre­
ments, of ,5 units*
»
The table is read as follows i of the 26 teachers
r
studied in Group I, 75 per cent had at least one unit of h l ^  
school algebra; 22 per cent had at least 1#5 units; and 13 
per cent had 2 units of high ach^l algebra* Seventy per­
cent of these teachers had at least one imit of geometry, 
while 44 per cent had 1*5 units of geometry# Seventeen per­
cent of these teachers had *5 units of trigonometry In high 
school* The data pertaining to the other school groups are 
read and interpreted in a like manner*
$ < 9 H ' « H 1 ^1  1
tOfij-pooto cn r r r pO Oi O cn p r r pO «a O <n W M M OO <n o ot g r r pO 01 O Oi f*rr?O 01 O 01 Py
^ ca _ 1̂ <0 o B Q S o Q 2 8 # #k & 3 O O w 8 o y 8 8 o 1tm
$@ % S O o % 8 o o 8 So # 8 9 o . o S S o Ô & 3 o '
o %
«« I
0M
i*I*
1
ooo 8 o o o 2 o o o m OOO ia o o o S wO O M SI 11 1M»»
# g # EUh• l l l f• M | M c i M f | l l |r* 1 1
a
s0>
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t&OKiSO Q06 LI?ICATiONS TO T£ACÏÏ MâT H ^ âTICS
Table XIV shows the number and per cent of Montana 
seo<mdary acshool teachers of mathematics deficient In colley 
mathematics credits# As stated before, the original intent 
of this thesis had been to determine exactly the qualifica­
tions of the secondary school teachers of mathematics la the 
State# As this later proved impossible, an attOü^t vas made 
to utilise ths data given on the Form A high school report* 
for the 1949-^50 school year, to determine those teachers of 
mathematics vho were not qualified to give instruction in 
this field# It is imowi, however, that in some cases, the 
data given <m these report* pertaining to college mathm&atlca 
credits possessed by a particular teacher are Inaccurate#
For instance, one teacher was listed on these reports a* pos­
sessing 50 college credits in mathematics# As this teacher 
had just boon certified to teach in Montana, supposedly 
eaziplete records of all college work taken by this teaoher 
were available# Yet careful analysis of this teacher^* re­
cords revealed only 6 college mathematics credits# It is 
hard to see where such a large discrepancy could have crept 
in# Several other similar instances were noted, though not 
as extr%ie a* the case cited# However, the information 
given on those report* was taken at its face value and
m)a
Tmblexiv cooatfuoted m  thlci baala#
Ttlù table la baaed upon the pro^nma of ©3 teeeifiera 
or Bsatla©£aatica In M<mton# wtio «rônlttedl;̂  mra not properly 
qualified to teach la tela field# that la; in this report# 
m teacher la eoneiderod unqualified to teach matimmtlca If 
tse or ahe Hated neither a major n w  a minor In mthaaatlo»# 
or preaented leaa than 25 college quarter crédita In math#» 
matlca# Theae teachera eere# aa revealed by the recorda# de^ 
flcieat la collea# preparatlm to give inatruoti^ in math#» 
matlca# thether thla condition nirrored neglect w  careleaa» 
neaa la filling out the #orm A high achool reporta la not 
toctnu l^btleaa# auch la the caae for a fee of ti:æ teaehera 
eonaldered aa unqualified# hoeeeer# the affecta of thla ore 
probably offaet by a number of teachera eho gave tl^emaelvea 
credit for a mathematlca nlnw a W a  tl̂ ey actually did not 
poaaeaa one#
In oxaminatlon of thla table# it s^y be noted that aa 
ill# achoola beca^ aa&llw# the percentage of unqualified 
teacher# lacreaaes# an exception to thla general trend being 
noted In the Group 11 achoola #&ere 33 per cent of all tiie 
matheoatlca teacher© la the group were lacking proper quail» 
float loos# It may be r@c%#mbered t-'̂at the Orô op XI ecciool# 
conatltute 23 ecl̂ Joia with etudent enrollment© of b e t w w  
150 and 350# glnee the average number of teaci.or# per
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school la those schools Is 12#1* It should bo possible toT 
school administrators to aasi^ only qualified teachers to 
teach In the various fields. That sueh a situation should 
persist so I w g  after the war years when teaching services 
were hard to secure is lamentable.
Teachers qualified to teach in the various fields are 
available now and many more are becoming available each year# 
It appears that laxity* Inertia and prejudice upon the part 
of the school administrators are partly responsible for this 
l2iq>ecunioua showing In the Group XX schools# lack of funds 
cannot be considered a factor as the salaries of all teachers 
in this group are good* as may be noted by referring to Table 
XVIII# Perhaps this conditi<m also reflects to some degree 
the many changes that have occurred In the laws of Montana 
regarding teaching certification#
S0MBS3J AHD PS& CKSf (F SSCOîîDâ̂
-SCSOOL TiACHEHS #  mÆimkTHQZ DWlClKm
iir ccajœs Kiismîîcs ceediîs
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Teaahmrc 0 C H 0 0 t 8 K 0 U Pof
l II 121 17 T OSOüPS
Teachw#
lien
5o# Z e 8 8 9 38
jt 12 03 28 27 28 22
Wdzami
0 0 1 1 4 8
îC 0 0 10 10 81 8
Adsdoi gtrotora
S6« 0 1 0 8 8 11
5Î 0 20 0 81 21 18
70T&L
Ko* Z 0 S 14 18 53
% 4»S 10 14 25 28 13
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TEACHiaa EXPKaiKÎICE 0? MCÎItAHâ 
SECOSDAHX SCHOOX* Î£ACHK33 OF MATHK4ATICS
T&blo XV th0 p @ r o @ n t o r  aïoii anâ. of woiaoa
bo&obops of loatbofflfttlod In Montana with various asiounts of 
taachla^ exparienoo« This table is based upon Information 
gleaned from the Form A high school reports for the 1949-60
eolK>ol year and thus is limited In Its validity by the
<
errors inherent In the Fora A*s*
This table is constructed with the various school 
classes listed down the left hand margin of the table, and 
the experience in years listed across the top of the table* 
Across the base of the table are given the data pertaining 
to the combined sexes in the combined school groups* îhe 
teachers of mathematics In each group are divided into male 
teachers and female teachers followed immediately by the 
per cent each sex Is of the total* For exaî l̂e, reading 
across the table opposite in the Ooup 1 schools,
it is disclosed that the men teachers of mathematics in 
this school group constitute 67*5 per cent of the teachers 
in mathematics* Continuing reading across, it is shown that 
6*7 per cent of these men had less than one year teaching 
experience; 8*5 per cent bad between 1 and 5 years teaching 
experience; 8*6 per cent had between 4 and 9 years teaching 
experience, etc* All other data on this table are read and
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interpreted in a similar manner»
Some expected trends may be noted in this table# 
Generally# the more experienced teachers were found to be 
teaching in the larger schools# As the teachers in the 
Group X schools are approximately ? years older than the 
teachers in any of the other school groves, it might be well 
presumed that these teachers would have an average of 7 years 
more experience# This can be roughly verified by noting in 
Table XV that about G2 per cent of the teachers in this 
school group have over 20 years experience#
The médias number of years of teaching experience, 
considering all teadiers of mathematics in the State, is 12# 
Thus, from this standpoint, these teachers are rather well 
qualified#
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TABLE X?
PERCENTAGE OP HOETAHA SECOKDAEÏ SCHOOL TEACHERS 
OF MATHEMATICS WITH VARIOUS AMOUNTS Œ  
TEACHING EXPERIENCE» 1949 -  60
SOiOQL Sex B t P B R I E N C E IN Y E A R SuMvur Ratio 0-1 1—3 4—9 16-19 2o—36 35—45 no. record1 Mène
Woman* 6743
6.7
0.0
8.6
6.9
8.5
3.5
22.9
13.8
48.6
51.8
5.7
10.5
0.0
3.5
total 3.3 8.2 6.6 19.7 52.4 8.2 1.6
Gumulativ# 3.3 11.6 18.1 37.8 90.2 98.4 100.0II
Men*
Women*
70
30
6.4
0.0
35.6
7.7
16.2
0.0
29.0
53.8
6.4
38.5
3.2
0.0
3.2
0.0
TOTAL 4.5 27.3 11.4 36.5 15.9 2.3 2.3
Cumulative 4.5 31.8 43.2 79.5 95.4 97.7 100.0III
Stei*
Women*
81
19
16.6
18.2
25.0
0.0
16.6
36.4
18.8
18.2
16.6
27.3
4.2
0.0
2.1
0.0
TOTAL 17.0 20.3 20.3 18.7 18.7 3.3 1.7
Cumulative 17.0 37.3 57.6 76.3 95.0 98.3 100.0
IV
Men*
Women*
80
20
16.6
0.0
27.9
0.0
11.1
11.1
22.2
44.4
16.6
33.3
0.0
0.0
5.6
11.1
TOTAL 13.3 22.2 11.1 26.7 20.0 0.0 6.7
Cumulative 13.3 35.5 46.6 73.3 93.3 93.3 100.0
V
Men*
Wbmmi*
80
20
32.6
8.3
10.2
16.7
16.3
25.0
18.5
16.7
20.4
33.3
0.0
0.0
2.0
0.0
TOTAL 27.9 11.4 16.1 18.1 22.9 0.0 1.6
Cumulative 27.9 39.3 57.4 75.5 98.4 98.4 100.0
All Schools
Men*
Women*
73
27
17,1
4.2
20.6
7.0
14.1
12.7
21.6
26.7
21.6
42.2
2.5
4.2
2.5
2.8
TOTAL 13.7 17.0 13.7 23.0 27.0 3.0 2.6
♦lAcludee cudininirtrators and part-time aaoondaiy teaohera*
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CEOTïFXCâTEü P0:a5ÊS8ED BY MOBTABA ôSCOSPAi^Y SCHOOXâ TBACHSEB OF MATHEMATICS
Tabid XVI MVdalB tha toachiag oaz^tiricates that waro
• ■poaaaasad by tha public saconâaz^y achool teachaya of matba** 
siatica In Montana# Thes^ cartiricates were in force in 
March 1950; though In only three Inotances were the certifia 
eatea lasued thia late# Since thle study la concerned with 
the teachers of mathematics who were teaching at least one 
mathma&tioa class during the first semester of the 1949*60 
school year# these data probably give a slightly better 
picture than was actually the ease at the start of the school 
year#
» 'The data in this table are based upon the certific&ti<m
files in Montana*a State Department of fubllc instruction#
and thus are considered very accurate# Comparison between
these data and similar data gleaned from tine Fo m  A hl^
school report for the 1949*60 school year are revealing#
For example# by referring to Table XVI it will be noted that
72 per cent of the teachers of mathematics in the Group I
Schools possess life teaching certificates; 44 per cent in
the Grovtp II schools; 54 per cent in the Group III schools;
54 per cent in the Group IV schools and 52 per cent in the
Group V schools# The data from the Fora A* a showed the
jppllowlng percentage of teachers in each group possessing
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life certificates» Group 1^ 75 per cent* Group ii, 42 per’* 
cent I <k*oup III* 53 per cent} Oroxxp IV* 52 cent and 
Group V* 40 per cent* Why these discrepancies should exist 
is hard to ea^laln* unless they represent carelessness In 
filling out the Form A reports*
Table XVI reveals that one^ tenth of all the tea criers 
of mathematics In Montana were considered by the 5tate Depart’* 
ment of Publie Instruction as lacking some qualifications 
neceaaary for certification* This does not necessarily mean̂  
these teachers «era lacking sufficient preparation in smthe*̂  
matlcs*
Since 89 per cent of the teachers in mathematlcs In 
Montana public high schools possess valid teaching certifi­
cates* it se^a safe to assume tiiat in some respecta they 
are qualified to teach - maybe not mathematics* but at least 
some subjects and fields*
SIS
SABLE X n
CERUFIOAIES POSSESSED BÏ BONIAN*. FDBLIC 
SECOHDAKT SCHOOL mCHHlS OF MATSEJAIICS 
HARCH» 1980
(moup I (moüP I I  mou? I l l (®OtTP IV moup 7 ALL GRP8.
Certificates P E R C E R T  O P T E A C H E R S
LIFE 72 44 24 34 32 43
Q04XJFIED
gEcommEf 22 47 60 63 47 46
EHERGEKCT X 9 6 13 18 10
ELElŒStÂBT 0 0 0 0 2 1
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COLliOE DSaaKES
Table XVII# while not providing much that is pertl- 
nent to a determination oT qualifications of Montana s©c<ai- 
âax*y tcachera of mathexoatlcs# 4ocs provide an indication of 
whore these toachera received their college training. One-, 
half the states in the United States are represented by the 
present public high school teachers of mathematics In Montana. 
In many Instances# more than one college In each dtate Is 
represented# but It Is not deemed necessary for the purposes 
of this discussion to list them* In some instances# the 
college given as the one granting the degree Is now defunct* 
One of the reasons for Including Table XVII In this 
thesis la to provide an Indication of the difficulty Involved 
In carrying through any proposed alterations In. teaching 
training programs* Since only 61 per cent of the teachers of 
mathematics In the 6tate# apparently# take their training 
in Montana Institutions# not too mucii would be gained by re-* 
vising# solely in these colleges# a program to better conform 
with the needs of the secondary school teachers In the 6tate* 
Whether or not a natlon-^lde study to determine what are the 
desired and logical combinations for a teacher to possess 
would be of benefit to Xontana# is conjectural. One thing# 
however# is evident* Since Montana contains so many small
2X8
achooXs, and ao wldeXy scattered, its probXems will not 
bo too amenabXe to any solutions ttet might function success- 
faXXy in the more p<^uXoua regions of the nation# In view of
this* then it seems hlghXy desirabXe tiiat the teacher train*#
ing institutions in Montana devote some time and study to 
determining the best combinations of majors and minora for 
all prospective teachers entering their portais#
TabXe XVII also lends enqphaais to the oft repeated 
tenet of this thesis* that the exact determination of a 
teacher* s college pr^>aratioa involves an exceedingly com­
plicated procedure# ihus* any (me thinking about conducting 
a similar bit of research may well pause ami give reflection 
to the many problems that must be solved before any worth­
while conclusions could be evolved#
This table is based solely upon the applications for
certification of the various teachers involved in this study* 
and thus must not be misconstrued to represent all teachers 
in Montana# Also* the colleges in these various states were 
the ones listed by tiie applicants for certification as being 
the colleges granting the degree# Thus* many teachers have 
probably since attended other colleges in other states# how­
ever* Table XVII does show the various states represented by
beginning teachers of mathematics in Montana#
The fl^re given for Montana has been divided to show
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inatl tut loua lu th6 6tat@ havo px^vîdod t W  bulk of tb.e 
teachers of mathematics Instructing In Montana’s public high 
schools» Thus^ Table XVII shows that 51 per cent of all 
tsachors Involved In this study obtained their original col* 
lege degree from some Institution la Montana» Of these 
teachers « 50 per cent were graduated frcsa Montana State Uni* 
verslty and 32 per cent from Montana State College»
It may be noted that 12 per cent of all teachers In* 
volved in tnis study secured their Initial degree from some 
college in Minnesota» la all» about 7 different colleges 
are represented in. this figure*
T&BLE X V II
psa c m  (F MomHA. SEcoîinm school
^T^EmilCS WITH DKCffim FROM COLLEGES IN VARIOUS STATES
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S C H O O L  G R O U P
STATS t II III IV V ALL
MOHTAKA 54 66 64 60 44 51%# SeU# 42 69 60 45 33 50M#8#C« 40 31 54 22 35 52Other# 14 0 16 53 27 18
miflNjgSOTA 17 10 7 50 7 12
F. DAKOTA 10 0 14 0 15 9
IOWA 0 5 4 4 3 4
IHDIARA 0 2 0 4 5 3
KISSOTRI 0 2 4 4 2 3
NEBRASKA 6 2 2 2 2 3
8. DAKOTA 5 2 5 2 2 3
WISCONSIN § 2 0 0 5 3
COLORADO 5 2 2 0 0 2
KANSAS 0 2 0 2 5 2
IDAHO 5 0 0 0 0 1
ILLINOIS 0 2 0 2 0 1
OKIAHOMA 0 0 0 0 5 1
CBÏEGON 2 0 2 0 0 1
WASHINGTON 5 0 0 0 2 1
wyffl.aNG — --- 0 0 2 0 2 1
6 2 g 0 4
•Cttlif»» Virginia, W. Virginia
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CHAPTER V I  
SUMMARY -* C0RCLU8I05
The primary objectives ot this survey have been to 
determine the following:
1* ^ a t  subjects and fields are taught in combi’* 
nation with mathematics in the public secondary schools of 
Montana; and in what rank order are they taught?
2m %hat percentage of Montana public secondary 
school teachers of aathejoatics are teaching in 1̂  2» 3 or 
more fields?
3# fiow many mathematics classes are tau^it in the 
public secondary schools of the State?
4# How many pupils are enrolled in various ma the* 
matica classes in the public high schools of Montana?
5* î hat subjects and fields are taught in the public 
secondary schools of Montana in eoznbination with mathematics 
by qualified mathematics teachers?
6« Is there a relationship between the sise of the 
school and the subjects taught In combination with aathe* 
aiatics; between sise of school end age of teacners of 
mathematics8
7» What qualifications^ training and experience do 
the teachers of mathematics In the public secondary schools
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or the State present %
The following conclusions are based upon the sche­
dules of all the teacuers of mathematics In the public h l ^  
schools of Montana^ wiio were teaching one or more mathematics 
classes during the first semester of the 1949-50 school year^ 
and include the programs of 296 teachers In 177 public high 
schools in the âtate of Montana»
1# fifty-five different subjects in 12 different 
fields wore being tauglit by 1 or more teachers of mathema­
tics in the public high schools of the 6tate» This wide 
range of subjects taught in combination with mathematics 
is not conducive to adequate teacher preparation^ and re­
veals a lack of knowledge of logical teaching o cabinet Ions» 
The subjects taught most frequently In combination 
with math@aatlcs by the teachers of matliematics in the State 
wore found to be general science^ chemistryt physics# physi­
cal education# biology and English# in that order» The 
fields taught most frequently in combination with mathematics 
by the teaciiors of mathematics in Montana were found to be 
physical science# physical science and biological science# 
social studies# science and social studies and science and 
physical education# in that oi^er»
2» Twenty-four per cent of the teachers of mathema­
tics in Montana»s public high schools taught mathematics
2 2 3
cnX^t$ %  per temt la 2 field#* 35 per eent la 3
flelOa* 4 per eent la 4 field#* mod 1 per eent la 5 field## 
ItiO evldeaae w  diwloeed by thi# eiud;̂  reve&la timl over 
t^roe^foortim of oil W&czorm of m&tbem&ioa la the ht&to 
tau^t la 2 or more field## Therefore* proopoctive m&thQ^ 
ffiatloa toaoi^a m m t  bo trained in at leaat U flolda and 
profwably ia 5 field#*
3# Â total of 14*?9# püĝ lla were atteodlo^ 743 
mth^atiea elaaaea each day In the publie secondary school# 
of the 3tate#
4* ^orty dlffaront aabjecta la twelve different 
field# were bein^ tau^Lt la eoi^blaatloo vdth mathmmtica by 
one or more qualified aa thorn tie# teacher# la the public 
*eo(%3dary achoole of Montane# IWa* not quite am wide a 
variety of eubjeota vaa belnj tau^^t by these teachore a# 
by all teeohw# of aathmmtica la the htato# *rhe l&cim^ 
d&elcal attitude evinced by siany achool admlnietratora In 
the thoughtleae aaslgmaent of teacl>ere per&leta#
The aubjecta taught moat frequently in combinât Ion 
vlth matheaatlce by the qualified teaei era of mat.mmtica 
la the &tate aere dlacloaed to be aubatontlally the aamo a# 
th ose tau#it by all tî;e te&ehere of me them t Ice ccobimed* 
and were$ geae^^l aeleoce* cheaiatry* phyelce* physical edu^ 
eatl<^* biology and English* Im that order*
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ao «oXX tooohln^ oWbl*
natioud woro foimd for tho toachorm of la t w
auftlX public M # i  cc^oôlc# ConoroUx» w  tbo eehoola ia«». 
epoaaoâ la owellmemt cfmmoqiieatlg' la ot&ff* tho loofo 
6eflaite end Halted wore t w  eubjecte end flelde tea^t In 
coabinetlon elth smthenetlos# Flft^«nlne per cent of tl̂ o 
teechere of mathmgsetlee la U m  Oro^ X eclioole teught la one 
field onli> mioreee mis 4 per cent of teaoxiore la the 
Oro^ V eoaools teu^t la oae field#
d# fbe aver&^e ege of tzm mxsea toeoi^ere of
ma tie# In UmUtxim le 4ê ̂ earei the airerâ e ege of th& œl e  
tMoher# of methessatlee In Montana le ^  ^eare# fort̂ r 
year# m a  found to be the average age of the eo&^blned sexea#
I’ha gyeateat percentage of toaohera of g^athesmtlea in 
Montana# over 00 year# of age# were found teaching la Uv^
X achool# of the 6 ta te# However# a correlatlm 
( Pearson's r ) of only 0#042 wa# found betwoim alae of 
eeWol and age of te&o^^r# of matZioaatlca#
The youngeat teacher of mti^osatioa in the atate la 
^  year# oXdy the oldoat 69 year## with 60 per cent of the 
taaeheM of mathenatlca ia Montana being uoder 43 year# of age# 
Only 2 per cent of the teaeher# of Withaamtlos la the
6t&te were 66 year# or older# and tnua very few ai&y be ea-*
pee tod to retire frcRa t w  profoaalon aoon# beoauee of age*
8 2 5
7» laite eoaGlwloiim wre m  to the
&:&ouat & d  kind of prop&Mtloa po^eossod Uie te&Qhera of 
mtha^tlee la the State*-&$ the .pfohlea appeared to bo un« 
eolv&blo la the allot#d tlae* The folloida^ releva^it f&otora 
wore aaoertalaed* Waover*
a* j^pro%l%at^lj 2 0  per coat of the teaehera of 
matheaatloa la Uoatana Hated the 2aatep^e z:o^ee aa the 
hl^oat de^eo obtained# Oaljf 2  per oent of the teaoliera 
of matliaziatlca poaseaaod ao oolloge de,̂ ;ree#
b# Flftj^three* or 1<J per oeat* of the teael;ers of 
sathematloa la the ^tate wore their o#a ad^la^^ioa laokla^ 
aufflolent preparation la math&mtlea#
e# Flft^^^cae per cent of the preaeat teaohm'a of 
Katheaatlea la the publie aec(mdary achoola of the State 
received their college decree la Montana and 12 per cent la 
IHaneaota# Tveat;;̂ «four different et&toe are reproeonted bar 
the teacher# of ĵ iatLeâ atlce la the State# Therefore* it 
would not eatlrelj clear up the eltuatloa regarding eubject 
c<Kablaatloaa ta%ht in Montana* If onX^ Montana teacher 
training Inatltutiona revlaed their rc4;oamndat 1 one to 
eabr;ÿo teaohara#
d# th& ssediaa teacher of In hontaoa ha#
had 1 2  ^ear# teaching experience» Ttrec per coat of the 
teachcra of mathex&tloa in the State have had cnrer 35 ^eara
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tMohin^ aad 13*7 nmt Xm& tliea 1 3&mr
tMCuia^ #33perieae## tho#^ tê ê hers eltb U;8
lwge#t experience were teaching In the l&r^cet pabXic 
hl#i acheola»
e* Fort^^tlroe per cent oX the teecWre cX 
tic# la f&oatca# poccccacdL IIX# teaching certiXicate# #lth the 
grc&tcct percenter# oX these teacher# tccciü.A^ in C.c- l&r^eet 
high achool#* Tea per cent cX the tcechcr# oX ^mtiiSLmtlc# 
in the 6tet# po##c#a onl^ cjJscr̂ ^̂ Q' teaching eertlXIcate#* 
end €Ri# per cent onl^ elczaentcr;̂  teaching ecrtlXicates*
All achool groap# #o^c teacher# oX a#thematic# tc#cnl% 
on ^aer^em#;^ rcrtlXlcrt### thou^ t/ic ^ a t c r  percentage of 
auch teachers vers Xoond In the mmllcr school#*
X* The avera^a salarie# for men te#ô.;er# in the htata 
oX Montana mas £3»220*001 th# average for the soman tea&hers 
of &ath4%atic# $2#254#00# the hipest salary for «omen 
teacl^er# of aathe*aatlc« mas ^4^125,00; for men# i4#2h0*00* 
îhe lomsst salary for men tea<u.ers of m&thSkmtlc# ms# 
|2#450*0Q| for |2#250*CX)*
g* A great variety of différant course#
mare taken by. varloaa parcentagea of teeciier# of r#. them tic# 
in Montana# thou^ ilia data are not conclusive# apparently 
the following percentage# of teacher# of mathcmtlo# took 
1^ t̂ *e following ga%*erml areas* college and
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Possible Tories, toiê̂ further liesearch
Â ttunrê  of t^e frequeotlj lotroduee» aore pro-
bl^âo th&sï it solves• foseibllitied for fartLer stod^ mad 
researob la lino with this particular iaveati^atioa include*
1# Â eiailar study to detensine teaching oc^blnsticms 
and froquot^y for all teachers in all fields In the state#
2* A more refined atudj of the quallficati<ma of the 
mathematice teaohere in Montana#
3# An Investigation to determine what aabjecta would 
eonstitute logeai teaching cc^lnatlcma#
4# A study of teachmr training inatitutlons to ascer­
tain the nuB^er of credits and copses necessary for majors 
and minors in the different schools#
6# A coaoise determination of the causes and effects 
of inaccurate Form A high school reports*
d# A Study of the policies in effect# pertaining to 
standardisation of teaching combinations# and sssigmaent of 
teachers by sdminis trators*
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